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POWER SHIFT

1,000 CSOs Storm
Abuja For Rally

Visit APC, PDP offices today Demand president of southern extraction Equity, fairness must prevail – Leader
PAGE 7
To hold All Civil Society West Africa Economic Conference Wednesday

2023: Afegbua Dumps Atiku, Roots For Southern Presidential Candidate
BY CALEB ISHAYA, ABUJA

Former spokesman of the Atiku
Abubakar Presidential Campaign
Organization in the 2019
elections and ex-Information
Commissioner in Edo State,

Prince Kassim Afegbua, has
urged the Peoples Democratic
Party, PDP, to look beyond the
former vice president and cede
its presidential ticket to the
south ahead of the 2023 general
elections.

Afegbua also tasked the
National Working Committee,
NWC, led by Senator Iyorchia
Ayu to leverage on its good start
by going to the south to get its
presidential flag bearer in the
next election.

Afegbua, who said this was
necessary for fairness and
equity, also fingered Atiku’s age
as a factor that the party should
consider, urging it to drop him for
a much younger candidate.
The former commissioner, who
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Nigeria’s Super Eagles
received the shock of their
life at the ongoing Africa
Cup of Nations, AFCON,
as Carthage Eagles of
Tunisia bundled them out
of the competition.
The loss for the
country’s men senior team
came on a day President

Muhammadu
Buhari
charged the players to
go all out and win more
games.
However, quest to win
her 4th AFCON title hit
the rock at the Last 16
stage after the Super
Eagles epileptic display
against Tunisia on Sunday.

SERAP Sues
FG In ECOWAS
Court Over
Borrowings

NEWS

Eagles over pampered, fans open book of lamentations

BY JOEL AJAYI

Lassa Fever
Claims 102
Nigerians In
2021 – FG

NEWS
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Shocker: Best Loser Carthage
Eagles Sent S’Eagles Packing

Nothing Can
Make Me Return
To Party Politics
– Obasanjo
NEWS
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would have been consumed in a senseless orgy of violence
where ultimately the citizens are at the receiving end.
When the count is accurately done, it may just be more
than this figure because a lot of death figures are largely
unannounced.
What we are stressing is that a review of the killings across
the country would be quite an alarming picture. Some are
neither reported nor announced even when they fall within
the purview of public knowledge.

Dangote Refinery
To Reduce Africa’s
Petroleum Importation
By 36% – APPO
NEWS
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n a serial basis we are awashed with reports
of killings which have leaned to the growing
insecurity in the country. It is bad enough that
many Nigerians are reckoning with the trauma
of the infiltrating marauders.
The reports have been overwhelming and causing
unwholesome pains across the country. In a report that
resoundingly presents a sad picture, no fewer than 500
persons have been killed in various parts of the country, in
circumstances bordering on terrorism in one month across
the country. Given a modest posturing, over 600 Nigerians

played a prominent role in the
crisis that led to the suspension
of the former PDP National
Chairman, Prince Uche Secondus,
in a statement titled, “2023:

NDLEA Raids
Abuja Garden,
Arrests Six Over
Drug Cookies
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Lifebridge Medical Diagnostic Centre Abuja was recently presented with an award as Africa’s Most Outstanding Diagnostic Facility, by AFRIBEST MAGAZINE.
Prince Usley Unumadu, SSA to the Delta State Governor on Tourism presents the award to Dr Tawe Godwin, MD of Lifebridge while Mrs Tonia Nwawulu, Head of
Admin and Mr Emeka Ekwuno, Asst Head of Laboratory of the facility.

Dangote Refinery To Reduce Africa’s
Petroleum Importation By 36% – APPO
BY MARIAM SANNI, ABUJA

African Petroleum Producers
Organization, APPO, said the
establishment of Dangote
Oil Refinery will bring a 36
percent reduction in the
importation of petroleum
production
into
the
continent.
A statement made available
to AljazirahNigeria said the
organization noted that the
success of Dangote Refinery
project could incentivize the
rise of similar projects across
Africa despite the current
focus on energy transition.
Secretar y-General,
African Petroleum Producers

Organization, Dr Omar
Ibrahim, said in an interview
that Dangote Refinery would
supply over 12 percent of
Africa’s products demand
when it becomes operational.
Ibrahim stated that “to
appreciate the impact that
Dangote refinery is going to
have on African economies
and especially on the supply
of petroleum products, and to
some extent the conservation
of scarce foreign exchange, a
look at some statistics on
the continent’s petroleum
products demand and supply
is in order.
According
to
him
“currently, Africa’s daily

petroleum demand is 4.3
million barrels per day. Of
this volume, 57 percent
is produced locally (on
the continent) while 43
percent is imported. When
Dangote is fully on stream,
the percentage of Africa’s
products import shall drop
to 36 percent. This is even as
the total volume of products
demand rises to 5.4 mbd.
You can therefore see the
huge impact that it shall be
making to overall products
supply in Africa. Dangote
shall be supplying over 12
percent of Africa’s products
demand.
“That is huge savings

for a continent that has
scarce foreign exchange and
little to export. We shall
save from buying abroad,
shipping and insurance costs.
Furthermore, the success of
Dangote could incentivize
the rise of similar projects,
the noise about energy
transition notwithstanding”,
the oil analyst noted.
Ibrahim also hailed
Dangote’s decision to go
ahead with the construction
of crude oil refinery despite a
campaign against fossil fuels,
adding that its demand is
going to continue for several
decades to come.
“We believe that Dangote

made a very wise decision
to proceed with the project,
despite the campaign
against fossil fuels. There
will be demand for petroleum
products for many decades
to come. Indeed, we see
petroleum products prices
rising steadily in the next few
years for at least two decades.
“This is because new
refineries are not coming
up in Europe and North
America, where Africa
imports 34 percent of its
supplies, because their
governments have embraced
energy transition, some
willingly, others due to
pressure. So, some of the

Career Excellence Not Dependent On Course Of Study, Says VC
Vice Chancellor of the
University of Maiduguri,
Professor Aliyu Shugaba,
has encouraged students to
study courses that they have
passion for.
Shugaba, who gave the
advice when he appeared
on the News Agency
of
Nigeria’s
flagship
programme in Abuja, said
entrepreneurship is not

dependent on course of
study but on how much
students excel in their
chosen careers.
The vice chancellor
stressed that the key to
success in any given field
of study is commitment,
discipline and passion.
“There is no course that
students will not find use
for; the only thing is to

excel and if you do, you will
go places.
“I want to give you an
example of one of our
senior professors whose
daughter was admitted to
study Creative Arts but he
was opposed to it.
“However, the daughter
insisted on the course,
reminding him that he
studied Hausa Language as

a course.
“She also reminded him
that he was able to travel to
several countries including
Germany where he worked
for five years, as well as the
U.S and Vienna courtesy of
his career.
“He eventually agreed
and the daughter graduated
with a second class upper
division and as we speak,

she has her PhD and has
travelled to places.
“So, it is not about what
you studied but excellence”,
he said.
The vice chancellor
advised
parents
and
guardians
against
interfering with their
wards’ career decisions,
adding that every course of
study is useful. NAN

sources of Africa’s imports
are going to dry up. At the
same time, Africa will not be
in a position to fast track the
development of non-fossil
fuels.
“In fact, even the developed
countries will not be able to
move as fast as projected. We
see Africa and many regions
of the world continuing to rely
on fossil fuel energy at a time
when deliberate decisions are
being made to stop funding
fossil fuel projects. The world
risks abandoning fossil for
renewable, but in the end
not getting it, and at the
same time losing the fossils
due to deliberate neglect”, he
explained.
Ibrahim urged African
refiners to invest more on
technology and develop the
right expertise to manage
their refineries that are
going to serve the continent
as western refiners halt
the establishment of more
refineries.
He disclosed that APPO
is working with its member
countries to construct cross
border energy infrastructure
like pipelines for crude and
products, as well as for oil
and gas terminals, depots etc.
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VISION STATEMENT

To operate a world class print media
organisation collocated with
positive journalistic ethics and
practices at its peak to our beloved
readers in Nigeria.

MISSION STATEMENT

Our mission is to create hard-breaking national
and international news, as it unfolds. We deliver
unparalleled perspectives across multiple
categories including politics, health, entertainment,
education, classy, judiciary, parliament, foreign
affairs, business, sports and more.

Is Armageddon Here?
FROM COVER

To recall the very disconcerting events
recently was on January 14, when a band of
heavily armed men stormed Dankade town
in DankoWasagu Local Government Area of
Kebbi State, killing at least 17 residents and
abducting many more in what was believed
to be a punitive expedition.
The residents had refused to pay a
protection levy of N25 millon imposed by
the terrorists it was said.
It is worrisome that for nearly three years,
residents of this town had lived under the
authority of terrorists operating in Akao,
a small village on the state’s border with
Zamfara. The bandits, largely inspired by
Bello Turji, a notorious bandit kingpin, are
the lords in the ungoverned axis even when
the authorities are watching helplessly.
During the raid, the bandits shot randomly
at defenceless citizens and set houses and
farm stores on fire in an orgy of violence
that lasted several hours. The bandits had
imposed a monthly protection levy on
Dankade town, which the hapless residents
had been paying through their village heads
it was learnt.
The bandits, we hear raise millions of
naira monthly from the illegal taxes, from
which they procure ammunition to sustain
their reign of terror. This has been ongoing
since 2020.
In December 2021, the bandits upped the
levy, imposing N5 million each on K’lanko,
K’Daba, Kurgiya, Ragaam and Dankade,
five neighbouring villages in the troubled

Who
SAID
What?
IN THE NEWS

“I don’t hate any tribe in
Nigeria. I’m a nationalist.
I have worked
everywhere in Nigeria. If
you are good, I will spot
you out and encourage
you. If you are Hausa and
you do well, you are my
friend, Yoruba, Igbo or
other tribes, the same. “
– Minister of Labour
and Employment,
Senator Chris Ngige

area. They tasked the village heads to ensure
payments before the end of the year.
“Particularly what they want those villages
to do is that after paying the N5 million each,
they should give them access to their wives
and daughters”, Bamaiye Aniko, a human
rights activist with deep understanding of
the crisis announced.
“And secondly, they want to take the
villagers’ animals anytime they want. That’s
the barbaric conditions they gave them”.
It was reported that around 3 p.m. on
Friday January 14, the bandits emerged
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During the raid,
the bandits shot
randomly at
defenceless citizens
and set houses
and farm stores on
fire in an orgy of
violence that lasted
several hours.

3

from their forest base in Akao and crossed
into Dankade through a dried bed of a river
on the Kebbi-Zamfara boundary, with a
mission to punish the villagers for their
rebellion.
Four persons found in another house were
also killed, taking the total of lives lost in
the broad daylight massacre to 17.
It was alleged that the bandits also herded
dozens of other villagers that they had
spared death into their vehicles and drove
away with them.
It was reported that the said village head,
Umaru Dutse was among those abducted.
It was so barbaric that: “Some of the
abducted people were killed and burnt. The
families were not even allowed to recover
the corpses”, it was alleged.
These worries were corroborated by
several locals who do not want to be named
for fear of becoming targets of new attacks.
“Nobody can say the number of persons
abducted. It will be after some time before
people will begin to look for their relatives”,
one of them said.
Although claims that about 50 persons
were killed altogether in Dankade town
have been debunked by the police, we are
bothered that several other killings are
reported to have taken place across the
country.
We call for a more proactive measure by the
authorities that would check these frequent
killings that are running through our land.
This is possible through a forward looking
approach of intelligence sharing and quick
response to distress calls.
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letter/opinion
Dear Editor,
May I use your esteemed
medium to comment on a
burning issue in our land
today. It has become a
national embarrassment
the daily killings in major
cities of our country even
when governments at all
levels will keep reeling
out assurances that the
situation would be brought
under control. It the East, it
is unknown gunmen, while
in parts of the North they
are terrorists, bandits or
killer herdsmen etc. When
would there be an end to
these increasing plunge to
the state of nature?
– Ibrahim Yahaya
REPLY:
We share in your concern
as a patriotic Nigerian.
We agree that there is a
need for better response
from all stakeholders even
as it appears the security
agencies would also need
citizens to give support
in terms of sharing
information on location and
activities of these criminals
causing pain and bloodletting across the country.

PHOTO
OF THE
DAY

“

Damaged and dangerous portion
of Ijesha-Cele link bridge in
Lagos.
Photo: Wasiu Zubair/NAN
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X-raying IPOB’s Sit-at- Home
BY RUDOLF OGOO OKONKWO

If the sit-at-home were voluntary and
sparingly used, it would have bestowed
credibility on the argument of the
general acceptance of the Biafran
goals. All it required was to keep
winning hearts and souls, as more
and more people joined the action.
But our people have no such patience.
They want it now – nzogbu-nzogbu.
Using the threat of bodily harm to
enforce the sit-at-home order, you
lose the moral right to argue that it is
a referendum by another name.
In all of his 69 to 79 years in this
world, how many times has Bola
Tinubu, the man who could be the
next president of Nigeria, visited the
South-East?
I guess that it may not be up to a
dozen times. He didn’t go there to
school, compete in debates, quiz or
Koran recital challenges. He surely
didn’t go there on a school excursion
to visit a major dam or a game reserve.
Who wants to cross the Niger River
just to visit Ogbunike Cave, Ngwo Pine
Forest or Oguta Lake? The Umuahia
Biafra War museum was not yet built
when he went to school. We know that
he did not go to the South-East to work
after school. With Ndubisi Kanu,
Ebitu Ukiwe, Anya O. Anya, Ralph
Obioha and others in the National
Democratic Coalition (NADECO),
Tinubu most definitely did not go
to the South-East to solicit support
for MKO Abiola’s mandate during
the pro-democracy movement of the
90s. When he emerged and became
the governor of Lagos State, he had
no need to campaign in the South-

East. The same as when he became a
National Leader of the All Progressves
Congress (APC).
Why are all these important? What
have they got to do with the sit-athome order introduced in the SouthEast by the Indigenous People of Biafra
(IPOB) to add pressure to their quest
for the actualisation of an independent
nation of Biafra?
I will get to these in a short while.
In the meantime, follow me on this
little detour.
While the opinion of Boko Haram
members is not seen as the opinion
of the people of the North-East of
Nigeria, the same is not true of the
opinion of Biafrans. Outside of the
South-East, the opinion of Biafrans
is by default considered the universal
opinion of the people of the SouthEast. If you are from the SouthEast, many still see you as a Biafran,
irrespective of how many times you
swear not to be allied to the Biafrans.
We know why it is that way. It is
because the people of the South-East
are the most misunderstood people
of Nigeria. The Fulanis come a close
second. The misunderstanding is so
endemic that the people of the SouthEast are beginning to misunderstand
themselves as a result. I am sure
psychologists must have a name for
this syndrome.
The reason for the misunderstanding
is clear. Even though all categories of
South-Eastern people live all over
Nigeria, speak various languages of the
places they live in, the same is not true
about other people from other parts
of Nigeria within the South-East. Take
out the National Youth Service Corps

programme that compels many young
educated and adventurous people to
spend a year in the South-East, most
Nigerians would not have any reason
ever to visit the South-East.
When IPOB first introduced the sitat-home order, the idea was to show
that most people in the South-East
support their quest for an independent
nation of Biafra. It started as a once-ayear event, partly to remember those
who died in the Nigeria-Biafra War.
In the beginning, so many people in
the region did not mind sacrificing
a day to remember the dead. It soon
transformed into a tool for achieving
other goals…
There is little or no federal presence
in the region to bring diverse workers
from across the country to the SouthEast. The other reason, related to the
first, is that life is very hard in the
South-East. It is hard for the people
in that region, so they leave at the
slightest opportunity. If it is tough
for the indigenes to stay and make a
living there, what hope does it offer
non-indigenes?
Unfortunately, there is no way
of understanding people you have
not interacted with, in their natural
environment.
It is important to understand this
distinction, if one wants to understand
in their proper context, events taking
place in the South-East and put them
in their proper framework. This is
vital for people who are not from the
region but more cogent for people
from the region but who are ignorant
of the dynamics of Nigeria and how
they impact the perspectives of
others and the perception they have

of themselves.
When IPOB first introduced the sitat-home order, the idea was to show
that most people in the South-East
support their quest for an independent
nation of Biafra. It started as a once-ayear event, partly to remember those
who died in the Nigeria-Biafra War.
In the beginning, so many people in
the region did not mind sacrificing
a day to remember the dead. It soon
transformed into a tool for achieving
other goals, including the raising of
awareness for other Biafran-related
issues. Of recent, it has become a tool
to draw attention to the plight of the
leader of IPOB, Nnamdi Kanu.
As such things are known to
transform, the sit-at-home has become
so frequent that it has triggered a
backlash and a diminishing return.
With resistance to the order has come
fierce enforcement with the force
of arms. The people who initiated
it have also lost control, that they
cannot pull it back. Freelance actors,
breakaway factions, and others outside
the original IPOB, have seen the tool
as one to use to exert control over the
populace. They and their supporters
argue that despite the groaning of
the region’s people, it is worth the
sacrifice. They often quote unrelated
and unsymmetrical history to support
their arguments.
Okonkwo teaches Post-Colonial
African History at the School of
Visual Arts in New York City. He is
also the host of Dr. Damages Show.
His books include This American
Life, Children of a Retired God,
among others.
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NEWS IN BRIEF
Protest In Edo Over Proposed
Petrol Price Hike
BY IKHILI EBALU, BENIN CITY

A coalition of civil society groups in Edo State, yesterday,
protested the proposed petroleum pump price increment
by the federal government.
The group in their large numbers, marched round the city
center (Ring Road) with their banners, having inscriptions
thus: “No to more hardship, no to rise in fuel price, end
poverty in Nigeria now, refine Nigeria oil in Nigeria” before
retiring to the National Musuem ground.
Addressing Journalists, South-South Coordinator, People
Alternative Movement, Barr. Osagie Obayuwana, said the
current system operated by the government has entrusted
the wealth of the nation into the hands of the few by trying
to privatize the refineries rather than building more and
refurbishing the moribund ones.

UBE Constructs Smart
Schools In Sokoto
BY IBRAHIM GORONYO, SOKOTO

CINDY CYNTHIA
CATERER

Phone Number:
07030992660

Instagram:
@wytezkakes

Facebook

Cindy Cynthia

Office Address:

Block D7 Flat 49, Biliri Street, Old
CBN Quarters Garki 2 Abuja.
Cindy Cynthia is a caterer who
specializes in making snacks of
all kinds, different cake patterns,
African dishes, continental dishes,
Chinese dishes and lots more with
a unique touch and taste.
Her brand name WYTEKAKES/
Mk’s kitchen has become a name
to reckon with in delivering
the best of service lovers of
confectionery products in the
nation’s capital.
This talented caterer is
a graduate of Cooperative
Economics and Management
from Federal Polytechnic Nekede
Owerri, Imo State.
Cindy’s entrepreneur journey
was borne out of passion and
need to encourage teeming
unemployed Nigerian youths to
explore their potentials.

Arrangements have reached advance stage for the official
commissioning of UBE Model Smart School constructed
in the state by the Universal Basic Education Commission
UBEC.
The school will be handed over to the State Universal
Basic Education Board.
Speaking while leading a team of Directors of the Board
to the school located in the premises of Sultan Abubakar
College Sokoto, Permanent Secretary of the Board Alhaji
Ahmed Rufa’i Ibrahim commended the foresight of UBEC
for constructing such gigantic project in Sokoto state.
Alhaji Ahmed Rufa’i who is also the oveseer of the Board
explained that the school will no doubt compliment the
state government’s commitment towardst improving basic
education in the state.
Briefing the Board team, the site engineer of the
construction firm handling the project, Ojenuale Abduljalil
said the school consist of Pre-Nursery, Nursery,Primary and
JSS sections.

TODAY’S WEATHER
FORECAST
ABUJA
LAGOS
CALABAR
P/HARCOURT
KANO
JOS
KADUNA
ENUGU
IBADAN

35°C
35°C
35°C
35°C
28°C
26°C
30°C
35°C
34°C
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NAWOJ Seeks
Justice for
Hanifa,
Others
Nigerian
Association

of Women Journalists,
NAWOJ, has described the
kidnap and murder of fiveyear old-Hanifa Abubakar by
her teacher after collecting
a ransom of N6 million
from her parents as one of
the most horrific, barbaric
and inhuman evil acts of
wickedness recorded in
recent times.
This is even as the
association
said
the
perpetrators should be
brought to book.
A statement by its
National President, Ladi
Bala, which was made
available to ALJAZIRAH in
Abuja yesterday, insisted
that the killing of Hanifah by
the proprietor of her school
smirked of gross betrayal
of trust which the little girl
and her parents reposed in
the institution and its owner.
It also noted that the
increase in cases of killings
for money and ritual
purposes had assumed a
frightening
dimension,
thus making life unsafe for
Nigerians.
“Killings, kidnappings,
sexual and gender based
violence are taking severe
toll on women and girls,
who are the soft targets of
evil perpetrators.
“The case of Aisha Umar,
an IDP, who was lured and
raped by a humanitarian
provider that led her to
committing suicide in
Maiduguri, Borno State
as she could not stand
the trauma and the brutal
murder of the son of a
gender activist, Madam Ene
Ede, in Abuja recently by yetto-be identified murderers,
to mention but a few, are
all indicators that all is not
well in our dear country”, the
statement said.
It added that, “As
mothers, we aver with
pains that this is no longer
the Nigeria we grew up to
know where the care for the
younger generation was the
responsibility of all adults
and the community as a
whole.
“As mothers, we appeal
to Nigerians to be more
vigilant, security conscious,
as well as report suspicious
characters to security
agencies. NGOs and CSOs
must speak out against these
evil acts and demand justice
for victims of ritual killings
and sexual abuse in Nigeria.”
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2023: Afegbua Dumps Atiku, Roots
For Southern Presidential Candidate
FROM COVER PAGE

Atiku and the Age of
Methusalah
Politics,”
warned him to give younger
Nigerians a chance lest he
wears the tag of “a perpetual
or professional candidate”.
The statement reads in
part, “With the abysmal
performance of President
Muhammadu Buhari on
account of age, incompetence
and lack of capacity and
political will to take deliberate
and sustained action to bail
out the country from all
manners of challenges, it
will be immoral for Alhaji
Atiku Abubakar to continue
to express interest in
seeking election in the 2023
presidential election having
attained the retirement age.
“He cannot assume the
role of a perpetual candidate
or professional aspirant year
in, year out, of the party as
though it was established for
him alone. It defeats all sense
of logic for such an old man
to attempt another round
of political contestation at a

time the general feeling and
mood supports a younger
Nigerian from the southern
extraction of the country.
“For me, Alhaji Atiku
Abubakar should quit
his quest for presidency
and support a southern
candidate in the spirit of
fairness, equity and justice,
that will assuage the feelings
of stakeholders from the
region. It will be against the
run of play and natural justice
for any aspirant of northern
extraction to show interest
in the 2023 presidential
election within the Peoples’
Democratic Party’s threshold.
“It will offend national
sentiments, emotions and
logic for anyone from the
north to show such interest
given our diversities and
heterogenous
political
configurations. Given PDP’s
doctrine of political power
balancing and fairness, it will
be against its own unwritten
rule to cede the ticket to any
northern aspirant least of all,
Alhaji Abubakar.

“Having concluded the
convention of PDP with a
new leadership that looks
promising, the party will have
to rise above board to produce
a presidential candidate
from the southern part of
the country to complete the
narrative”.
He continued that: “After
the
2019
presidential
election,
Alhaji
Atiku
Abubakar abandoned all of
us in Nigeria and sought
refuge in faraway Dubai,
thus exposing us to the
intimidation, harassment
and threats posed by the
desperate All Progressives
Congress, APC, power
oligarchs.
“It was a case of a general
abandoning his troops in the
battle field. Rather than draw
strength from his presence,
his absence exposed us to
all manner of challenges. He
was in Dubai and left us to
our fate.
“When it mattered most
for us to reach out to our
candidate for motivation and

necessary encouragement,
he vanished into thin air.
Knowing fully well that
political activities were
to take-off, he suddenly
resurfaced and became a
front liner in his quest to fly
the party’s flag once again.
That, to me, amounts to gross
political selfishness and greed,
which must not be allowed to
flourish in our contemporary
engagements. Even those
who are promoters-in-chief
of Alhaji Atiku’s aspiration,
know in their heart of hearts
that it is a project that is dead
on arrival”. He maintained
that Southern Nigeria boasts
of eminently qualified leaders
whose candidacy will give the
ruling party a run for their
money.
“Nigerians in their millions
are tired of seeing the faces of
persons who have dominated
the political space in the last
40 years and yet, unwilling to
take a bow. In the spirit of the
new thinking and paradigm
shift, please tell them to allow
us to breathe”, he added.

Chairman APC Reconciliation Committee, Distinguished Senator Abdullahi Adamu (left) exchanging views with Chairman
Senate Committee on Information and National Orientation, Senator Danladi Sankera after a meeting at the National
Assembly in Abuja, recently.
PHOTO: TYOZENDA TYOAKAA

Group Wants Ministers To Show Score Cards, Lauds Amaechi
BY WISDOM ONYEISHI, ABUJA

President, Nigeria Female
Youth Organization, NFYO,
and Founder of Michelle’s
Youth Initiative, MYISD,
Princess Mimi Peter, has
expressed concern over the
poor performance of ministers,
stressing that the Minister of
the Transportation, Rotimi
Amaechi, has distinguished
himself with unprecedented
landmark projects.
“Now you can go to Kaduna
from Abuja regularly and safely

by rail. Lagos-Ibadan standard
gauge is a done deal.
“There is a lot of improvement
on Nigerian waters as he
contracted $495 million to the
Israelis to secure our waters
for two years. This has reduced
the cost of transporting goods
into Nigeria and the delay time
of cargoes at the seaport has
drastically reduced.
‘‘He also influenced the
partnership of the Ministry of
Works to work on the Lagos
road that leads to the seaport
and that will tackle the traffic

gridlock experienced on the
axis, amongst many others.
“He has completed and as
commissioned the Warri-Itakpe
Rail Line. This project covers
90 percent of the entire SouthSouth region.
“Amaechi has been able
to prevail on the federal
government to hasten the
Ogoni Clean-up Exercise which
is already a reality today.
“Furthermore, approvals
have been given for Bonny and
Warri Deep Sea projects, This
will not only serve as a tug in

the heart of onlookers in Rivers
State, but the South-South
region in entirety”.
“An unbiased observer,
judging from the above
contributions,
will
unhesitatingly concede more
praise to Amaechi.
“Now, what can other
ministers show as their
achievements?
Absolutely
nothing.
Dividends
of
democracy are only on paper,
not implemented for the less
privileged and the common
Nigerian.

Gombe Rep Quits
APC, Others Join
PDP
Member of the House
of Representatives for
Gombe, Kwami and
Funakaye Constituency,
Yaya Bauchi has resigned
his membership of the All
Progressives Congress,
APC.
Also at the weekend,
hundreds
of
APC
supporters from the area
defected to the opposition
Peoples Democratic Party,
PDP.
In the resignation letter
he sent to the party in
December 2021, Bauchi
cited the internal crisis
bedeviling the party as
the reason for his action.
He also accused the
party leadership of
sidelining
founding
members
including
himself in the recent
congresses, lamenting its
machinery were hijacked
from them and that there
was no resolution in sight.
“This decision was
arrived at after a careful
observation
of
the
numerous crises in
the APC without any
resolution in sight.
“All efforts made by
well-meaning members
of the party to bring
a peaceful resolution
continued to meet brick
walls as some individuals
have hijacked all party
machinery and have
consistently
refused
some of us the space to
actively contribute to the
development of the APC
in Gombe State’’.
In
another
development, hundreds
of
APC
members
in
Funakaye
Local
Government Area over
the weekend defected to
the opposition PDP.
A chieftain of the PDP
and former member of the
House of Representatives,
Abubakar Abubakar, who
received the decampees,
said their defection was
in view of their neglect
by the APC after working
towards its victory in the
2019 election.
According to him, he
was once an APC cardcarrying member but
claimed that he deserted
due to lack of organization
and non-performance.
When
contacted
via phone call and
text message on the
resignation of Bauchi
and others from the APC,
the State APC Publicity
Secretary, Mr Moses Kyari
declined response.
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Power Shift: 1,000 CSOs
Storm Abuja For Rally
Visit APC, PDP offices today
Demand president of southern extraction
Equity, fairness must prevail – Leader
To hold All Civil Society West Africa Economic
Conference Wednesday
BY CALEB ISHAYA AND WISDOM ONYEISHI, ABUJA

As preparations ahead of the 2023 presidential
election hits up, 1,000 groups of concerned
Nigerians under the auspices of Coalition
of Civil Societies, CSOs, have reaffirmed the
need for the emergence of a president from
the southern part of the country. The coalition
rising from their expanded exco resolved to
storm Abuja today for a rally to impress upon
the two major political parties to allow power
shift to the South.
Leader of the CSOs Comrade Bassey Etuk
Williams, who addressed journalists yesterday
in Abuja after the CSO’s exco meeting said;
the CSOs disposition for power to shift to the
region was borne out of the pursuit to enhance
the political stability of the nation.
Williams enunciated that the group’s call for
power shift in this regard is sequel to popular
demands from a wide spectrum of critical

stakeholder in the Nigerian project which the
1,000 groups represent as well as the inherent
benefits of the emergence of a president form
the South.
According to him, judging from experience, if
power shifts to the region it will invariably give
rise to inclusive growth, besides promoting
cohesion, a fulcrum for democracy to flourish
in the country.
He added that more than ever before there
was the need for all and sundry in the country
to “be on the same page with us as we march
towards the attainment of this all important
goal of electing a president from the South to
succeed President Muhammadu Buhari who
is from the North and serving out his term
come May next year. Coalition also advised
the ruling All Progressives Congress, APC,
the opposition Peoples Democratic Party, PDP,
and others, that in the interest of unity and
equity should zone their presidential tickets

to the southern part of the country come 2023
general election, adding that; the North having
held sway since 2015, it would be morally and
politically justifiable to zone the presidency to
the South.
The group said: “Since the return to civil
rule in 1999, there has been an “unwritten
convention” in the country for power rotation
between the North and South. It baffles us
that as the debates intensifies; most of those
involved do not know what is generally at stake
especially as it relates to unity and peaceful
coexistence of the country. We have witnessed
sharp division along religious lines ahead of
the 2023 general election.
“By heeding to this call is lawful though
unwritten but it can foster peace and unity of
the country; there won’t be either the ruling
APC or the opposition PDP if there is no
country called Nigeria.
“We have watched with keen interest
various agitations across the zones of our
federating units, and we have come up with
the agenda of championing and clamouring for
Power shift to the South come 2023.
“There is no doubt that the North has had
its fair share of the country’s leadership and
now it is time to zone the Presidency to the
Southern part of Nigeria which in our own
opinion deserves it.
“Rising from our expanded National
Executive meeting, we resolved to get involved
and join in the call for a power shift to the
South come 2023.
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“It baffles us that as the debates intensifies;
most of those involved do not understand
what is generally at stake especially as it relates
to the unity of the country.
In this vein, the leaders of the CSOs said that
they will visit the secretariats of the ruling All
Progressives Congress, APC, and the Peoples
Democratic Party, in Abuja today with a view
to presenting their stand directly to the two
political parties.
Comrade Williams further said that CSOs
will leverage on the visits to among other
things make formal demands from the
parties to in the spirit of unity, peace and
equity support power shift to the South and
declare their unreserved stand on maintaining
Nigeria’s unity.
Meanwhile, the All Civil Society West Africa
Economic Conference slated for Wednesday,
he explained, will provide a fertile ground for
cross fertilisation of ideas to promote national
and sub-regional development.
However, the CSOs are not the lone voice
calling for power to shift to the South owing
to the fact that it calls for equity and fairness.
You would recall that the Southern Governors
Forum on three different occasions has raised
their voices calling for power shift, though it
was not too long as the 2020 witnessed a kind
of unity never displayed among the governors
of the South since the return of democracy as
their resolve in spite of Party differences has
sent jitters to the spine of the North who for a
very long time has Northern governors forum
that discusses the welfare and interest by
championing the emancipation of the North.
Southern governors have repeatedly insisted
that power must shift to their region.
At separate meetings held on July 5 in
Lagos and September 16 in Enugu the
southern governors said the next presidency
should be zoned to their region in the spirit
of sportsmanship. In their separate reasons,
Governor Akeredolu of Ondo State has on
many occasions insisted that power must
not be too long in the North to avert power
corruption as absolute power corrupts
absolutely. Governor Akeredolu insists that
by virtue of equity, fairness and balancing
that come 2023 power must come to the
South. Even at a meeting in Asaba the Delta
State capital Gov Okowa supported the call
by colleagues in praying for a power shift to
the South. However, in a communique signed
by Simon Lalong, governor of Plateau and
chairman of the northern governors’ forum,
the governors said the position of their
colleagues in the south is “condemnable”.
“The Forum observed that some Northern
State Governors had earlier expressed views
for a power-shift to three geopolitical zones
in the South with a view to promoting unity
and peace in the nation. Notwithstanding their
comments, the Forum unanimously condemns
the statement by the Southern Governors
Forum that the Presidency must go to the
South,” the communique reads.
“The statement is quite contradictory with
the provision of the Constitution of the Federal
Republic of Nigeria (1999) as amended, that
the elected President shall: score the majority
votes; score at least 25% of the votes cast in
2/3 States of the Federation. In the case of a
run-up, a simple majority wins the election”.
Also, yesterday the Northern Governors
Forum has condemned again the call for
zoning of power but Nigerians should allow
anybody to make his or her choice, especially
the best of the candidates.
AljazirahNigeria report that calls for power
shift to the south cuts across Nigeria and the
clamour for the emergence of president from
the region in 2023 is spiraling as preparations
for the upcoming election gathers momentum.
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Col. Chris Hadfield believes investment in space technologies also provides societies with a sense of optimism and raises public aspirations

Ambitious Space Programme To Provide Exciting Collaborations
More than half a century ago, Neil
Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin became
the first people to set foot on the
surface of the moon. Since this
historic milestone, governments,
scientists and now entrepreneurs
have set their sights on more distant
and ambitious goals.
From Jeff Bezos’ forays into
space tourism with Blue Origin and
Elon Musk’s dream of establishing
colonies on Mars to NASA’s launch
of the James Webb Space Telescope
and the UAE’s Hope probe mission
to Mars, space, it seems, is once
again all the rage.
The
Apollo
astronauts’
momentous moonwalk of July 20,
1969, marked the culmination of
more than a decade of breakneck
scientific advance, fueled by the
fierce Cold War-era contest between
the US and the Soviet Union known
as the “space race.”
Decades later, and with the
benefits of vastly superior
technologies,
private
sector
finance, and a global profusion of
scientific and engineering talent,
a new space race led by the world’s
emerging economies and wealthiest
individuals is now underway.
A recent entrant in this new space
race is the Saudi Space Commission,
or SSC, launched three years ago
by royal decree, its mission: To
accelerate economic diversification,
enhance research and development,
and raise private sector participation
in the global space industry.
Since its launch in December
2018, the Kingdom’s state-funded

space programme has struck deals
with the European Space Agency,
the UK, France, and Hungary to
further cooperation.
The agency has also signed
agreements with aerospace giant
Airbus, joined the International
Astronautical Federation, and
launched illustrious scholarship
programs to allow Saudi students to
attend the world’s best universities
offering courses in space sciences
and aerospace engineering.
Although its space agency is
relatively new, the Kingdom has
a long history of involvement in
satellite technology, much of it
emanating from the King Abdul
Aziz City of Science and Technology
in Riyadh.
Saudi Arabia also played a key role
in the Arab League’s formation of
Arabsat, a satellite communications
company, which launched its first
satellite in 1985.
“The beauty is that you’re
not starting from zero,” Col.
Chris Hadfield, retired Canadian
astronaut and former commander of
the International Space Station, told
Arab News in an exclusive interview.
“Even NASA, when they were
formed in the late 1950s, they
weren’t starting from zero. NACA,
which was the predecessor to NASA,
had been around since the 1920s,
when the government recognised
that aeronautics was coming.”
Hadfield is well known for his
hugely popular video segments
depicting life aboard the ISS, which
famously included a zero-gravity

guitar rendition of David Bowie’s
“Space Oddity.”
A heavily decorated astronaut,
engineer and pilot, his many awards
include the Order of Canada, the
Meritorious Service Cross and the
NASA Exceptional Service Medal.
He was also named the top test
pilot in both the US Air Force and
the US Navy, and was inducted into
Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame.
Hadfield has flown three
space missions, building two
space stations, performing two
spacewalks, crewing the Shuttle and
Soyuz, and commanding the ISS.
Now retired, he is an adjunct
professor at the University of
Waterloo, Ontario, an adviser
to SpaceX and Virgin Galactic,
board chair of the Open Lunar
Foundation, and the author of three
international bestsellers. His TED
talk on fear has been watched 11
million times.
In Hadfield’s view, the SSC should
now set out to clearly define its
goals for the future of Saudi space
exploration.
“The real key is to have a clear
purpose for what the space agency
is trying to accomplish, aims that
are in line with serving the people
of Saudi in the short and long term,”
he said.
The ISS remains a potent symbol
of human fraternity as well as the
huge technological and scientific
possibilities on offer when societies
work toward a common end.
The space station’s history began
on July 17, 1975, when Russian

cosmonaut Alexei Leonov and
American astronaut Deke Slayton
shook hands in microgravity, having
docked their spacecraft high above
the French city of Metz.
The handshake was the
byproduct of a 1972 agreement
between the two nations to
cooperate on the Apollo-Soyuz
Test project. The US built a docking
module for the Apollo shuttle that
was compatible with the Soviet
docking system to allow a flawless
rendezvous.
Their meeting became a powerful
symbol of unity, which paved
the way for the joint Shuttle-Mir
program and later the ISS itself.
Building a space agency is no
easy feat. As a multidisciplinary
domain, the industry demands a
wide range of skills and expertise.
Saudi Arabia has invested heavily
in the sector and already has several
achievements to its name.
In February 2019, the Kingdom
launched its first domestically
developed communications satellite,
SGS-1, from the Guiana Space
Center. The launch was the result
of a partnership between KACST
and US aerospace giant Lockheed
Martin.
In 2020, Saudi Arabia announced
plans to invest $2.1 billion in the
space program as part of its Vision
2030 reform agenda, the Kingdom’s
long-term plan to diversify its
economy away from oil and embrace
a wide array of next-generation
industries.
“In the time we live in now, space

is becoming a fundamental sector of
the global economy, touching every
aspect of our lives on Earth,” Prince
Sultan bin Salman, the first Arab,
Muslim and royal in space, said at
the time.
“Space business and the space
economy are expected to grow
into the trillions of riyals as we go
forward. We believe there are a lot
of opportunities that exist in the
space sector and we, in Saudi Arabia,
intend to tap these opportunities at
all levels.”
In order to excel in space, the
Kingdom will need an army of
technical specialists in areas as
diverse as cybersecurity, avionics
and robotics, together with experts
in propulsion, machine learning and
artificial intelligence.
“If you look right across the
world’s governments, there’s some
subset that is working in the areas
that are naturally space related, like
telecommunications, atmospheric
physics, weather forecasting or
the military side of threats; there’s
always the high ground advantage,”
Hadfield said, highlighting the
benefits of building a domestic space
industry.
“It’s scientific in just trying to
understand the Earth better. If you
can go around, Earth, 16 times a
day, if you can set a geostationary
satellite that is looking at the whole,
Arabian, peninsula, that whole part
of the world, there is a huge amount
of information to be gathered that
is really difficult to gather from the
surface.
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Documentation of the path was mainly done by panoramic photography 360. Later, the migration of the Prophet will be digitally documented using 4K drones

Documentation Of Prophet’s Journey Completed
Organizers of “Rihlat Muhajir”, An
Emigrant Journey, have announced
that the first phase of the initiative
to document the path of the
Prophet’s emigration has been
completed.
The work with specialists and
researchers in the Prophet’s
biography is part of the
preparations to inaugurate the
Jabal Thawr Cultural Center in
Makkah which seeks to enrich and
broaden tourists’ experience. This
is the aim of Samaya Investment,
a company specialising in cultural
projects, including national
museums,
exhibitions,
and
activities.

Samaya CEO Fawaz Al-Merhej
said the “Muhajir” initiative is
documenting the path of the
Prophet’s emigration using modern
technology in aerial documentation
and panoramic photography 360.
He said in the first phase, which
was launched on December 20
last year, the team sought all the
locations that were cited on the
path of the Prophet’s emigration,
starting from Cave Thawr on
Mount Thawr in Makkah, passing
through 40 stations all the way to
Quba Mosque in Madinah.
He said the idea of documenting
the route came up when they were
considering how to present the

story of the Prophet’s migration
in the Jabal Thawr Cultural Center.
Documentation of the path
was mainly done by panoramic
photography 360. During the
second stage the migration of
the Prophet will be digitally
documented using 4K drones based
on the locations’ coordinates.
The biggest challenges they faced,
he said, were the bumpy roads, and
the fact that some historical sites
had their names changed over time.
A number of scholars specialised
in Islamic history and the
Prophet’s biography helped in this
investigation, including Professor
Mohammed bin Samil Al-Salami

and Professor Saad bin Musa AlMusa, of the Department of History
and Islamic Civilisation at Umm AlQura University in Makkah, and
Professor Sulaiman bin Abdullah
Al-Suwaiket and Professor Abdul
Aziz bin Ibrahim Al-Omari, of
the Department of History and
Civilisation at Imam Mohammad
Ibn Saud Islamic University in
Riyadh, who are also members of
the scientific committee of the Atlas
Biography of the Prophet. Professor
Abdullah bin Mustafa Al-Shanqiti,
specialised in the landmarks
of Madinah and the Prophet’s
Biography, also participated in some
stages of the project.

3.5 Million Students Return To School In Saudi Arabia
More than 3.5 million students
returned to school on Sunday in
over 13,000 primary schools and
4,800 kindergartens across the
Kingdom, almost two years after
they closed to prevent the spread
of COVID-19.

The resumption of in-person
teaching for the under-12s had been
postponed from October last year.
Schools in Saudi Arabia closed
classrooms and switched to online
learning soon after the pandemic
began in early 2020.

In preparation for the longawaited return of students, senior
school officials across the Kingdom
have implemented a program to
prepare pupils, parents and teachers
for a safe resumption of classes.
The program focuses on
reassuring students and parents
about the return and face-to-face
learning and reminding them of the
importance of adhering to safety
protocols while in school.
The resumption of classroombased teaching has also prioritized
giving parents a platform to ask
questions and share concerns, and
motivating students to study and
participate in activities.
For the first few weeks after

schools reopen, the program will
focus on psychological efforts to
help students get back into routine.
Schools will offer art activities,
children’s theater, cultural and
entertainment workshops and
distribute gifts to reassure the
returning students.
Schools will also provide 22
cultural, sports and awareness
activities to give students plenty
of opportunities to get physically
active again after a hiatus of almost
2 years.
Online education facilities will
remain available for children with
serious health conditions that
prevent them from returning to
the classroom.

World’s Top Tenor,
Bocelli Wows Alula
Crowd Again
Singing at AlUla is “one of my
favorite experiences,” the world’s
favorite tenor said after another
memorable concert in the ancient
desert city.
Andrea Bocelli performed to
a packed auditorium on Friday
in the iconic mirrored Maraya
venue, and millions more
watching live on TV and online.
“It is always an incredible
experience to sing in the middle
of the desert in AlUla,” he said.
“Coming from the noise and
chaos of the big city, it is an
educational experience for me
to find myself in this idyllic and
peaceful place away from the
world.”
It was Bocelli’s fourth
performance at Winter at
Tantora, the Kingdom’s original
music and cultural festival. He
was accompanied on stage by
Italy’s Asti Symphony Orchestra
and sopranos Christine Allado,
Serena Gambero and Clara
Barbier Serrano.
The Italian flautist Andrea
Griminelli also joined Bocelli for
a mesmerising duet that sparked
rapturous applause and had the
audience calling for more.
Winter at Tantora, one of
four festivals under the AlUla
Moments banner, continues until
February 12.
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Burkina Faso Govt
Denies Army
Takeover

Burkina Faso’s government
has denied that the army
seized control of the
country yesterday after
exchanges of gunfire took
place at multiple army
barracks including two in
the capital.
“Information on social
media would have people
believe there was an army
takeover”, government’s
spokesman, Alkassoum
Maiga said in a statement.
“Government,
while
recognizing the validity of
shootings in some barracks,
denied this information
and urged the population
to remain calm”.
The gunfire came a day
after clashes between the
police and demonstrators
during banned protests
against the authorities’
failure to stem the jihadist
violence ravaging the West
African country.
It also followed the
arrest of numerous soldiers
over a suspected plot to
“destabilize institutions” in
the West African country,
which has a long history of
coups.
“Since 1am, gunfire has
been heard in Gounghin
coming from Sangoule
Lamizana
camp”,
a
soldier in the district on
Ouagadougou’s western
outskirts,
confirmed
yesterday.
Residents there also
spoke of “increasingly
heavy fire”.
Shots were also heard
at another military camp,
Baby Sy, in the south of the
capital, and at an air base
near the airport, military
sources said.
There was also gunfire at
barracks in the northern
towns of Kaya and
Ouahigouya,
residents
there told AFP.
The gunfire follows the
country’s most recent
protests against intractable
jihadist bloodshed.
Police used tear gas
to disperse protesters in
rallies across the country
on Saturday, arresting
dozens. The authorities
earlier in the week said they
were banning the protests
for security reasons.
Security
sources
reported that two soldiers
were killed after their
vehicle drove over a
makeshift bomb in the
north on Saturday.
In Kaya, residents told
AFP that protesters had
stormed the headquarters
of the ruling party.
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3 Killed, Scores Missing As
Bandits Hit Taraba
No fewer than three
persons have been killed
with hundreds missing
as bandits attacked Wuro
Bokki village in Senderde
ward in Gasol Local
Government Area of
Taraba State.
The bandits wearing

military uniforms on
motorcycles struck on
Saturday evening.
The Local Government
Chairman, Musa Abdullahi
confirmed the attack.
Abdullahi said the
bandits stormed the
village at 4pm, adding

that they also burnt
down 11 houses including
properties worth millions
of naira.
He added that they have
camps in a forest between
Senderde and Gasol wards.
The state police public
relations officer, Usman

Gunmen Kill 4 Miners In Plateau

Plateau
State
Police
Command,
yesterday,
confirmed that four men
were killed at a mining site by
yet-to-be identified gunmen

on Saturday evening.
The command, through
its Public Relations Officer,
Ubah Ogaba, disclosed this
in an interview in Jos, the

state capital.
Ogaba said “four men
who went to a mining site
at Mai Farin Mota were shot
dead by yet-to-be identified

Abdullahi, also confirmed
the incident when he was
contacted.
He said three people
were killed while several
others are missing, adding
that the command had
drafted its men to the area
to enforce law and order.

gunmen”.
According to him, “the
scene was visited by the
police and has been beefed
up with security”.

Rep Petitions NASS Over Kidnapping, Killing Of Children In Kano
Member of the House of
Representatives, Nasiru
Ali Ahmad, has petitioned
the National Assembly
over the incessant killing
of children in the name of
kidnapping for ransom in
his constituency.
Ahmad said Nasarawa
Federal
Constituency
has become one of the
notorious areas where
children get missing

mysteriously.
While on a condolence
visit to the family of one
of the recent victims, fiveyear-old Hanifa Abubakar,
who was kidnapped and
killed by the proprietor of
her school, Ahmad said he
had submitted a petition
to the National Assembly
to compel government
to take drastic measures
against the nefarious acts.

“I
have
already
petitioned the National
Assembly and followed
it with another move of
converging a security
summit that would see all
the chief imams, pastors,
district and village heads
coming together to tackle
the disturbing scenario”.
Ahmad
said
the
number of children that
are today missing in his

constituency is alarming
and it calls for immediate
action to curtail it.
“We cannot fold our
arms and allow children
to be stolen and even
killed by disgruntled
elements who are hellbent on creating chaos
and uncertainty amongst
us, we must take all the
necessary measures to
stop it forthwith”.

From left: President, National Association of Public Administration, Ahmedu Bello University, Amina Waziri; Register,
Philosophy and Politics of Creffe, Muhammad Badamasi; and National President, Kaduna Youth Forum (KYF), Abba Turaki,
during a Youth Forum in Kaduna on Sunday.
PHOTO: NAN

SDP Suspends National Chairman, Secretary
National Executive Council
of
Social
Democratic
Party, SDP, has reportedly
suspended its National
Chairman, Olu Ogunloye,
for alleged gross misconduct.
The National Secretary,
Shehu Gabam was also
suspended.
A statement by the party
revealed that its Deputy
Chairman, Abdul Isaq

and Simon Adesina will
act as interim chairman
and national secretary
respectively.
The SDP revealed that
Ogunloye and Gabam were
suspended for allegedly
disregarding part of the
provisions of the SDP
constitution,
especially
Article 12.5 (iv) 12.2.2 (viii)
and also Article 9.4.

According to it, the date of
its national convention has
now been moved from April
27 to 29.
Part of the statement
reads, “NEC observed
the wanton disregard to
the provisions of the SDP
constitution
especially
Article 12.5 (iv) 12.2.2 (viii)
and Article 9.4 to suspend
some executive officers from

our party.
“NEC considered the
various abuse of the
constitution by the following
under-listed officers and
decided by majority to
suspend Shehu Gabam and
Dr Olu Ogunloye.
“It noted the urgency
to put in place all that is
required for a befitting party
convention”.

FG To Commission
Kano Data Centre
In June
Minister of Communication
and Digital Economy,
Professor Isa Pantami, said
a 41 Terabyte Data Centre
created by Galaxy Backbone
Company in Kano to cater
for the communication
needs of the zone will be
commissioned in June.
Patami, who gave the hint
in Kano yesterday while
inspecting the ongoing
Data Centre Project, said
the facility has 41 Terabyte
and 2.2 Pentabite Storage
facility that would take care
of private and public offices.
The minister said he was
satisfied with the level of
work done so far.
“The memory capacity
of the initial storage is
around 41 Terabyte and 2.2
Pentabite storage facility,
which is of phase one, two
and three, and we have them
in Abuja and the southern
part of the country”.
Pantami said the Kano,
North/West Zone Data
Centre is the fourth tier
Data Centre, while Abuja and
that of the southern part of
the country formed the tier
three, which means Kano is
the higher grade as far as the
data centre is concerned.
Although the minister
did not give the cost of the
projects, he simply said the
Kano Data Centre is one
aspect of the whole data
projects in the country.
“We are embarking on
these projects to provide
more facilities for private
and public storage, so that
all information would be
captured in the data center,
which is the upgrade of the
existing third tier center
that we have in Abuja and
the south”.
Pantami noted that by
June, the centre would
be ready while the offices
and other facilities will be
executed and commissioned
in March.

FG To Commission Kano
Data Centre In June
One of the sons of the Kaduna
State governor, Bashir elRufai, and his wife, Nwakego,
have welcomed a set of twins.
Bashir shared the good
news on his Twitter handle.
“Alhamdulillah; My wife
just gave birth to beautiful
identical twin boys. Mother is
doing great. Father is ecstatic.
Thank you! Allah. It was all
you”, he wrote.
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Edo Vigilante
Rescues 28
Victims Of Human
Trafficking

Team of local vigilante has
rescued 28 victims of human
trafficking in Benin City, the
Edo State capital.
The State Coordinator,
Edo State Community
Vigilante Security Network,
Oboh Emmanuel Otoide,
who disclosed this while
addressing journalists at the
weekend, said the victims,
between the ages of 13 and
17, were rescued during a
stop and search operation by
his men.
“The victims were rescued
by our men around 2am on
Tuesday along Akpakpava
Road in Benin City. Three
suspects, including two
drivers conveying the
victims to their destinations,
were arrested during the
operation and handed over
to the Department of State
Services, DSS, for further
investigation.
“Our
preliminary
investigation revealed that
the victims were being moved
from the South-East, enroute Edo State, to the SouthWest of the country”.
Otoide disclosed that
the Edo State Community
Vigilante Security Network
is working assiduously with
other security agencies to
secure the state.
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Lassa Fever Claimed 102 Nigerians In 2021 – FG
BY CHIKA MEFOR

No fewer than 102
deaths were recorded
from the 510 cases of
reported Lassa Fever in
the outgone year.
The Federal Ministry of
Environment, which gave
the report, said it had
strengthened activities
on environmental health
and sanitation response
to Lassa fever outbreak
after 11 deaths in 2022.
Minister of State for
Environment,
Chief
Sharon IKeazor, who
made this known at
the
weekend,
said
the
ministry
had
already embarked on
environmental health
and sanitation response
campaign in 11 states
of the federation to
ensure improvement in

environmental sanitation
of premises, abatement of
nuisance, rodent control,
food hygiene and safety.
A statement issued by
the ministry’s director
of press, Saghir elMohammed, said Nigeria
is currently experiencing
an increasing number
of reported Lassa fever
cases.
The
most
recent
situation report from
the Nigeria Centre for
Disease Control, NCDC,
of January 16, indicated
96 confirmed cases
and 11 deaths from
January 3-16 in 27 local
government areas across
11 states that include
Bauchi, Edo, Ondo,
Benue, Taraba, Kaduna,
Plateau, Kogi, Cross
River, Ebonyi and Oyo.
This is in addition to

the 510 confirmed cases
and 102 deaths that
occurred from January
2021 to January 2.
The minister revealed
that before the recent
outbreak, the ministry had
put in measures to improve
the overall sanitation
and hygiene situation by
establishing
sanitation
desks in the 36 states of the
federation and the FCT to
ensure proper monitoring
and proactive measures on
environmental health issues
and concerns.
“This is in addition
to the setting up of
Environmental Health
Surveillance
Systems
designed to strengthen
cooperation
between
states and the federal
government
on
environmental health
and sanitation issues

which aids information/
data gathering and
sharing between the
federal, state and local
governments.
“They are also involved
in
prevention
and
containment
activities
including
surveillance/
monitoring and reporting of
Lassa fever cases and other
environmental determinant
diseases to the Federal
Ministry of Environment.
The Sanitation Desks are
being replicated in the 774
LGAs”, she said.
Ikeazor added that
the Federal Ministry of
Environment over the
years had collaborated
with NCDC, World Health
Organization and other
stakeholders to prevent
and contain the perennial
Lassa fever outbreaks in
Nigeria.

Court Jails Rapist For Life
Jigawa State High Court of
Justice sitting in Birnin Kudu
Local Government Area has
sentenced one Musa Ubale to
life imprisonment for raping
a 15-year-old girl.
While
delivering
judgment, Justice Musa
Ubale said upon the
evidence presented before
the court by the prosecuting
counsel, it had proved
the allegation against
the dependent beyond
reasonable doubt.
“The court has found
the suspected person guilt
of the rape offence and
therefore it has sentenced
him to life imprisonment”,
the judge stated
Similarly, the court
sentenced one Haruna Ali
from Yarma Village in Birnin
Lidu Local Government to
10 years imprisonment for
attempting to rape a sevenyear-old girl.
The defendant was arrested
and dragged before the
court for allegedly forcefully
dragging the victim to a
nearby farm, removed her
clothes and attempted to
rape her.

Secretary to Kogi State Government Dr Mrs Furmi Ayode (left) commiserating with the Kogi State Director General for
Research and Development, Barr Moses Okezie Okafor during the burial of his Father Elder Albert Okafor at Umuhu Ukpor
Anambra State over the weekend.
PHOTO TYOZENDA TYOAKAA

NDLEA Raids Abuja Garden,
Arrests Six Over Drug Cookies
BY WISDOM ONYEISHI

Operatives of the National
Drug Law Enforcement
Agency, NDLEA, raided a
relaxation centre in Abuja and
arrested six persons for selling
drug cookies and noodles.
This was contained in a
statement signed by the
Director, Media and Advocacy,
NDLEA, Mr Femi Babafemi,
yesterday.
Following
credible
intelligence, operatives raided
the garden at Wuse Zone
5 behind Shoprite where a
lady, Rachael Famiyesun, 29,
who deals in drug cookies,
was arrested along with her
salesgirl, Stella Sunday, 20.
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Besides the cookies, they
were also caught selling
bottles of black currant
drink, popularly called Zobo
prepared with cannabis.
Another business operator
in the garden, Moses Obi, 30,
was also arrested with his
salesgirl, Aisha Abdulrahman,
19, for selling indomie
noodles prepared with
cannabis.
A barman, Ahonye Jonah,
31, who works with the
owner of the garden, was
equally arrested while one of
their customers, 38-year-old
Ngozi Justina Emelogu, was
also picked up during the raid
on Wednesday.
Two days earlier, officers

of the FCT Command of
the agency equally raided
Zuba Yam Market where a
drug dealer, Haruna Hassan,
was arrested with 19.3kg
cannabis.
Meanwhile, attempts by
drug traffickers to export
1.53 kilograms of cocaine
hidden inside hair cream to
London and another 880
grams of cocaine concealed
inside synthetic hair to
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, as well
as three grams of cocaine
and five grams of cannabis to
Cyprus packed inside locally
made shoes through two
major courier companies in
Lagos have been foiled by
narcotic officers attached to

the firms.
In Edo State, operatives
had on Tuesday intercepted
a Toyota Camry car with
Reg. No. FKJ 897 DG (Lagos)
loaded with 360.4kg cannabis
sativa heading to Abuja and
arrested the driver, Nurudeen
Subaru, 42, in Auchi, Etsako
West.
The following day, the
Edo command officers also
evacuated 111kg cannabis
stored in a bush at Iruekpen,
Esan West, while 276
compressed blocks of the
same substance weighing
248.4kg were recovered from
one Austin Okongwu, 45, at
Agenebode, Etsako East while
moving the drug in a Lexus

SERAP Sues FG
In ECOWAS Court
Over Borrowings
BY CHIKA MEFOR

Socio-Economic
Rights
and Accountability Project,
SERAP, has dragged the
federal government before
the ECOWAS Court of
Justice in Abuja for allegedly
failing to make public, details
of the spending of loans
obtained by federal and state
governments since 1999.
SERAP asked the regional
court “to compel government
to stop its secrecy on the
spending of loans so far
obtained, unsustainable level
of borrowing by the federal
government and the 36
states, crippling debt burden
and the disproportionately
negative impact of these
retrogressive measures on
poor Nigerians.
“A declaration that the
failure of the defendant
to halt the persistent and
unsustainable borrowing
amounts to a breach of
the plaintiff’s and other
Nigerians’ rights to the
enjoyment
of
socioeconomic rights, and
development, as guaranteed
under Articles 2, 9, 11, 12
and 13 of the International
Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights,
and Articles 2, 15, 16, 17,
22 and 24 of the African
Charter on Human and
Peoples’ Rights.
‘’A declaration that the
failure of the defendant
to halt the persistent and
unsustainable borrowing
amounts to a fundamental
breach of Nigeria’s human
rights obligations under
the International Covenant
on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights, and the
African Charter on Human
and Peoples’ Rights.
‘’An order directing
and
compelling
the
defendant to adopt and
ensure effective measures
to address transparency
and accountability gaps in
spending of loans and the
systemic and widespread
corruption in ministries,
departments and agencies,
as documented by the Office
of the Auditor-General of
the Federation, including
the 2019 Audited Report.
‘’An order of perpetual
injunction
restraining
the defendant and its
agents from embarking on
unsustainable borrowing
until the human rights
impact assessment of
the previous borrowing
is
conducted
and
recommendations
fully
implemented’’.
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Bonga Oil Spill
Victims Want
Shell To Pay $3.4b
NOSDRA Fine

Victims of the 2011
Bonga oil spill have
demanded that Shell
Nigeria Exploration and
Production
Company
,SNEPCO,
should
immediately pay the
sum of $3.4billion fines
and awards to them as
imposed by the National
Oil
Spill
Detection
and Response Agency
,NOSDRA.
The victims, under the
auspices of the Artisan
Fishermen Association
of Nigeria ,AFRAN,
Niger Delta Chapter, in
a communiqué issued at
the end of their New Year
review and agenda-setting
meeting in Port Harcourt,
insisted that the fine
and awards were upheld
both by the National
Assembly through the
House Committee on
Environment and the
Federal High Court.
The communiqué, which
was signed by Chairman,
AFRAN Niger Delta
Chapter, Pastor Samuel
Ayadi and three others,
said the Bonga oil spill led
to the untimely death of
many of the members of
the association as a result
of the attitude of Shell
subsidiary towards the
victims.
It reads in part: “The
Shell Bonga Oil Spill of
20th December, 2011
and the consequent stay
away order made by
NOSDRA to save the lives
of Nigerians especially
the fishermen has foisted
great hardship on the
fishermen plying their
livelihoods sustenance
trade on the coastal
waters. This hardship
which has led to the
untimely death of many
of the members of the
Association is as a result
of the attitude of Shell
towards the victims.
“That Shell never
empathized with the
victims even during the
height of the spill impacts
even when it had been
determined through a
Post Impact Assessment
that the spill was as a
result of operational
failures and an estimated
40,000 barrels of crude oil
had been pumped into the
waters – operational fields
of the fishermen/women.
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Lawan Urges Probe Of
Killing Of Driver In Yobe

President of the Senate,
Ahmad Lawan, has
expressed his sadness
over the unfortunate
incident
at
Garin
Alkali in Bursari Local
Government of Yobe
State in which a motor
driver was reportedly
shot dead.
The incident ignited
violent protests in
the
neighbouring
town of Gashua, the
headquarters of Bade
Local Government on
Saturday.
According
to
a
statement by his Special

Adviser on Media,
Ola Awoniyi, Lawan
sympathises with the
family of the victim
and calls for a thorough
investigation into the
incident with a view to
bringing whoever has
a hand in the killing to
book.
“I am deeply saddened
by the tragic news at
Garin Alkali on Saturday
and the violent reactions
that followed it. The
killing of the innocent
driver is wicked and
reprehensible. It should
not be condoned for

whatever reason.
“My heart goes out to
the family of the victim.
I pray that Allah accepts
his soul and console the
family
“I urge the authorities
to thoroughly investigate
the incident with a view
to establishing why and
how it happened and
applying
appropriate
sanctions to deter future
recurrence.
“I also appeal for calm
and assure the peaceloving members of the
community that justice
will be served in this

matter.
“I urge members of
the community never
to take the law into
their hands whatever
the provocation as such
reactions often lead
to further tragedies”,
Lawan said.
The President of
the Senate, however,
commended the Yobe
State government and
the police for their quick
intervention
which
helped to quickly douse
the tension and restore
normalcy to the affected
community.

From left: President, Chartered Institute of Taxation of Nigeria (CITN), Mr Adesina Adedayo; Acting Chairman, FCT
Internal Revenue Service (FCT-IRS), Mr Haruna Abdullahi; and former Chairman of Federal Inland Revenue Service, Dr JK
Naiyeju, during the visits of CITN delegation to FCT-IRS in Abuja on Saturday.
PHOTO: NAN

Hijab, Beret Wearing In Schools Optional - Kwara Govt
Wearing of hijab and beret
in schools by students is
optional; the Kwara State
government has clarified.
The chairman of the
state’s Teaching Service
Commission, TESCOM,
Mal. Bello Tahueed, made
this clarification during
a meeting with some
stakeholders and principals
of public schools in Oyun
local government area of
the state.
The clarification followed
the alleged refusal of some
school principals in Oyun
LGA to allow interested

Muslim female students
wearing hijab entrance into
the schools.
The TESCOM chairman
warned school principals
in Oyun axis to abide by
the policy of the state
government and “desist
from imposing hijab or beret
on any student, instead, it
should be made optional”.
He warned the school
principals that the state
government would not
tolerate religious bigotry
and enjoined them to
shun religious sentiments
and respect the rights of

individuals.
In his remarks, the
president of All Nigeria
Conference of Secondary
School
Principals
,ANCOPSS, in the state, Alh
Toyin Abdullahi, expressed
his displeasure over the
development and urged
his colleagues to maintain
religious neutrality while
resolving any issue in their
schools.
In a reaction, the Muslim
Media Watch Group
of Nigeria , MMWG,
condemned the action
of the principals that

prevented the Muslim
female students from
wearing hijab to schools
in Oyun and Offa local
government areas of the
state.
The group in a statement
signed by its national
coordinator, Alh Abdullahi
Ibrahim, urged Governor
AbdulRahman AbdulRazaq
not to allow religious bigots
to turn the public schools to
battle-field, adding that, the
most culpable are the school
principals and teachers
using hijab issue to cause
trouble in their schools.

Gunmen
Behead Ebube
Agu Personnel
In Ebonyi
Ebonyi
State
Police
Command has confirmed
the killing of an operative
of the Ebube Agu Security
Network in Ikwo local
government area by yet-tobe identified gunmen.
The police spokesperson,
Loverth Odah, gave the
name of the deceased as one
Sunday Nwafor, adding that
the gunmen beheaded the
victim.
The incident, it was
learnt occurred in Ekpelu
village, in Ikwo LGA.
It was learnt that the
gunmen numbering about
five stormed the house of
Sunday Nwafor while he
was asleep in the night and
shot him dead.
The gunmen were also
said to have dragged his
body out of his room and
cut off his head and took it
away.
She said that two of
the suspects had been
arrested, adding that the
investigation was ongoing.
“This act is barbaric
and an act of inhumanity.
While are we recording
these things in Ikwo? This
is coming barely two weeks
after recording the other
Ebubeagu incident that was
also killed in this form and
half burnt”.
Similarly, it was also
learnt that some persons
suspected to be operatives
of Ivo local government
area of the Ebube Agu
Security outfit allegedly
tortured a notorious
robbery suspect in the area,
one Nnaogo Akpoke Anyim
to death.
Odah who also confirmed
the torture of the deceased
in Akaeze said the suspect
was accused of alleged
robbery.
According to a viral video,
the suspect was tied hands
back and tortured in the
area for alleged robbery,
molesting women sexually
and other alleged crime.
The PPRO said some
victims of the Anyim’s
attacks are at the state
police clinic receiving
treatment and condemned
the torture of the suspect
which led to his death.
“Nobody has a right to
take a life no matter the
offence the person has
committed. The police in
totality condemn jungle
justice, self-help, brutality
of any kind”, she said.
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Bayelsa
Commissioner’s
Abductors
Demand
Detainee’s Swap
BY OSA OKHOMINA, YENAGOA

Kidnappers of the Bayelsa
State Commissioner of
Trade and Investment,
Federal Otokito, has made
contact with his kinsmen
in Otuokpoti community
in Ogbia Local Government
Area, demanding for a
detainee swap instead of the
usual ransom.
It was gathered yesterday
that the kidnappers are
demanding for the release
of the father of their
member arrested by the
police during investigation
into the abduction and the
abducted commissioner will
be released.
Some community sources
claimed that the leader of
the kidnapper gang is known
and wanted by security
agencies in the state for
alleged involvement in
kidnapping, massive illegal
crude bunkering and bloody
attacks on rivals in various
communities in Rivers and
Bayelsa State.
It was gathered that few
weeks before the abduction
of the Bayelsa commissioner,
the
notorious
kidnap
kingpin had approached the
community for a business
partnership in order to allow
him vandalize the crude oil
pipeline that passes through
the community in exchange
for monthly stipends to the
Paramount ruler, Chiefs
Council and Youths of the
community.
It was gathered that
the deal was sealed with
provision of bags of rice,
live goats and cash gifts. The
Paramount ruler was offered
N500,000. But he reportedly
rejected it.
However, Otokito got wind
of the meeting and headed
to the village and vowed that
as a serving commissioner,
he would not allow any
illegitimate oil refinery to
operate in the area.
The commissioner was
reported to have also
confronted the leader of
the gang and warned them
to steer clear of the forest,
threatening to expose them
if they attempted to carry out
their illegal business.
Apparently angered by his
decision to abort their plan,
the alleged armed oil thieves
were said to have stormed
Otokito’s house at about
11 pm on Thursday and
gained entrance through the
kitchen.
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Bonga Oil Spill Victims Want Shell
To Pay $3.4bn NOSDRA Fine

Victims of the 2011 Bonga
oil spill have demanded that
Shell Nigeria Exploration
and Production Company,
SNEPCO, should immediately
pay $3.4billion fine as
imposed by the National Oil
Spill Detection and Response
Agency, NOSDRA.
The victims, under the
auspices of the Artisan
Fishermen Association of
Nigeria (AFRAN), Niger Delta
Chapter, in a communique
issued at the end of their
New Year review and agendasetting meeting in Port
Harcourt, insisted that
the fine and awards were
upheld both by the National

Assembly through the House
Committee on Environment
and the Federal High Court.
The communique, which
was signed by Chairman,
AFRAN Niger Delta Chapter,
Pastor Samuel Ayadi and three
others, said the Bonga oil spill
led to the untimely death of
many of the members of the
association as a result of the
attitude of Shell subsidiary
towards the victims.
It reads in part: “The
Shell Bonga Oil Spill of
20th December, 2011 and
the consequent stay away
order made by NOSDRA to
save the lives of Nigerians
especially the fishermen

has foisted great hardship
on the fishermen plying
their livelihoods sustenance
trade on the coastal waters.
This hardship which has led
to the untimely death of
many of the members of the
Association is as a result of
the attitude of Shell towards
the victims.
“That
Shell
never
empathized with the victims
even during the height of the
spill impacts even when it had
been determined through
a Post Impact Assessment
that the spill was as a result
of operational failures and an
estimated 40,000 barrels of
crude oil had been pumped

into the waters – operational
fields of the fishermen/
women.
“We demand on behalf of
all the victims of the Shell
(SNEPCO) Bonga Oil Spill
which is rated globally as one
of the most devastating, that
Shell pay immediately the
fines/awards of $3.4billion
imposed on it by the National
Oil Spill Detection and
Response Agency (NOSDRA)
which fines/awards were
upheld both by the National
Assembly through the House
Committee on Environment
and a competent court of the
land –the Federal High Court
in Lagos.

L - R: Senator Bello Mandiya, Senator Ahmad Babba Kaita, Senate President Ahmad Lawan, Emir of Katsina and Chairman,
Katsina State Council of Chiefs, Alhaji Abdulmumuni Kabir Usman, and Yobe State Governor, Mai Mala Buni on Saturday
at the turbaning ceremony of Senator Abba Ali as Turakin Katsina, over the weekend.
PHOTO: TYOZENDA TYOAKAA

Gunmen Behead EbubeAgu Personnel In Ebonyi
Ebonyi
State
Police
Command has confirmed
the killing of an operative
of EbubeAgu Security
Network in Ikwo Local
Government Area by yetto-be identified gunmen.
The police spokesperson,
Loverth Odah, gave the
name of the deceased as
one Sunday Nwafor, adding
that the gunmen beheaded
him.
The incident, it was learnt
occurred in Ekpelu village,
in Ikwo local government
area.
It was learnt that the
gunmen numbering about
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five stormed the house of
Sunday Nwafor while he
was asleep in the night and
shot him dead.
The gunmen were also
said to have dragged his
body out of his room and
cut off his head and took it
away.
She said that two of
the suspects had been
arrested, adding that the
investigation was ongoing.
“This act is barbaric
and an act of inhumanity.
While are we recording
these things in Ikwo? This
is coming barely two weeks
after recording the other

Ebubeagu incident that was
also killed in this form and
half burnt”.
Similarly, it was also
learnt that some persons
suspected to be operatives
of Ivo local government
area of the EbubeAgu
Security outfit allegedly
tortured a notorious
robbery suspect in the area,
one Nnaogo Akpoke Anyim
to death.
Odah who also confirmed
the torture of the deceased
in Akaeze said the suspect
was accused of alleged
robbery.
According to a viral video,

the suspect was tied hands
back and tortured in the
area for alleged robbery,
molesting women sexually
and other alleged crime.
The PPRO said some
victims of the Anyim’s
attacks are at the state
police clinic receiving
treatment and condemned
the torture of the suspect
which led to his death.
“Nobody has a right to
take a life no matter the
offence the person has
committed. The police in
totality condemn jungle
justice, self-help, brutality
of any kind,” she said.

Abia APC Rejects
Reconciliation
Committee
Chairman’s
Position

Chairman of the All
Progressives Congress,
APC,
Reconciliation
Committee,
Senator
Abdullahi Adamu, has
come under fire over
comments he made after
sitting on Abia State
members’ cases in Abuja.
The committee sat on the
petitions filed by members
of the party loyal to the
former governor of the
state and representative
of Abia North Senatorial
District, Senator Orji
Uzor Kalu, against the
leadership which emerged
after its state congresses
last year.
At the conclusion of the
congresses, members of the
party loyal to High Chief
Ikechi Emenike swept the
poll against those led by
Kalu which includes the
minister of mines and steel
development, Dr Uche
Ogah
The acting chairman,
Rural
Electrification
Agency, Engr Alozie Mac
Solomon, told newsmen in
Umuahia, the state capital,
saying the committee
might be biased in its
report against the winning
side.
The party chieftain in
the state said the onetime governor of Nasarawa
State indicated this when
he addressed the press
at the end of the sitting
by announcing that the
committee frowned at
Emenike’s absence during
the period.
“He referred to Emenike
as ‘the complainant who
did not appear to defend
himself’ and therefore, his
committee knows what to
do and assured the other
party that the case is over
in their favour.
“But, he didn’t mention
that Senator Orji Uzor
Kalu, his colleague in the
Red Chamber, who is
on the other side of the
matter and was supposed
to be there, failed to do so
without excuse,” Solomon
stated.
Continuing, he absolved
Emenike from the blame,
nothing that: “He had
earlier responded to the
petition in a letter to the
committee in which he said
the petition was baseless
and ill-will.
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Delta Monarchs
Seek Economic
Revival Of
Uvwie, Warri
DELTA
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Gov Ishaku, Taraba Muslim Council
At War Over Marginalisation
TARABA

BY OWEN AKENZUA, ASABA

Ovie of Uvwie Kingdom,
Emmanuel
Ekemejewa
Sideso and the Olu of Warri,
Atuwatse 111, have called
for the economic revival
of Uvwie and Warri Local
Government Areas of Delta
State.
They made the call during
a courtesy visit by the Olu of
Warri to the Ovie of Uvwie
Kingdom on Friday, January
21.
The Uvwie monarch had
in his welcome address
appealed for the assistance
of the Itsekiri monarch
for the recall of back up
workers in Warri Refinery
Petrochemical Company,
WRPC, and for the
resuscitation of Warri Port.
The highly esteemed
traditional
ruler
also
expressed the need to tackle
the challenges of insecurity
and return of multinational
companies that fled the areas
due to insecurity and youth
restiveness.
While stressing the need
for unity between the
Uvwie and Itsekiri people,
he strongly advised against
rumour mongering among
them.
He appealed to Atuwatse
111 to as a father of Itsekiri
Nation see all Itsekiri people
as his children and that there
be reconciliation in Itsekiri
Nation.
“You are their father,
including
those
that
fought you during your
enthronement,” Abe 1 noted.
Responding, the Olu of
Warri thanked the Ovie of
Uvwie Kingdom for the red
carpet reception accorded
him and his entourage.
He described the palace of
the Ovie of Uvwie Kingdom
as very magnificent, just as
he said that he was thankful
to God for making Abe 1 his
closest neighbour.
Atuwatse 111 then
pledged his support to the
issues raised on the economy
of the areas by the Ovie of
Uvwie Kingdom.
“If we get it right ; Delta
State will get it right; Niger
Delta will get it right ; Nigeria
will get it right,” he added.
On
the
issue
of
reconciliation in Iwere
Kingdom, raised by the
Uvwie monarch, he said
he had done everything
possible on the issue and
that his palace was open for
reconciliation.
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BY BEN ADAJI, JALINGO

To say that Governor Darius
Dickson Ishaku of Taraba
State is at war with officials
of the State Muslim Council
is an understatement.
AljazirahNigeria observed
that the bumpy relationship
that existed between the
duo had worsened following
allegations of marginalization
and outright discrimination
against Muslims in the area
of appointments and others.
An allegation that the
Commissioner of Information
and Re-Orientation, Mr
Danjuma Adamu, dismissed
as misleading, mischievous
and false.
The Taraba State Muslim
Council had at the weekend
decried what it described as
high level of discrimination
against the Muslim Ummah
by the Governor Ishaku in
appointments and other
benefits.
Acting Chairman of the

Council, Khadi Abdul-min
Abubakar, who addressed
a press conference in
Jalingo, said efforts to get
government to correct the
ugly trend have not yielded
any result as the governor has
continued to turn deaf ears to
their calls.
“The Council has noted
with sadness and dismay the
gradual purging of Muslims
at all levels of governance and
civil service by the current
administration.
“Council has resisted
adding its voice to public
discourse about the insidious
marginalization against the
Muslim Ummah in Taraba
State.
“Several attempts to
redress the unfortunate
situation have fallen on deaf
ears. In fact the governor
seems emboldened and has
continued on the path to
cleanse all Muslims from the
scheme of affairs.
“Last year, Muslim Rights
Council, MURIC, issued
a press statement that

Muslims in Taraba are being
marginalized.
“The renowned Muslim
organization drew the
attention of government
on the issue as exclusive
tactics of governance can
only breed hatred, disunity,
instability and lack of peace
and suspicious coexistence.
“Recently, 12 permanent
secretaries were appointed
and none of them is a Muslim
despite the presence of very
senior directors among the
Muslim population in the
state civil service.
“Laid down procedures
for employment in the
civil service are no longer
followed in Taraba State.
“Right now, no Muslim
heads any of the three
arms of government, vis
the executive, legislature
and the judiciary, the head
of service, secretary to the
state government, chief of
staff are all Christians.
“All the six state owned
tertiary institutions, as well
as media organizations are

all headed by Christians”, he
said.
Abubakar added that the
Muslim Ummah is highly
concerned about how the
present administration has
deliberately neglected the
Taraba State Sharia Court
of Appeal by refusing to
appoint more Kadis since
the demise of the Grand Kadi
last year leaving the court
with only two Kadis which
does not form a quorum for
sitting.
He called on the governor
on behalf of the Council to
“stop running government
with favoritism and make his
administration an inclusive
one that recognizes the
diversity of the people of the
state and promote a sense of
belonging and loyalty among
the people in compliance with
the provisions of the law and
the oath of office he took.”
Abubakar
said
if
government fails to change
and do the needful, the
Council will have no option
but to explore other avenues.

President, Chartered Institute of Taxation of Nigeria (CITN), Mr Adesina Adedayo (3rd L); Acting Chairman, FCT Internal
Revenue Service (FCT-IRS), Mr Haruna Abdullahi (3rd R); former Chairman of Federal Inland Revenue Service, Dr JK Naiyeju
(2nd R) and other dignitaries, during the visit of CITN delegation to FCT-IRS in Abuja on Saturday. PHOTO: NAN

Fire
Destroys N448m Foodstuff In Ilorin Market
KWARA
BY ABDUL SALAUDEEN ILORIN

Two stores fully stocked
with different varieties of
food items at Oja-tuntun
market in Ilorin, the Kwara
State capital, were destroyed
by fire yesterday.
Properties worth N448m

were destroyed in the
inferno, spokesman of the
state fire brigade, Hassan
Hakeem Adekunle, disclosed
to Aljazirah Nigeria.
The fire incident occurred
at about 6:46hrs.
The spokesman said the
personnel of the fire service

arrived early enough and
were able to extinguish the
fire.
Hassan, said the quick
response of the fire service
also saved many other shops
in the market premises with
over N551b goods stocked.
The fire incident was

caused by unmonitored
refuse burning, he further
disclosed.
The Director of Kwara
State Fire Service, Prince
Falade John Olumuyiwa,
has urged the general public
to always play safe especially
in this harmattan period.

Edo Vigilante
Rescues 28
Human Trafficking
Victims
EDO
BY IKHILI EBALU, BENIN CITY

A team of local vigilantes
in Benin City, the Edo
State capital, has rescued
28 victims of human
trafficking.
The State coordinator,
Edo State Community
Vigilante Security Network,
Oboh Emmanuel Otoide,
disclosed
this
while
addressing journalists at
the weekend in Benin City.
He said the victims,
between the ages of 13
and 17 years, were rescued
during a stop and search
operation by his men.
According to him, “The
victims were rescued by
our men around 2 a.m on
Tuesday along Akpakpava
Road in Benin City. Three
suspects, including two
drivers conveying the
victims to their destinations
were arrested during the
operation and handed
over to the Department of
State Services for further
investigations.
“Our
preliminary
investigations
revealed
that the victims were being
moved from the South
East, enroute Edo State,
to the South West of the
country.”
Oboh said in another
operation, officials of the
Edo State Community
Vigilante
Security
Network arrested a man
who robs people of their
personal
belongings
while pretending to be
insane, noting, “The man
who identified himself
as Olatunji was arrested
around Baptist Church at
Ring Road, Benin City and
has been handed over to
the Nigeria Police Force.
Among the items recovered
from the suspects include
ATM cards belonging to
victims of his criminal
acts.”
He said the Edo State
Community
Vigilante
Security Network is
working assiduously with
other security agencies
in the state to secure the
state.
The coordinator urged
residents to report criminal
activities to Edo State
Community
Vigilante
Security Network Central
Base
Control
Room
through 09153333340 or
09153333341.
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LG Workers In
Osun Among
Best In Nigeria
- LGSC Boss
OSUN

BY AKINTADE RICHARD, OSOGBO

Local government workers
in Osun State have been
described
as
highly
educated officers, not only
in the state, but in the
entire federation.
This assertion was
made in Osogbo by the
Chairman of the State
Local Government Service
Commission, Elder Tunde
Adedeji while fielding
questions from journalists
in his office.
Elder Adedeji, who
disclosed that Osun Local
Government
Service
Commission has sufficient
staff, enthused that: “we
have a crop of staff that
are highly educated in all
professions, who can live to
their billing in all sectors”.
While asserting that
“an untrained workforce
is a dead workforce”,
he explained that apart
from regular training
programmes
which
are organized across
all cadres to enhance
their productivity, the
commission also grants
approval of release and
moral sponsorship to local
government officers to
pursue their professional
trainings to any length’’.
Elder
Adedeji
the
workers to reciprocate
government’s kind gesture
with renewed dedication to
duties so that the society
can benefit maximally from
investments on them.
He charged them to
increase their goodwill and
support for the governor
who, despite the prevailing
financial challenges, still
prioritizes their requests,
along
with
regular
payment of full salaries
and allowances, without
compromising their career
progression.

Adedeji
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Helpline Foundation Trains Over
500 Vulnerable Women, Youths
FCT

BY ISMAILA JIMOH, ABUJA

Helpline
Foundation,
a
Non-Governmental
Organization, NGO, has
trained over 500 vulnerable
women and youths in the
Federal Capital Territory
on the preservation of
cultural heritage.
The programme, aimed
at sensitizing and training
the original inhabitants
of the nation’s capital on
how to tackle the effects
of urbanization, was
supported by MacArthur
Foundation.
Helpline
Foundation
had recently signed an
agreement with MacArthur
Foundation and Resource

Centre Human Right Civic
Education,
CHRICED,
on a project targeted at
promoting the sociocultural rights of the
original inhabitants of the
FCT.
The first set of trainees
had the opportunity to be
engaged with fundamental
information on skills in the
production of traditional
attires which is one of
the traditions of the FCT
people before the coming
of urbanization and also
strategies to advocate for
their traditional heritage.
Speaking during the
sensitization
training,
President
of
the
Foundation, Dr Jumai
Ahmadu revealed that
the partnership with

MacArthur Foundation
and CHRICED will pave
way to tackle the effects
of urbanization which led
to the loss of homes and
livelihoods.
Ahmadu, who was
represented by the Project
Director of Helpline
Foundation, Mr Arome
Onoja, explained that the
training also supports the
organization’s strategic
agenda that will deepen
its work with MacArthur
Foundation in order to
annihilate the suffering of
original inhabitants of the
FCT who have been greatly
marginalized over the years
“since the conversion of
their land to become the
capital of Nigeria which led
to loss of livelihood/home”.

Ahmadu said “the
project is in line with the
foundation’s behavioural
objectives
aimed
at
infusing the core values of
transparency and integrity
that it stands for. Our
major focus in this project
is to see that the traditional
heritage of the people
is preserved through
empowering vulnerable
women and marginalized
youths on skills necessary
to continue the production
of the traditional attires’’.
“Secondly to advocate
for and educate them on
government’s approved
procedures of resettlement
and compensation for
those whose ancestral
lands have been taken
over by urbanization and

Sen Gyang
Commiserates
With NCPC
Boss Over
Mother’s
Death
JOS
Senator
Istifanus
Gyang (Plateau North)
yesterday
paid
a
condolence visit to the
Executive Secretary,
Nigeria
Pilgrims
Commission, NCPC,
Reverend
Yakubu
Pam, on the death of
his mother, Ngo Zimi
Pam, in Jos.
Gyang
while
consoling the family,
thanked God for using
the late matriarch to
raise the calibre of the
NCPC boss.
According to him, a
special place has been
reserved for women by
God as they are used to
produce great leaders.
He commended the
NCPC boss for his
service to the nation
and prayed God to
grant him special grace
to do more.
The senator while
saying the legacies of
late Pam would live
on, urged her family
members and others
to emulate her virtues.
Responding, Pam
lauded Gyang for his
leadership style in the
senatorial district and
urged him to do more.
Pam said his late
mother was a devout
Christian, a disciplined
and virtuous woman
worthy of emulation.

Deputy Governor of Rivers, Mrs Ipalibo Harry-Banigo (R) during an inspection of the ongoing construction of Community
Secondary School (CSS), Obuama Town in Degema LGA of Rivers on Saturday

Gov Bello Directs Probe Over Kabba Chaos
KOGI
Kogi State Governor,
Yahaya Bello, has called
for an investigation
into the killing of a
motorcyclist and the
burning of the Old
Police Barracks in Kabba
Bunu Local Government
Area.
This was contained
in a statement issued
by his Chief Press
Secretary, Mr Onogwu
Muhammed, aand made
available to journalists
yesterday.

Bello’s directive is
coming some hours after
a young motorcyclist
was allegedly killed by
security operatives on
January 22 in Kabba,
the statement said.
It said said that trouble
began in the town when
some angry youths took
to the streets and burnt
the Old Kabba Police
Barracks following the
incident.
The statement also
said that the governor,
however, called on the

youths to remain calm
and allow investigation
into the matter for
necessary actions.
It said Governor Bello
described the incident as
unfortunate and warned
the people to desist from
any action capable of
threatening the sustained
peace and stability across
the state.
It quoted him as saying
that government and
security
authorities
would not tolerate any
act capable of disrupting

15

the hard-earned peace in
the state.
The statement noted
that the governor pledged
that the circumstances
around the killing of
the motorcyclist would
be unraveled and the
culprit be made to face
the full wrath of the law.
According to it, the
governor has directed
that the commissioner of
police to investigate and
punish the police officer
involved in the alleged
killing of the young man.

Rev Yakubu Pam
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I played basketball in high school,
and I love watching sports - I’ll watch
everything except maybe hockey.
– Andy Roddick

Oyo Hosts Zonal
U12 Handball
Championships

Liverpool’s Win Against Crystal Palace Cuts Manchester City Lead
Liverpool boosted their hopes of catching Manchester
City in the Premier League as they mixed early class
with late resilience to hold off Crystal Palace at
Selhurst Park.
Less than 24 hours after league leaders City
dropped points for the first time since October, Jurgen
Klopp’s side was sharp and ruthless early on to take
the game away from their hosts.
The intensity of their presses and crisp use of the
ball overwhelmed Palace and Virgil van Dijk rose to
deliver a bullet header for their opener before Alex

BY JOEL AJAYI

South-West Under 12 Handball
Championship is slated to be held from
the 27th to 30th of January 2022.
The championship which is tagged
“Back To Basics” will comprise of teams
from Lagos, Oyo, Ogun, Osun, Ekiti
and Ondo State and will hold at the
Ilaji Resort, Oyo State.
The competition is one of the
zonal championships of the Handball
Federation of Nigeria and is at the
behest of South-West’s representative
on the HFN and President Mr. Sam.
Ocheho.
Ocheho said the competition is to
discover new handball talents in the
South-West who can be nurtured to
take the sport to a higher ground.
He also revealed that plans are in
place to ensure that championships
such as this will hold at all the geopolitical zones of the federation as
their representatives on the HFN board
are making plans already for such to
happen.
“This essence of this championship is
to scout for new handball talents that
we can nurture”, Ocheho said
“This is one of the zonal
championships that the HFN is
organizing and it will spread to other
zones in the federation as their
representatives on the HFN board
are already at work to ensure it is
actualized”.
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Oxlade-Chamberlain finished a sweeping team move for
their second.
Palace, though, eventually offered moments of warning,
with Liverpool keeper Alisson forced to save well from
Michael Olise and Jean-Philippe Mateta before Conor
Gallagher glanced a header wide with the opening attack
of the second half.
They finally broke through when the ever-willing
Mateta raced onto Jeffrey Schlupp superb through ball
and unselfishly squared for Odsonne Edouard to tap into
an empty net.

Shocker: Best Loser Carthage
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Eagles Over Pampered, Fans Open Book Of Lamentations
FROM COVER PAGE

JOEL AJAYI

Eagles, the only team to get 9 points
from the group stage failed to replicate
the form as they bowed to North Africa
country Tunisia.
In the match played at the Roumde
Adjia Stadium, Garoua, the Augustine
Eguavoen-led lads lost to Youssef
Msakni 46th minute goal.
Msakni found space and unleashed
a screamer beyond eagle’s goalkeeper
Maduka Okoye in the goal post.
Super Eagles push for equalizer was
made worse after Alex Iwobi who came
in for Kelechi Iheanacho was shown a
straight red card in the 65th minute.

However, the Tunisia team Lost (8)
players to COVID-19 plus the Chief
Coach all absent yesterday Match .
Down to 10 men Eagles’s labour all
through 90 minutes but their labour
was unsuccessful as resilient Tunisia
repelled every attempt by the eagles
as game ended 1-0 in favour of Tunis
with the result Tunisia Progress to the
quarter final.
However, Super Eagles have to wait
until the 2023 AFCON edition in Cote
D’ivoire to see if they can win the title it
won in 2013 for the 4th time in history.
One of football lovers who reacted to
the match Chris Onepegwu expressed:
“As far as I am concerned, they (Eagles)
were distracted and over pampered
money. This is what you call, never
underrate a man that is down or
the downfall of a man is not the end
of his life. Tunisia that managed to
qualify. Money promised left and right
distracted the team”, he said
Meanwhile, many football fans
who were disappointed with the
outcome of the games opened a book
of lamentations and asked the NFF to
seat up in player’s selection.

… Customs Lifts Mark D Ball Women’s Basketball Trophy

BY JOEL AJAYI

MATCH
RESULTS
Saturday 22nd January
Everton 0 -1 Aston Villa
Brentford 1-2 W-Wanderers
Leeds United 0 - 1 Newcastle
Man-United 1- 0 West Ham
Southampton 1-1 Man-City
Sunday 23rd January
Arsenal 0 - 0 Burnley
Crystal Palace 1 - 3 Liverpool
Leicester City 1 - 1 Brighton
Chelsea 2 - 0 Tottenham

Nigeria Customs Ladies on Saturday humbled
First Bank of Lagos 54-49 to lift the 2022 Mark
D Ball Women’s Basketball Championship crown
at the Indoor Sports Hall of Moshood Abiola
Stadium Abuja.
Nigeria Customs in a stunning encounter fell
to the Elephant Girls that have hitherto been in
the continental forefront, for the coveted crown.
The final of the Mark D Ball Championships,
however, attracted huge turnout, and was
entertaining of sorts in the female fashion.
With three points lead (18-15) after the
first quarter, the Customs ladies maintained
that tempo till in the second quarter when the
Elephant Girls rallied back to end it 30-all.
In a carnival-like championship, multiple
artists such as 2 Face Idibia, Daddy Showkey, MC
Smart, Pastor Nicodemus, Chucks D General all
performed live to the admiration of the capacity
basketball enthusiasts.
Reacting to the victory, the Customs Sports
team’s secretary, Samuel Onikeku said the best

of the team is yet to come.
“Most of our players would soon pass out from
the training school to become full officers, and
would be very confident in their approaches to
tournaments to give their all.
“Our Comptroller General, retired General
Ahmed Aliyu Mustapha has been very supportive
of all our outfits, and he would be glad to receive
this Mark D Ball Basketball Championship
Trophy by the time it’s presented to him. With
the support that we are getting, we are good to
conquer all the teams in competitions featured.

We’re Retooling Akwa
BY INIOBONG SUNDAY, UYO

As the Nigeria Professional Football League, NPFL
weekly fixtures continue, the Head coach of Akwa United
Football Club of Uyo, Akwa Ibom state, Mr. Kennedy
Boboye, has expressed confidence of defending the league
trophy they won in the 2020\21 season and set the team
into another round of continental mission.
Speaking in an interview at the sideline of Saturday’s
training session ahead of the Sunday’s encounter with
the visiting Sunshine Stars of Akure, Ondo state at
the Godswill Akpabio International Stadium, Boboye,
assured that “my boys are okay; we are ready”.
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Sports build good habits, confidence, and
discipline. They make players into community
leaders and teach them how to strive for a
goal, handle mistakes, and cherish growth
opportunities. – Julie Foudy

ة

Nigeria’s Hockey Team Wins Bronze At AFCON

ity Lead

g team move for

BY JOEL AJAYI

Nigeria Men’s Hockey Team at the
Africa Cup of Nations held in Accra
Ghana won the bronze medal beating
Kenya 4-2 in the third place match of the
competition played on Sunday.
President Nigeria Hockey Federation
Simon Nkom congratulated the Team
for their outstanding performance at the

ments of warning,
save well from
a before Conor
e opening attack

he ever-willing
erb through ball
ouard to tap into

competition adding that Nigeria is a
strong county to beat when it comes to
Hockey in Africa.
Meanwhile the Nigeria female Team
who narrowly lost out to Kenya 2-1 to
miss the semi-final spot came out strong
to beat Namibia 1- nil in the classification
match to emerge 5th at the competition.
They players are expected back to the
country Monday.

Nadal To Face Shapovalov In Australia Open Quarters
Rafael Nadal progressed to the Australian
Open quarter-finals with a straight-set win
over Adrian Mannarino as the Spaniard
continued his quest for a record-breaking 21st
major title.
Nadal, 35, edged an epic 28-minute firstset tie-break as he eventually converted his
seventh set point.
Mannarino struggled with injury after the
tie-break, as sixth seed Nadal went on to claim

a 7-6 (16-14) 6-2 6-2 win.
Nadal plays Denis Shapovalov next after he
beat third seed Alexander Zverev.
Canadian 14th seed Shapovalov, 22, reached
his first Australian Open quarter-final with
an impressive 6-3 7-6 (7-5) 6-3 victory over
Germany’s Olympic champion.
The exit of the 24-year-old Zverev, a 2020
semi-finalist, leaves Nadal as the highest
ranked player remaining in the top half of the

men’s singles draw.
It proved a frustrating match for Zverev,
one of the pre-tournament favourites after
winning the ATP Finals for a second time in
November, and his wait for a first Grand Slam
title goes on.
Nadal, the 2009 champion and five-time
finalist in Melbourne, also faced four set points
in a remarkable opening set which lasted one
hour and 22 minutes on Rod Laver Arena.

Monday 24th January
Guinea 16:00 Gambia
Cameroon 19:00 Comoros
Tuesday 25th January
Senegal 16:00 Cape Verde
Morocco 19:00 Malawi
Wednesday 26th January
Ivory Coast 16:00 Egypt
Mali 19:00 E-Guinea

AFCON RESULTS
Round of 16

BURKINA 7 - 6(P) GABON
NIGERIA 0 - 1 TUNISIA

oling Akwa Utd For NPFL Trophy – Boboye

otball League, NPFL
coach of Akwa United
m state, Mr. Kennedy
of defending the league
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Akure, Ondo state at
nal Stadium, Boboye,
we are ready”.

Round of 16 Fixtures

He explained that with no injury worries, his team
was intact and ready to face any team, with the hope
of overcoming the challenge of the Sunshine Stars and
the upcoming crucial encounter with close neighbours,
Enyimba FC of Aba, billed for Wednesday.
“We are okay; we are ready”, he enthused, adding that
with the beginning of the new season, he has been trying
to get his act right in blending the old and the new players
together towards excellent delivery of results.
Akwa United, he noted, has kick-started the new season
well with only two losses out of the seven games played
so far, recalling that since he arrived to take charge,
relegation worries that used to plague the team have

become a thing of the past.
He noted that the players have demonstrated good team
spirit and total commitment so far in the task of ensuring
the Uyo –based club sustained its winning streaks that
fetched them the highest NPFL honours last season.
“This is the team that has been battling relegation,
losing a lot of games at the beginning of the season like
this, but now, it is no longer the case since we took over”,
he said.
According to the Rivers’ born tactician, the team is still
being re-jigged and organized for effective challenge,
working with different players with different mentality
and approach to the games.
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Manajan Darakta, Hukumar Kula da Gidaje ta Tarayya (FHA) da Shugaban Bankin jinginar gidaje na FHA, Sen. Gbenga Ashafa (3rd L); Babban Lauyan Tarayya kuma Ministan Shari’a,
Mista Abubakar Malami (M), Manajin Darakta na Bankin Bayar da Lamuni na FHA, Awuaal Hayatudeen (2nd L) da sauran su yayin mika makullan ga wadanda suka ci gajiyar gidajen
a Academic Garden City, Kalgo. Birnin Kebbi ranar Juma’a.
PHOTO: MO/NAN

Abuja: Hukumar NDLEA Ta Kai Samame
Wurin Shaqatawa Ta Kama Mutum 6
Jami’an Hukumar Hana Sha Da
Fataucin Miyagun Kwayoyi Ta
Qasa NDLEA, sun kai samame
a wani wurin shaqatawa da aka fi
sani da Garden a Abuja, inda suka
kama wasu mutane shida da laifin
sayar da kayan maye ta hanyar
dafawa.
Daraktan Yaza Labarai Da Bayar
Da Shawarwari Na NDLEA Mista
Femi Babafemi ne ya bayyana
hakan a wata sanarwa da ya fitar
ranar Lahadi a Abuja. Babafemi
ya ce bayan samun bayanan sirri,
jami’an NDLEA sun kai samame
cikin lambun Wuse Zone 5 a bayan
Shoprite, inda aka kama wata mata
Rachael Famiyesun, mai shekaru
29, tare da ‘yarta mai suna Stella
Sunday, ‘yar shekara 20, da laifin
yin mu’amala da kayan maye. Ya
qara da cewa an kuma kama su
suna sayar da kwalaben abin sha
mai suna ‘Zovo’ da aka shirya da
tabar wiwi.
Babafemi ya ce an kuma kama
wani xan kasuwa a lambun mai
suna Moses Obi mai shekaru 30
tare da ‘yarsa Aisha Abdulrahman
mai shekaru 19 da laifin sayar da
maqwalashen da aka shirya da
wiwi.
Ya ce, kazalika an kama wani
varawo mai suna Ahonye Jonah
mai shekaru 31 da ke aiki tare da
mai lambun, yayin da xaya daga
cikin kwastomominsu, Ngozi

Justina Emelogu, mai shekaru
38 da haihuwa, an kama ta yayin
farmakin da aka kai ranar 19 ga
watan Janairu.
“Kwanaki biyu da suka wuce,
jami’an hukumar FCT sun kai
samame a kasuwar Zuba Doya,
inda aka kama wani dillalin
miyagun qwayoyi, Haruna Hassan
da tabar wiwi kilogiram 19.3,” in
ji shi.
Babafemi ya kuma ce jami’an
NDLEA sun daqile yunqurin da
masu safarar miyagun qwayoyi
suka yi na fitar da hodar ibilis mai
nauyin kilogiram 1.53 da aka boye
a cikin man gashi zuwa Landan.
Ya qara da cewa, an kama wata
nau’in hodar iblis mai nauyin gram
880 da aka voye a cikin gashin
roba za a kai zuwa Jeddah, Saudi
Arabia; Giram uku na hodar iblis
kuma da giram biyar na tabar wiwi
an kama su ne za a tafi da su zuwa
Cyprus a voye cikin takalman cikin
gida. Wannan, in ji shi, ta hannun
wasu manyan kamfanoni guda
biyu na jigilar kayayyaki a Legas
kuma jami’an kula da safarar
muggan qwayoyi da ke da alaqa
da kamfanonin sun daqile shi.
A wani labarin kuma, jami’an
hukumar NDLEA a ranar 18 ga
watan Janairu sun kama wata
mota qirar Toyota Camry tare
da Reg. Mai lamba FKJ 897 DG
(LAGOS) wanda ke kan hanyarsa

ta zuwa Abuja, xauke da 360.4kg
na Cannabis sativa a Jihar Edo.
Babafemi ya ce an kuma kama
direban mai suna Nurudeen
Subaru mai shekaru 42 daga
garin Auchi da ke yankin Etsako
ta yamma a jihar. Ya ce jami’an
rundunar ta Edo sun kuma kwashe
tabar wiwi mai nauyin kilogiram
111 da aka adana a wani daji dake
Iruekpen, Qaramar Hukumar
Esan ta Yamma a ranar 19 ga
watan Janairu, a Agenebode,
Etsako East, yayin da ake motsa
maganin a cikin motar Lexus
saloon tare da reg. a’a. ABC 583
MJ (ABUJA).
“Haka kuma a ranar Laraba,
19 ga Janairu, wani samame
da aka kai a wata cibiyar haXa
magunguna a babban birnin Jihar
Edo, Benin, ya kai ga kama wasu
dillalan magunguna guda uku:
Kelly Ogbebor, 38, Daniel Oviawe,
35, da Kelly Kenmakonam, 29 tare
da adadi daban-daban. Hodar Iblis
da tabar Heroin sun qwace daga
hannunsu,” in ji shi. Babafemi ya
ce qoqarin da wata ‘yar shekara 29
mai suna Ifeoma Sade, matar wani
dillalin miyagun qwayoyi, Ifeanyi
Onyeasi, mai shekaru 34, ta yi na
haxiye giram 12 na hodar iblis da
aka samu a gidansu da ke Agingi,
Rukuba Road, Jos, a Filato,
ya ci tura. Ya ce jami’an ‘yan
sanda sun xauko maganin daga

makogwaronta a ranar Lahadi 16
ga Janairu yayin wani samame da
suka kama. “Haka kuma an qwato
su daga hannunsu akwai baje kolin
kuxi na Naira (N234, 650),” in ji
Babafemi.
A halin da ake ciki kuma,
kakakin hukumar ta NDLEA, ya
bayyana cewa an kama tabar wiwi
daban-daban, methamphetamine
da tramadol daga hannun wasu
mutane biyu da ake zargi: Aliyu
Abdullahi da Ishaya Emmanuel.
Babafemi ya ce jami’an ‘yan
sanda sun kama wata motar bas ta
kasuwanci mai lamba, mai lamba
GME711YX tare da Abuja ya
kawo waxanda ake zargin daga
Legas zuwa Yola, Adamawa ranar
19 ga watan Janairu. Jan. 19.
“Kanwarsa mai shekara 31,
Misis Hannatu Sini, an kama
ta ne a ranar 16 ga Afrilu, 2021,
a karamar hukumar Gombi ta
Adamawa xauke da 14.400kg na
wiwi sativa. “Kuma ta amince ta
ajiye baje kolin ga kaninta, Adamu
Musa, wanda daga baya aka sanya
shi cikin jerin waxanda ake nema
ruwa a jallo.
“Hakan ma kamar yadda aka
kama wata tsohuwar mai laifin
Misis Modinat Lawal a Kano
ranar Laraba 19 ga watan Janairu
dauke da tabar wiwi mai nauyin
kilogiram 22 da ta shigo da ita
Nijeriya daga jamhuriyar Benin.

Gina Rayuwa Bai
Dogara Kaxai A Kan
Karatu Ba Har Ma Da
Kasuwanci – Shugaban
UNIMAID
Mataimakin Shugaban Jami’ar
Maiduguri,
Farfesa
Aliyu
Shugaba, ya ja hankalin xalibai da
su karanci kwasa-kwasan da suke
da sha’awa. Shugaba, wanda ya
ba da wannan shawarar a lokacin
da ya bayyana a shirin Kamfanin
Dillancin Labarai na Nijeriya
(NAN) a Abuja, ya ce sana’ar
kasuwanci ba ta dogara ne kan
karatu ba, sai dai yadda dalibai
suka yi fice a sana’o’in da suka
zava.
Mataimakin shugaban jami’ar
ya jaddada cewa, babban abin
da ya kamata a yi shi ne. nasara
a kowane fanni na karatu shi ne
sadaukarwa, horo da sha’awa.
“Ba wani kwas a Jami’ar Nijeriya
da xalibai ba za su samu amfani
ba; Abin da kawai shi ne ka yi fice
kuma idan ka yi, za ka je wurare.
“Ina so in ba ku misali na xaya
daga cikin manyan malamanmu
wanda aka shigar da ‘yarsa
karatun “Creative Arts” amma
ya yi adawa da hakan. “Duk da
haka, ‘yar ta dage a kan wannan
kwas, inda ta tuna wa mahaifin
cewa ya karanta harshen Hausa a
matsayin kwas.
“Ta qara tunatar da shi cewa ya
iya tafiya qasashe da dama ciki har
da Jamus inda ya yi aiki na tsawon
shekaru biyar da kuma Amurka da
Vienna bisa la’akari da aikinsa.
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Gobarar Kasuwa:
NGO Ta Ba Da
Gudummawar
Naira Miliyan 10
A Kebbi

“Qungiyar Khadimiyya for
Justice and Development
Initiative” (KJDI) mai zaman
kanta a Kebbi, ta bayar da
tallafin Naira miliyan 10 ga
waxanda bala’in gobarar
kasuwa ya shafa a garin Kamba
da ke Qaramar Hukumar
Dandi a jihar. Kamfanin
Dillancin Labarai na Nijeriya
(NAN) ya tunatar da cewa
a ranar 16 ga Janairu sama
da shaguna 20 ne suka qone
qurmus a wata babbar kasuwar
Kamba.
A lokacin da yake miqa
tallafin ga Hakimin Kamba,
Alhaji Mamuda Zarummai
a Kamba ranar Lahadi,
Ma’ajin qungiyar na qasa,
Alhaji Mohammad BelloNasarawa, ya ce sun xauki
wannan matakin ne domin
cika alqawarin da qungiyar ta
xauka na tallafa wa waxanda
abin ya shafa.
Ya ce qungiyar ta ga ya dace
ta gano waxanda abin ya shafa
tare da bayar da goyon baya ga
gwamnatin jihar a qoqarinta
na rage musu wahala. BelloNasarawa ya yi addu’ar Allah
Maxaukakin Sarki da Ya
kawar mana da sake aukuwar
lamarin.

Shugaban Hukumar CAC Ya Samu
Lambar Yabo Bisa Iya Jagoranci
Babban Magatakardar Hukumar
(RG) na Hukumar Kula da Harkokin
Kasuwanci (CAC), Alhaji Garba
Abubakar, ya samu lambar yabo
ta “Nigerian Newsdirect Award of
Excellence for Exemplary Leadership
in Public Sector Administration” ta
“2021.Wata sanarwa da Rasheed
Mahe, Shugaban Sashin Yaxa Labarai
na hukumar ya fitar a ranar Lahadin
da ta gabata a Abuja, ya ce an ba
da kyautar ne saboda la’akari da
shirye-shiryen gyara da Hukumar
ke aiwatarwa.
Mahe ya ce Jaridar Nigerian
Newsdirect ta ba shugaban CAC
lambar yabo a wani bikin cika
shekaru 11 da kafuwarta a Legas.
A halin da ake ciki, Dokta Samuel
Ebiyemi, mamba a kwamitin edita na
jaridar, wanda ya ba da lambar yabo,
ya bayyana jerin shirye-shiryen gyara
da Abubakar ya yi tun bayan hawansa
aiki a CAC.
Ibiyemi ya ce shawarar karrama
RG ya xauki kwatankwacin manyan
shugabannin qasar nan daban-

daban, hukumomin gwamnati da
masu shirya fina-finai da direbobin
tattalin arzikin Nijeriya sun dogara
ne akan inganci, tsari da kuma tasirin
sashe. Ya qara da cewa RG ta kasance
tana gudanar da harkokin CAC yadda
ya kamata ta hanyar vullo da wasu
tsare-tsare na gyare-gyare bisa ga
CAMA, 2020. A cewar Ibiyemi,
gabatar da sa hannun lantarki,
takardar shaidar lantarki mai
lambar QR, kamfanin mutum xaya,
da hadewar amintattu masu irin
wannan manufa, bayyana mutanen
da ke da iko da sauran su na daga
cikin abubuwan da CAC ta rubuta a
qarqashin jagorancin Abubakar.
Ya qara da cewa, yin cikakken na
zamani na ayyukan CAC ba wai kawai
ya inganta sabis da ingantaccen aiki
ba har ma ya rage zamba da sauran
ayyukan da ke da alaqa a cikin tsarin
zuwa mafi qanqanta. Ya qalubalance
shi da ya ci gaba da tafiya, sannan ya
roqi sauran su yi koyi da kyakkyawan
misali da Abubakar ya nuna.
Da yake mayar da martani,

Shugaban na CAC ya godewa
Nigerian Newsdirect da ta karrama
shi da lambar yabon da ya cancanci
karramawar, sannan kuma ya yi
alqawarin ci gaba da aiwatar da gyaregyaren da za a yaba don tabbatar da
cewa hukumar ta yi daidai da wasu
mafi kyawun rajistar kamfanoni a
faxin duniya. RG wanda ya samu
wakilcin Shugabar Sashen rajista na
CAC, Ladi Abubakar, ta ce hukumar
ba za ta yi qasa a gwiwa ba wajen
ganin kwastomominta sun samu
ingantacciyar hidima a watanni masu
zuwa.
Kamfanin Dillancin Labarai na
Nijeriya (NAN) ya ruwaito cewa,
an karrama gwamnonin Jihohin
Osun, Ogun, Borno da Nasarawa a
wajen taron, wanda ya samu halartar
manyan shugabannin masana’antu
da ‘yan siyasa da manyan jami’an
gwamnati. Sauran waxanda aka
karrama sun haxa da; Shugaban
NDLEA, Manajan Darakta na
NNPC, Darakta Janar na NIMASA
da Kakakin Majalisar Wakilai.

NAWOJ Ta
Buqaci A Yi Wa
Hanifa Adalci A
Kano
Qungiyar mata ‘yan jarida ta
NIjeriya NAWOJ, ta yi Allahwadai da zargin sace wata yarinya
‘yar shekara biyar mai suna
Hanifa Abubakar da malaminta
ya yi a Kano. Qungiyar, a cikin
wata sanarwa da shugabarta
ta qasa, Ladi Bala, ta fitar a
Abuja, ta bayyana wannan aikaaika a matsayin xaya daga cikin
munanan ayyuka, na dabbanci,
rashin mutuntaka da kuma
munanan ayyuka da aka yi a
baya-bayan nan.
Rahotanni sun bayyana
cewa malamin makarantarsu,
Abdulmalik Abubakar ne ya
kashe xalibar, wanda ya buqaci
iyayenta da su biya kuxin fansa
naira miliyan 6.
NAWOJ ta ce kisan da
maigidan makarantarta ya yi wa
yarinyar nan ‘yar Nijeriyar da ba
ta da laifin komai, ya biyo bayan
cin amana da qaramar yarinyar
da iyayenta suka yi a makarantar
da kuma mai gidan. Kuxi da
manufofin al’ada sun xauki wani
yanayi mai ban tsoro wanda
hakan ya sanya rayuwa cikin
rashin tsaro ga ‘yan Nijeriya.

Sabon Daraktan yada labarai na tsaro, Maj.-Gen. Ohwonigbo Akpor (R), wanda ke karbar mukamin
mukaddashin Daraktan, Air Commodore Wap Maigida a Abuja a karshen mako.
HOTO: JOHNSON UDEANI/NAN

Gwamnatin Osun Ta Tara Sama Da Naira
Biliyan 2 Na Tallafawa Tsofaffin Xalibai - Oyetola
Gwamna Adegboyega Oyetola
na Osun ya ce gwamnatinsa ta tara
sama da Naira biliyan 2 a matsayin
gudunmawar tsofaffin xalibai a
faxin jihar tun bayan sake duba
manufofin ilimi. Oyetola, wanda
ya samu wakilcin kwamishinan
ilimi Folorunso Oladoyin, ya
bayyana hakan ne a ranar Asabar
a wajen bikin cika shekaru 60 da
kafa makarantar na Grammar
St. John’s Ile-Ife, wanda qungiyar
tsofaffin xalibai ta shirya, a filin
wasa na makarantar. “Tun bayan
sake fasalin manufofin ilimi da muka
aiwatar, mun samu sama da Naira
biliyan 2 na tallafin kuxaxe daga
tsofaffin xalibai a faxin jihar nan.
“Muna gode muku da gaggawar

sa baki wajen sabunta tsarin ginin
makarantunku.
“Muna matuqar godiya da kuka
amsa kiran da muka yi na hada
gwiwa tsakanin gwamnati da masu
ruwa da tsaki a harkar ilimi domin
ciyar da ilimi gaba. “Manufarmu
ita ce samar da ilimi a qarni na 21
wanda zai sa dalibinmu ya zama
mai gogayya a duniya, mun gane
cewa kafafu huxu da ilimi ya tsaya a
kai kamar teburi dole ne a haxa kai
kuma a yi aiki tare. “Na yarda da
Ubangiji bishop kan matakin ilimin
jama’a, ya kasance mai tarin yawa
tsawon shekaru kuma ci gaban ba zai
zama jirgin kwatsam ba, zai zama
matakai a hankali.
“Mun vullo da tsare-tsare masu

tasiri kan ilimi waxanda za su jawo
hankalin makarantun gwamnati
zuwa matsakaita da manya,” in
ji shi. Shugaban kwamitin shirya
bikin, Mista Gbenga Adefaye, ya ce
qungiyar ba ta ji daxin yadda a zahiri
gwamnatin da ta shuxe ke lalata ilimi
ta hanyar raba makaranta a Osun ba.
Adefaye, ya yabawa gwamnan kan
maido da suna, Unifom da kuma
haxa kai da masu ruwa da tsaki
wajen sauya makarantar.
A nasa jawabin, Bishop na
Osogbo Diocese, Cocin Katolika,
Lord Bishop John Oyejola, ya
buqaci gwamnati da ta gyara
ilimin al’umma domin talaka tun
da ‘yan siyasa ba sa tura ‘ya’yansu
makarantun gwamnati.
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Dalar Shinkafa:
Tsohon Xan
Majalisa Ya Ba
Da Shawarar
Rage Farashin
Shinkafa
Tsohon Xan Majalisar Wakilai
Joseph Akinlaja, ya shawarci
Gwamnatin Tarayya da ta
tabbatar da rage farashin
kayayyakin shinkafa. Akinlaja ya
ba da wannan shawarar ne ranar
Lahadi a Abuja yayin da yake
mayar da martani kan buhunan
dalar shinkafa Miliyan xaya da
shugaba Muhammadu Buhari ya
qaddamar.
Ya bayyana cewa Dalar
shinkafa ya nuna cewa qasar
nan a shirye take ta dogaro da
kanta wajen noman shinkafa
don haka ya kamata a ci gaba
da nuna nasarorin da ta samu ta
fuskar noma. Akinlaja, wanda
kuma shi ne tsohon mataimakin
shugaban0 qungiyar qwadago ta
qasa NLC, ya ci gaba da cewa
ya zama wajibi ‘yan Nijeriya
su amfana da rangwame bayan
sarrafa shinkafar.
Ya qara da cewa akwai
buqatar a yi matuqar rage
farashin kayayyakin da zarar
sun shigo kasuwa tare da haxin
gwiwar qungiyar masu niqa.”
Ina fatan shinkafar za ta ci gaba
da zama mafi arha kayayyaki a
kasuwannin Niujeriya.
NAN ta ruwaito cewa ginin
Dalar shinkafar paddy a cibiyar
kasuwanci da masana’antu ta
Abuja (ICCI) dake kan titin filin
jirgin, an fara shi ne a tsakiyar
watan Disamba 2021.
An gina Dalar shinkafa da
buhunan shinkafa miliyoyi da
aka shuka da kuma girbe daga
jihohin qasar nan. Qarqashin
Shirin Babban Bankin Nijeriya
(CBN) na Anchor Borrower’
Programme.
Qungiyar
Manoman Shinkafa ta Nijeriya
(RIFAN) a baya ta bayyana cewa
nan gaba kaxan qasar za ta fara
fitar da shinkafa zuwa qasashen
waje domin samar da moriyar
tagwayen abinci da inganta
tattalin arziki.
Mista Ado Hassan, Sakataren
Qungiyar RIFAN reshen Jihar
Kano, ya shaida wa Kamfanin
Dillancin Labarai na NAN,
a wajen qaddamar da wasu
manyan Dalar shinkafa a Abuja,
cewa aikin haxin gwiwa ne
tsakanin Babban Bankin Nijeriya
CBN. ) qarqashin shirinta na
Anchor Borrowers Programme,
da kuma RIFAN. “Domin kuwa
Nijeriya ba ta shigo da ko da
shinkafa daga waje ba a cikin
shekaru huxun da suka wuce,
hakan ya isa ya tabbatar mana
da cewa mun riga mun dogaro
da kan mu a harkar.
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اﻟﻌﻀﻮ اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺪب  ،اﻟﮭﯿﺌﺔ اﻟﻔﯿﺪراﻟﯿﺔ ﻟﻺﺳﻜﺎن ) (FHAورﺋﯿﺲ ﻣﺠﻠﺲ إدارة ﺑﻨﻚ اﻟﺘﻤﻮﯾﻞ اﻟﻌﻘﺎري  FHAاﻟﺴﻨﺎﺗﻮر  Gbenga Ashafa (3rd Left) ،اﻟﻨﺎﺋﺐ اﻟﻌﺎم ﻟﻼﺗﺤﺎد ووزﯾﺮ اﻟﻌﺪل  ،اﻟﺴﯿﺪ أﺑﻮ ﺑﻜﺮ ؛
ﻣﺎﻻﻣﻲ ) (Mواﻟﻤﺪﯾﺮ اﻟﻌﺎم  FHA Mortgage Bank ،أووال ﺣﯿﺎة اﻟﺪﯾﻦ ) (L 2وآﺧﺮﯾﻦ أﺛﻨﺎء ﺗﺴﻠﯿﻢ اﻟﻤﻔﺎﺗﯿﺢ ﻟﻠﻤﺴﺘﻔﯿﺪﯾﻦ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﻨﺎزل ﻓﻲ ﻛﺎﻟﻐو  ،ﺑﯾرﻧﯾن ﻛﯾﺑﻲ ﯾوم اﻟﺟﻣﻌﺔ، .

ﺟﺣﯾم اﻟﺳوق :ﻣﻧظﻣﺔ ﻏﯾر
ﺣﻛوﻣﯾﺔ ﺗﺗﺑرع ﺑـ ١٠ﻣﻼﯾﯾن
ﻧﺎﺋﯾرا ﻟﺿﺣﺎﯾﺎ وﻻﯾﺔ ﻛﯾﺑﻲ

أن دي إل إي أي ﻣﺪاھﻤﺎت ﻋﻠﻰ ﺣﺪﯾﻘﺔ أﺑﻮﺟﺎ ،واﻋﺘﻘﺎل ٦
أﺷﺨﺎص ﺑﺴﺒﺐ ﻣﻠﻔﺎت ﺗﻌﺮﯾﻒ اﻻرﺗﺒﺎط اﻟﺨﺎﺻﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﺨﺪرات

ﺗﺒﺮﻋﺖ ﻣﺒﺎدرة اﻟﻜﺎظﻤﯿﺔ ﻟﻠﻌﺪاﻟﺔ
واﻟﺘﻨﻤﯿﺔ ) ، )KJDIوھﻲ ﻣﻨﻈﻤﺔ ﻏﯿﺮ
ﺣﻜﻮﻣﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻛﯿﺒﻲ  ،ﺑﻤﺒﻠﻎ  ١٠ﻣﻼﯾﯿﻦ
ﻧﯿﺮة ﻟﻀﺤﺎﯾﺎ ﺣﺮاﺋﻖ اﻟﺴﻮق ﻓﻲ ﺑﻠﺪة
ﻛﺎﻣﺒﺎ ﺑﻤﻨﻄﻘﺔ داﻧﺪي اﻟﻤﺤﻠﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﺎﺑﻌﺔ
ﻟﻠﻮﻻﯾﺔ.
أﻧﮫ ﻓﻲ  ١٦ﯾﻨﺎﯾﺮ  ،دﻣﺮت اﻟﻨﯿﺮان
ً
وﻛﺸﻜﺎ ﻓﻲ ﺳﻮق
ﻣﺘﺠﺮا
أﻛﺜﺮ ﻣﻦ ٢٠
ً
ﻣﺮﻛﺰي ﻓﻲ ﻛﺎﻣﺒﺎ .أﺛﻨﺎء ﺗﻘﺪﯾﻢ اﻟﺘﺒﺮع
إﻟﻰ رﺋﯿﺲ ﻣﻨﻄﻘﺔ ﻛﺎﻣﺒﺎ اﻟﺤﺎج ﻣﺎﻣﻮدا
زاروﻣﺎي ﻓﻲ ﻛﺎﻣﺒﺎ ﯾﻮم اﻷﺣﺪ  ،أﻣﯿﻦ
اﻟﺼﻨﺪوق اﻟﻮطﻨﻲ ﻟﻠﻤﻨﻈﻤﺔ  ،اﻟﺤﺎج ،
ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﺑﯿﻠﻮ ﻧﺼﺮاوة.
وﻓﺎء ﻟﻠﺘﻌﮭﺪ
ﻗﺎل إن ھﺬه اﻟﻠﻔﺘﺔ ﺟﺎءت
ً
اﻟﺬي ﻗﻄﻌﺘﮫ اﻟﻤﻨﻈﻤﺔ ﻟﻤﺴﺎﻋﺪة
اﻟﻀﺤﺎﯾﺎ  ،وﻗﺎل إن اﻟﻤﻨﻈﻤﺔ وﺟﺪت
أﻧﮫ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﻼﺋﻢ اﻟﺘﻌﺮف ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻀﺤﺎﯾﺎ
وﺗﻘﺪﯾﻢ اﻟﺪﻋﻢ ﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺔ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺔ ﻓﻲ
اﻟﺘﺰاﻣﮭﺎ ﺑﺎﻟﺘﺨﻔﯿﻒ ﻣﻦ ﻣﻌﺎﻧﺎﺗﮭﻢ.
دﻋﺎ ﺑﯿﻠﻮ ﻧﺼﺮاوة ﷲ ﺗﻌﺎﻟﻰ أن ﯾﺠﻨﺐ
ﺗﻜﺮار اﻟﺤﺎدث اﻟﻤﺆﺳﻒ .ﺑﺬل ﻛﻞ ﻣﺎ
ﻓﻲ وﺳﻌﮫ ﻟﺘﺤﺴﯿﻦ ﺣﯿﺎة اﻷﺷﺨﺎص
اﻷﻗﻞ ً
ﺣﻈﺎ ﻛﻠﻤﺎ دﻋﺖ اﻟﺤﺎﺟﺔ إﻟﻰ ذﻟﻚ
 ،وﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﻘﺎﺑﻞ  ،وﺻﻒ زاروﻣﺎي ،
وھﻮ ﯾﺜﻨﻲ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﺆﺳﺴﺔ اﻟﺘﺒﺮع  ،ﺑﺄﻧﮫ
اﻷول ﻣﻦ ﻧﻮﻋﮫ ﻣﻦ أي ﻣﻨﻈﻤﺔ ﻓﻲ
اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺔ.
ﻛﻤﺎ أﻛﺪ أن اﻟﻤﺴﺎﻋﺪة ﻟﯿﺸﻤﻞ أوﻟﺌﻚ
اﻟﺬﯾﻦ ﯾﻨﻮون اﻟﺘﺨﻔﯿﻒ ﻣﻦ ﻣﻌﺎﻧﺎﺗﮭﻢ
ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ اﻟﺨﺴﺎﺋﺮ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻜﺒﺪوھﺎ  ،وﻓﻲ
ﺗﺼﺮﯾﺤﺎﺗﮫ أﺷﺎد رﺋﯿﺲ ﺟﻤﻌﯿﺔ ﻣﺴﻮﻗﻲ
ﻛﺎﻣﺒﺎ اﻟﺤﺎج ﺟﻤﯿﻠﻮ اﻟﺤﺴﯿﻨﻲ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﻨﻈﻤﺔ
ﻟﻤﺎ ﺗﻘﺪﻣﮫ ﻣﻦ ﺧﺪﻣﺎت إﻧﺴﺎﻧﯿﺔ ﻷﺑﻨﺎء
اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺔ.

"ﺗﻢ اﺳﺘﺮداد  ٢٧٦ﻛﺘﻠﺔ ﻣﻀﻐﻮطﺔ ﻣﻦ واﻟﻤﯿﺜﺎﻣﻔﯿﺘﺎﻣﯿﻦ واﻟﺘﺮاﻣﺎدول ﻣﻦ اﺛﻨﯿﻦ
ﻣﺤﺎوﻻت ﺗﺠﺎر اﻟﻤﺨﺪرات ﻟﺘﺼﺪﯾﺮ
وﻗﺎم ﻋﻤﻼء اﻟﻮﻛﺎﻟﺔ اﻟﻮطﻨﯿﺔ ﻹﻧﻔﺎذ
ﻗﺎﻧﻮن اﻟﻤﺨﺪرات )أن دي إل إي أي(  ١٫٥٣ﻛﯿﻠﻮﻏﺮام ﻣﻦ اﻟﻜﻮﻛﺎﯾﯿﻦ ﻣﺨﺒﺄة ﻧﻔﺲ اﻟﻤﺎدة ﺗﺰن  ٢٤٨٫٤ﻛﺠﻢ ﻣﻦ
ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺸﺘﺒﮫ ﺑﮭﻢ :ﻋﻠﯿﻮ ﻋﺒﺪ ﷲ وإﯾﺸﯿﺎ
أﯾﻀﺎ
إﯾﻤﺎﻧﻮﯾﻞ  ،وﻗﺎل ﺑﺎﺑﺎﻓﯿﻤﻲ إن اﻟﻌﻨﺎﺻﺮ
داﺧﻞ ﻛﺮﯾﻢ اﻟﺸﻌﺮ إﻟﻰ ﻟﻨﺪن ﺗﻢ
ﺑﻤﺪاھﻤﺔ ﻣﺮﻛﺰ ﻟﻼﺳﺘﺮﺧﺎء ُ ،ﯾﻌﺮف
أوﺳﺘﻦ أوﻛﻮﻧﻐﻮو )اﻟﻤﻌﺮوف ً
ﺑﺎﺳﻢ ﻏﺎدﯾﻦ ﻓﻲ أﺑﻮﺟﺎ  ،واﻋﺘﻘﻠﻮا ﺳﺘﺔ إﺣﺒﺎطﮭﺎ ﻣﻦ ﻗﺒﻞ ﻋﻤﻼء أن دي إل إي ﺑﺎﺳﻢ إﯾﺠﻮي(  ، ٤٥ ،ﻓﻲ أﺟﯿﻨﯿﺒﻮدي  ،اﻋﺘﺮﺿﻮا ﺣﺎﻓﻠﺔ ﺗﺠﺎرﯾﺔ ﺗﺤﻤﻞ رﻗﻢ
ﺟﺮاﻣﺎ أﺧﺮى إﺗﺴﺎﻛﻮ ﺷﺮق  ،أﺛﻨﺎء ﻧﻘﻞ اﻟﻤﺨﺪرات
GME711YXﻋﻠﻰ طﻮل أﺑﻮﺟﺎ ﺗﻘﻞ
أي  ،وأﺿﺎف أن ٨٨٠
أﺷﺨﺎص ﻟﺒﯿﻌﮭﻢ ﻛﻌﻜﺎت ﻣﺨﺪرات
ً
وﻧﻮدﻟﺰ .ﻗﺎل ﻣﺪﯾﺮ اﻹﻋﻼم واﻟﺪﻋﻮة  ،ﻣﻦ اﻟﻜﻮﻛﺎﯾﯿﻦ ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻣﺨﺒﺄة داﺧﻞ ﺷﻌﺮ ﻓﻲ ﺳﯿﺎرة ﺻﺎﻟﻮن ﻟﻜﺰس ﺑﺮﻗﻢ
اﻟﻤﺸﺘﺒﮫ ﺑﮭﻢ ﻣﻦ ﻻﻏﻮس .إﻟﻰ ﯾﻮﻻ ،
( ABC 583 MJأﺑﻮﺟﺎ(.
أداﻣﺎوا ﻓﻲ  ١٩ﯾﻨﺎﯾﺮ.
ﺻﻨﺎﻋﻲ إﻟﻰ ﺟﺪة.
أن دي إل إي أي  ،اﻟﺴﯿﺪ ﻓﯿﻤﻲ
اﻷرﺑﻌﺎء
ﯾﻮم
ﻓﻲ
أﯾﻀﺎ ﻓﻲ  ١٩ﯾﻨﺎﯾﺮ  ،ﻗﺎل إن اﻟﺬراع اﻟﻄﻮﯾﻠﺔ ﻟﻠﻘﺎﻧﻮن أﻟﺤﻘﺖ
ﺗﻢ
؛
اﻟﺴﻌﻮدﯾﺔ
اﻟﻌﺮﺑﯿﺔ
اﻟﻤﻤﻠﻜﺔ
ﻓﻲ
اﻷﺣﺪ
ﺑﺎﺑﺎﻓﯿﻤﻲ  ،ھﺬا ﻓﻲ ﺑﯿﺎن ﯾﻮم
ً
اﻋﺘﺮاض ﺛﻼﺛﺔ ﺟﺮاﻣﺎت ﻣﻦ اﻟﻜﻮﻛﺎﯾﯿﻦ أدت ﻣﺪاھﻤﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﻔﺼﻞ ﻣﺨﺪرات ﻓﻲ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻨﮭﺎﯾﺔ ﺑﺘﺎﺟﺮ ﻣﺨﺪرات ﺳﻲء
أﺑﻮﺟﺎ.
ﻋﺎﺻﻤﺔ وﻻﯾﺔ إﯾﺪو  ،ﺑﻨﯿﻦ  ،إﻟﻰ
اﻟﺴﻤﻌﺔ  ،أداﻣﻮ ﻣﻮﺳﻰ  ،اﻟﺬي ظﻞ
ﻗﺎل ﺑﺎﺑﺎﻓﯿﻤﻲ ﺑﻌﺪ ﻣﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت اﺳﺘﺨﺒﺎرﯾﺔ وﺧﻤﺴﺔ ﺟﺮاﻣﺎت ﻣﻦ اﻟﺤﺸﯿﺶ إﻟﻰ
ً
اﻋﺘﻘﺎل وﻗﺎل ﺑﺎﺑﺎﻓﯿﻤﻲ إن ﺛﻼﺛﺔ ﺗﺠﺎر
ھﺎرﺑﺎ ﻟﻤﺪة ﺗﺴﻌﺔ أﺷﮭﺮ ﻓﻲ أداﻣﺎوا ،
ﻣﻮﺛﻮﻗﺔ  ،داھﻢ ﻋﻤﻼء أن دي إل إي ﻗﺒﺮص ﻣﻌﺒﺄة داﺧﻞ أﺣﺬﯾﺔ ﻣﺼﻨﻮﻋﺔ
ﻣﺤﻠﯿﺎ  ،وﻗﺪ ﺗﻢ ذﻟﻚ ﻣﻦ ﺧﻼل ﺷﺮﻛﺘﻲ ﻣﺨﺪرات :ﻛﯿﻠﻲ أوﻏﺒﯿﺒﻮر ، ٣٨ ،
ﯾﻨﺎﯾﺮ.١٩ .
أي اﻟﺤﺪﯾﻘﺔ ﻓﻲ ووﺳﻲ اﻟﻤﻨﻄﻘﺔ ٥
ً
وداﻧﯿﯿﻞ أوﻓﯿﺎوي  ، ٣٥ ،وﻛﯿﻠﻲ
"ﺷﻘﯿﻘﺘﮫ اﻟﻜﺒﺮى اﻟﺒﺎﻟﻐﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻌﻤﺮ ٣١
ﺧﻠﻒ ﺷﻮﺑﺮﯾﺖ  ،ﺣﯿﺚ ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﺳﯿﺪة  ،ﺗﻮﺻﯿﻞ ﻛﺒﯿﺮﺗﯿﻦ ﻓﻲ ﻻﻏﻮس وﺗﻢ
ﻛﯿﻨﻤﺎﻛﻮﻧﺎم  ٢٩ ،ﺑﻜﻤﯿﺎت ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ ﻣﻦ
ﻋﺎﻣﺎ  ،اﻟﺴﯿﺪة ھﺎﻧﺎﺗﻮ ﺳﯿﻨﻲ  ،ﻗﺪ أﻟﻘﻲ
إﺣﺒﺎطﮭﺎ ﻣﻦ ﻗﺒﻞ ﺿﺒﺎط اﻟﻤﺨﺪرات
ﻋﺎﻣﺎ.
ً
راﺷﯿﻞ ﻓﺎﻣﯿﯿﺴﻮن ً ٢٩ ،
اﻟﻜﻮﻛﺎﯾﯿﻦ واﻟﮭﯿﺮوﯾﻦ  ،ﺗﻢ ﺿﺒﻄﮭﻢ
اﻟﻘﺒﺾ ﻋﻠﯿﮭﺎ ﻓﻲ  ١٦أﺑﺮﯾﻞ ، ٢٠٢١
اﻋﺘﻘﻠﺖ ﻣﻊ ﺑﺎﺋﻌﺔ ﻟﮭﺎ  ،ﺳﺘﯿﻼ ﺻﻨﺪاي  ،اﻟﻤﻠﺤﻘﯿﻦ ﺑﺎﻟﺸﺮﻛﺎت.
ﻋﺎﻣﺎ  ،ﻓﻲ ﻣﻨﻄﻘﺔ ﺣﻜﻮﻣﺔ ﻏﻮﻣﺒﻲ اﻟﻤﺤﻠﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ
ﻋﺎﻣﺎ  ،ﺑﺘﮭﻤﺔ اﻟﺘﻌﺎﻣﻞ ﻓﻲ ﻣﻠﻔﺎت اﻋﺘﺮض ﻋﻤﻼء أن دي إل إي أي ﻓﻲ ﻣﻨﮭﻢ ، .إﻓﯿﺌﻨﯿﻲ أوﻧﯿﺌﺴﻲ ً ٣٤ ،
ً ٢٠
ﺟﺮاﻣﺎ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻜﻮﻛﺎﯾﯿﻦ
١٢
ﻻﺑﺘﻼع
أداﻣﺎوا ﺑﺤﻮزﺗﮭﺎ  ١٤٫٤٠٠ﻛﺠﻢ ﻣﻦ
ﻣﻊ
ﻛﺎﻣﺮي
ﺗﻮﯾﻮﺗﺎ
ﺳﯿﺎرة
ﯾﻨﺎﯾﺮ
١٨
ﺑﺎﻟﻤﺨﺪرات
اﻟﺨﺎﺻﺔ
اﻻرﺗﺒﺎط
ﺗﻌﺮﯾﻒ
ً
اﻟﻤﻮﺟﻮد ﻓﻲ ﻣﻨﺰﻟﮭﻢ ﻓﻲ أﻏﯿﻨﻐﻲ ،
اﻟﻘﻨﺐ ﺳﺎﺗﯿﻔﺎ.
أﯾﻀﺎ Reg.No. FKJ 897 DG
 ،وأﺿﺎف أﻧﮫ ﺗﻢ اﻟﻘﺒﺾ ﻋﻠﯿﮭﻢ ً
طﺮﯾﻖ روﻛﻮﺑﺎ  ،ﺟﻮس  ،ﻓﻲ ﺑﻼﺗﻮ
واﻋﺘﺮﻓﺖ ﺑﺄﻧﮭﺎ اﺣﺘﻔﻈﺖ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﻌﺮض
(ﻻﻏﻮس(  ،اﻟﺘﻲ ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻣﺘﻮﺟﮭﺔ إﻟﻰ
وھﻢ ﯾﺒﯿﻌﻮن زﺟﺎﺟﺎت ﻣﻦ ﻣﺸﺮوب
ﻛﺎن ﻓﻮﺋﻲ وﻗﺎل إن اﻟﻌﻨﺎﺻﺮ اﺳﺘﺮدوا ﻷﺧﯿﮭﺎ اﻷﺻﻐﺮ  ،أداﻣﻮ ﻣﻮﺳﻰ  ،اﻟﺬي
ﯾﺴﻤﻰ `` زوﺑﻮ '' اﻟﻤﺤﻀﺮ ﻣﻦ
أﺑﻮﺟﺎ  ،ﻣﺤﻤﻠﺔ ﺑـ  ٣٦٠٫٤ﻛﺠﻢ ﻣﻦ
ﺗﻢ وﺿﻌﮫ ً
اﻟﻤﺨﺪرات ﻣﻦ ﺣﻠﻘﮭﺎ ﯾﻮم اﻷﺣﺪ ١٦
ﻻﺣﻘﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻗﺎﺋﻤﺔ اﻟﻤﻄﻠﻮﺑﯿﻦ
أﯾﻀﺎ ﻣﻊ اﻟﻘﻨﺐ ﺳﺎﺗﯿﻔﺎ ﻓﻲ وﻻﯾﺔ إﯾﺪو .
اﻟﺤﺸﯿﺶ ، .ﺗﻢ اﻟﻘﺒﺾ ﻋﻠﯿﮫ ً
ﺑﺎﺋﻌﺔ ﻟﮫ  ،ﻋﺎﺋﺸﺔ ﻋﺒﺪ اﻟﺮﺣﻤﻦ  ١٩ ،وﻗﺎل ﺑﺎﺑﺎﻓﯿﻤﻲ إن اﻟﺴﺎﺋﻖ  ،ﻧﻮر اﻟﺪﯾﻦ ﯾﻨﺎﯾﺮ أﺛﻨﺎء ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺔ اﻋﺘﻘﺎل.
ﻣﻦ اﻷﻣﺮ" .ھﺬا ﺣﺘﻰ ﻣﻊ إﻟﻘﺎء اﻟﻘﺒﺾ
"ﻛﻤﺎ ﺗﻢ اﻟﻌﺜﻮر ﻋﻠﻰ ﻋﺮض ﻧﻘﺪي ﻣﻦ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻤﺪاﻧﺔ اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻘﺔ  ،اﻟﺴﯿﺪة ﻣﻮدﯾﻨﺎت
ﻋﺎﻣﺎ  ،ﻣﻦ أوﺷﻲ ،
ﻋﺎﻣﺎ  ،ﻟﺒﯿﻌﮫ ﻣﻌﻜﺮوﻧﺔ إﻧﺪوﻣﻲ
ﺳﻮﺑﺎرو ً ٤٢ ،
ً
ً
ﻣﺎﺋﺘﯿﻦ وأرﺑﻌﺔ وﺛﻼﺛﯿﻦ أﻟﻔﺎ وﺳﺘﻤﺎﺋﺔ
ﻻوال  ،ﻓﻲ ﻛﺎﻧﻮ ﯾﻮم اﻷرﺑﻌﺎء ١٩ ،
اﻟﻤﺤﻀﺮة ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻨﺐ.
ﻣﻨﻄﻘﺔ إﺗﺴﺎﻛﻮ اﻟﻐﺮﺑﯿﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﻮﻻﯾﺔ  ،ﺗﻢ
أﯾﻀﺎ وﺧﻤﺴﯿﻦ ﻧﯿﺮة ﻓﻘﻂ ) )N234 ، 650ﯾﻨﺎﯾﺮ ﻣﻊ  ٢٢ﻛﺠﻢ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺤﺸﯿﺶ ﺳﺎﺗﯿﻔﺎ
ﺗﻮﻣﺮز  ،ﻧﻐﻮزي ﺟﻮﺳﺘﯿﻨﺎ إﻣﯿﻠﻮﻏﻮ
أﯾﻀﺎ .أﺧﻠﺖ ﻗﯿﺎدة إﯾﺪو ً
اﻋﺘﻘﺎﻟﮫ ً
"،ﻓﻲ ﻏﻀﻮن ذﻟﻚ  ،أﺷﺎر اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪث ﺟﻠﺒﺘﮭﺎ إﻟﻰ ﻧﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ ﻣﻦ ﺟﻤﮭﻮرﯾﺔ ﺑﻨﯿﻦ.
ﻋﺎﻣﺎ  ،ﺗﻢ
 ١١١ﻛﺠﻢ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺤﺸﯿﺶ اﻟﻤﺨﺰن ﻓﻲ
اﻟﺒﺎﻟﻐﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻌﻤﺮ ً ٣٨
ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻗﺪ ُ
أﯾﻀﺎ ﺧﻼل اﻟﻤﺪاھﻤﺔ ﻓﻲ  ١٩ﺷﺠﯿﺮة ﻓﻲ إﯾﺮوﻛﺒﻦ  ،إﯾﺴﺎن وﯾﺴﺖ إل ﺑﺎﺳﻢ أن دي إل إي أي إﻟﻰ أﻧﮫ ﺗﻢ
اﻋﺘﻘﻠﺖ ﻓﻲ وﻗﺖ ﺳﺎﺑﻖ
اﺧﺘﯿﺎرھﺎ ً
ﺿﺒﻂ ﻛﻤﯿﺎت ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺤﺸﯿﺶ
وﺳﺠﻨﺖ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻧﻔﺲ اﻟﺘﮭﻤﺔ.
ﯾﻨﺎﯾﺮ .وﻗﺎل ﺑﺎﺑﺎﻓﯿﻤﻲ أﯾﻀﺎ إن
ﺟﻲ إﯾﮫ ﻓﻲ  ١٩ﯾﻨﺎﯾﺮ.
وﺣﻮﻛﻤﺖ ُ
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ﺗﺟذب ﺳﯾﺎﺳﺔ اﻟﺗﻌﻠﯾم ﻓﻲ
أوﺷون أﻛﺛر ﻣن ﻣﻠﯾﺎري
ﺻﻧدوق ﺧرﯾﺟﻲ ﻧﺎﯾر
ا  ،ﻛﻣﺎ ﯾﻘول أوﯾﺗوﻻ
وﯾﻘﻮل ﺣﺎﻛﻢ أوﺷﻮن أدﯾﻐﻮﯾﻐﺎ أوﯾﺘﻮﻻ
إن إدارﺗﮫ اﺟﺘﺬﺑﺖ أﻛﺜﺮ ﻣﻦ  ٢ﻣﻠﯿﺎر
ﻧﺎﯾﺮا ﻓﻲ ﻣﺴﺎھﻤﺔ اﻟﺨﺮﯾﺠﯿﻦ ﻓﻲ ﺟﻤﯿﻊ
أﻧﺤﺎء اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺔ ﻣﻨﺬ ﻣﺮاﺟﻌﺔ ﺳﯿﺎﺳﺔ
اﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻢ .ﻟﻠﺘﻌﻠﯿﻢ  ،ﺗﻢ اﻟﻜﺸﻒ ﯾﻮم اﻟﺴﺒﺖ
ﻓﻲ اﻟﺬﻛﺮى اﻟﺴﺘﯿﻦ ﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ ﺳﺎﻧﺖ
ﺟﻮن ﻟﻘﻮاﻋﺪ اﻟﻠﻐﺔ  ،إﯾﻞ إﯾﻒ  ،اﻟﺘﻲ
ﻧﻈﻤﺘﮭﺎ ﺟﻤﻌﯿﺔ اﻟﻄﻼب اﻟﻘﺪاﻣﻰ  ،ﻓﻲ
ﺳﺎﺣﺔ اﻟﻠﻌﺐ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ.
ﻣﻨﺬ إﺻﻼح ﺳﯿﺎﺳﺔ اﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻢ اﻟﺘﻲ ﻧﻔﺬﻧﺎھﺎ
 ،ﻟﺪﯾﻨﺎ اﺟﺘﺬﺑﺖ أﻛﺜﺮ ﻣﻦ ﻣﻠﯿﺎر N2
ﺻﻨﺪوق ﺗﺪﺧﻞ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻄﻼب اﻟﻘﺪاﻣﻰ
ﻓﻲ ﺟﻤﯿﻊ أﻧﺤﺎء اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺔ.
ﻧﺸﻜﺮك ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﺪﺧﻠﻚ اﻟﺴﺮﯾﻊ ﻓﻲ
اﻟﺘﺠﺪﯾﺪ اﻟﮭﯿﻜﻠﻲ ﻟﻠﺒﻨﻰ اﻟﺘﺤﺘﯿﺔ
ﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺘﻚ ".ﻧﺤﻦ ﻣﻤﺘﻨﻮن ﻟﻠﻐﺎﯾﺔ ﻷﻧﻚ
اﺳﺘﺠﺎﺑﺖ ﻟﺪﻋﻮﺗﻨﺎ ﻟﻠﺸﺮاﻛﺔ ﺑﯿﻦ
اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺔ وﺟﻤﯿﻊ أﺻﺤﺎب اﻟﻤﺼﻠﺤﺔ
ﻓﻲ ﻗﻄﺎع اﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻢ ﻟﻨﻘﻞ اﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻢ إﻟﻰ
اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻮى اﻟﺘﺎﻟﻲ .رؤﯾﺘﻨﺎ ھﻲ ﺗﻘﺪﯾﻢ
ﺗﻌﻠﯿﻢ اﻟﻘﺮن اﻟﺤﺎدي واﻟﻌﺸﺮﯾﻦ اﻟﺬي
ﺗﻨﺎﻓﺴﯿﺎ ،
ﺳﯿﺠﻌﻞ طﻼﺑﻨﺎ ﻋﺎﻟﻤﯿﯿﻦ
ً
ﻧﺪرك أن اﻷرﺟﻞ اﻷرﺑﻌﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﯾﻘﻒ
ﻋﻠﯿﮭﺎ اﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻢ ﻣﺜﻞ اﻟﻄﺎوﻟﺔ ﯾﺠﺐ أن
ﻣﻌﺎ.
ﺗﻌﻤﻞ ً
ﻗﺎل رﺋﯿﺲ اﻟﻠﺠﻨﺔ اﻟﻤﻨﻈﻤﺔ ﻟﻠﺬﻛﺮى ،
اﻟﺴﯿﺪ ﻏﺒﻨﻐﺎ أدﯾﻔﺎي " ،ﻟﻘﺪ أدﺧﻠﻨﺎ
ﺳﯿﺎﺳﺎت ﺗﺆﺛﺮ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻢ ﺳﺘﺠﺬب
اﻟﻤﺪارس اﻟﻌﺎﻣﺔ إﻟﻰ اﻟﻄﺒﻘﺔ اﻟﻤﺘﻮﺳﻄﺔ
واﻟﻌﻠﯿﺎ" .ﻟﻢ ﺗﻜﻦ اﻟﺠﻤﻌﯿﺔ راﺿﯿﺔ ﻋﻦ
اﻟﻄﺮﯾﻘﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ دﻣﺮت ﺑﮭﺎ اﻹدارة
ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺎ ﻣﻦ ﺧﻼل ﺗﻄﺒﯿﻖ
اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻘﺔ اﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻢ
ً
اﻟﻼﻣﺮﻛﺰﯾﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ ﻓﻲ أوﺳﻮن ،
إﻻ أن آدﻓﺎي أﺷﺎد ﺑﺎﻟﺤﺎﻛﻢ ﻻﺳﺘﻌﺎدة
اﻻﺳﻢ واﻟﺰي اﻟﺮﺳﻤﻲ وﺗﻌﺎوﻧﮫ ﻣﻊ
أﺻﺤﺎب اﻟﻤﺼﻠﺤﺔ ﻟﺘﻐﯿﯿﺮ اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ.
ﻛﻠﻔﺖ اﻟﻜﻨﯿﺴﺔ اﻟﻜﺎﺛﻮﻟﯿﻜﯿﺔ  ،اﻟﻠﻮرد
اﻟﻤﻄﺮان ﺟﻮن أوﯾﺠﻮﻻ  ،اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺔ
ﺑﺘﻌﺪﯾﻞ اﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻢ اﻟﻌﺎم ﻣﻦ أﺟﻞ اﻟﺮﺟﻞ
اﻟﻌﺎدي ﻷن اﻟﺴﯿﺎﺳﯿﯿﻦ ﻟﻢ ﯾﻌﻮدوا
ﯾﺮﺳﻠﻮن أطﻔﺎﻟﮭﻢ إﻟﻰ اﻟﺠﻤﮭﻮر.
اﻟﻤﺪارس" .ذھﺒﻨﺎ إﻟﻰ ﻣﺪرﺳﺔ ﻋﺎﻣﺔ
وﺣﺼﻠﻨﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﻌﻠﯿﻢ ﺟﯿﺪ.
اﻟﯿﻮم  ،أوﻟﺌﻚ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺔ ﻻ ﯾﺮﺳﻠﻮن
أطﻔﺎﻟﮭﻢ إﻟﻰ اﻟﻤﺪارس اﻟﻌﺎﻣﺔ  ،وﻟﻜﻨﮭﻢ
ﯾﺮﺳﻠﻮن إﻟﻰ اﻟﻤﺪارس اﻟﺘﺒﺸﯿﺮﯾﺔ أو
اﻟﺨﺎﺻﺔ ".ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺆﺳﻒ أن
اﻷوروﺑﯿﯿﻦ ﺟﺎءوا وﯾﺨﻄﻄﻮن
ﻟﻤﺴﺘﻘﺒﻞ ﺟﯿﺪ ﻟﻨﺎ  ،وﻟﻜﻦ ﻻ ﯾﻤﻜﻨﻨﺎ
ﺗﻜﺮار ﻧﻔﺲ اﻟﺸﻲء ﻷطﻔﺎﻟﻨﺎ.
ﯾﺠﺐ أن ﻧﻨﮭﺾ ﻣﻦ أﺟﻞ اﻟﺸﺒﺎب.
اﻟﻤﺒﻨﻰ اﻟﺬي ﺑﻨﺘﮫ اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺔ ﻣﺘﮭﺪم
ﺑﺎﻟﻔﻌﻞ ﺑﯿﻨﻤﺎ اﻟﻤﺒﺎﻧﻲ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺑﻨﺎھﺎ
اﻟﻤﺒﺸﺮون ﻻ ﺗﺰال ﻗﺎﺋﻤﺔ .ﯾﺠﺐ أن
ﻧﺘﻌﻠﻢ ﻛﯿﻒ ﻧﺒﺪأ ﻓﻲ ﻓﻌﻞ اﻟﺸﻲء
أﯾﻀﺎ ،
اﻟﺼﺤﯿﺢ ﻟﺼﺎﻟﺢ اﻟﺸﺒﺎب" ﻗﺎل
ً
اﻟﺴﻨﺎﺗﻮر ﺑﺎﺑﺎﺟﯿﺪ أوﻣﻮراري ،
اﻟﻤﺴﺎﻋﺪ اﻟﺨﺎص اﻷول ﻓﻲ اﻟﺠﻤﻌﯿﺔ
اﻟﻮطﻨﯿﺔ )ﻣﺠﻠﺲ اﻟﺸﯿﻮخ( ﻟﻠﺮﺋﯿﺲ
ﻣﺤﻤﺪو ﺑﻮھﺎري  ،ﻗﺎل إن SJOBA
ﺣﺪدت اﻟﻮﺗﯿﺮة ﻣﻦ ﺧﻼل اﻟﻤﺴﺎھﻤﺔ ﻓﻲ
اﺳﺘﻌﺎدة اﻟﻤﺠﺪ اﻟﻤﻔﻘﻮد ﻟﻠﻤﺪرﺳﺔ.

ﺟﺣﯾم اﻟﺳوق :ﻣﻧظﻣﺔ ﻏﯾر ﺣﻛو
ﻣﯾﺔ ﺗﺗﺑرع ﺑـ ١٠ﻣﻼﯾﯾن
ﻧﺎﺋﯾرا ﻟﺿﺣﺎﯾﺎ وﻻﯾﺔ ﻛﯾﺑﻲ

ً
ﺧﻠﻔﺎ ﻟﻤﺪﯾﺮ ﺑﺎﻹﻧﺎﺑﺔ ( ،إﻟﻰ اﻟﯿﻤﯿﻦ(  Air Commodore Wap Maigida,ﻓﻲ أﺑﻮﺟﺎ ﻓﻲ ﻋﻄﻠﺔ ﻧﮭﺎﯾﺔ اﻷﺳﺒﻮع.
اﻟﻤﺪﯾﺮ اﻟﺠﺪﯾﺪ ﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت اﻟﺪﻓﺎع  ،اﻟﻠﻮاء Ohwonigbo Akpor.

اﻟﮭﺮم اﻷرز :ﯾﻨﺼﺢ اﻟﻤﺸﺮع اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻖ ﺑﺘﺨﻔﯿﺾ أﺳﻌﺎر اﻷرز
ﻋﻀﻮ ﻣﺠﻠﺲ اﻟﻨﻮاب اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻖ،
اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺼﻒ ﺟﻮزﯾﻒ أﻟﻔﯿﻨﻼﺟﺎ ،ﻗﺪﻣﺖ
اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺔ اﻟﻔﯿﺪراﻟﯿﺔ ﻟﻀﻤﺎن ﺗﺨﻔﯿﺾ
ﺳﻌﺮ اﻟﺴﻠﻊ اﻷرز .أﻋﻄﻰ آﯾﻨﻼﺧﺎ
اﻟﻤﺸﻮرة ﯾﻮم اﻷﺣﺪ ﻓﻲ أﺑﻮﺟﺎ ﻣﻊ اﻟﺮد
ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﻠﯿﻮﻧﻲ ﻛﯿﺲ ﻣﻦ اﻷھﺮاﻣﺎت
اﻷرز اﻟﺘﻲ أطﻠﻘﮭﺎ اﻟﺮﺋﯿﺲ ﻣﺤﻤﺪ
ﺑﺨﺎري.
وأوﺿﺢ أن ھﺮم اﻷرز أظﮭﺮ أن
اﻟﺒﻼد ﻣﺴﺘﻌﺪة ﻟﺘﻜﻮن ﻣﻜﺘﻔﯿﺔ ذاﺗﯿﺎ ﻓﻲ
إﻧﺘﺎج اﻷرز وﯾﻨﺒﻐﻲ أن ﺗﺴﺘﻤﺮ ﻓﻲ
ﻋﺮض إﻧﺠﺎزھﺎ ﻣﻦ ﺣﯿﺚ اﻟﺰراﻋﺔ.
أﻛﯿﻨﻼﺧﺎ ،وھﻮ أﯾﻀﺎ اﻟﻨﺎﺋﺐ اﻟﻮطﻨﻲ
اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻖ ﻟﻤﺠﻠﺲ ﻋﻤﻞ ﻧﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ
) ،)NLCﺣﺎﻓﻆ ﻋﻠﻰ أﻧﮫ ﻛﺎن ﻣﻦ
اﻟﻀﺮوري أن اﻟﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﯿﻦ اﺳﺘﻔﺎدوا
ﻣﻦ ﺳﻌﺮ ﻣﺨﻔﺾ ﺑﻌﺪ ﻣﻌﺎﻟﺠﺔ اﻷرز.
وأﺿﺎف أن ھﻨﺎك ﺣﺎﺟﺔ إﻟﻰ اﻧﺨﻔﺎض
ﺣﺎد ﻓﻲ ﺳﻌﺮ اﻟﺴﻠﻊ ﺑﻤﺠﺮد ﺗﻮاﻟﯿﺖ ﻓﻲ

اﻟﺴﻮق ﻣﻊ ﺗﻌﺎون ﺟﻤﻌﯿﺔ ﻣﯿﻠﺮز" .آﻣﻞ
أن ﺗﻈﻞ راﯾﺲ أرﺧﺺ ﺳﻠﻊ ﻓﻲ
اﻟﺴﻮق اﻟﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺔ".
ﻧﺎن ﺗﻘﺎرﯾﺮ أن ﺑﻨﺎء ھﺮم اﻷرز اﻷرز
ﻓﻲ ﻏﺮﻓﺔ ﺗﺠﺎرة وﺻﻨﺎﻋﺔ أﺑﻮﺟﺎ
) )ICCIﻓﻲ طﺮﯾﻖ اﻟﻤﻄﺎر ،ﺑﺪأ ﻓﻲ
ﻣﻨﺘﺼﻒ دﯾﺴﻤﺒﺮ .٢٠٢١
ﺗﻢ ﺑﻨﺎء أھﺮاﻣﺎت اﻷرز ﻣﻊ ﻣﻠﯿﻮن
ﻛﯿﺲ ﻣﻦ اﻷرز اﻷرز اﻟﻤﺰروع
واﻟﻤﺼﺎدﻟﺔ ﻣﻦ دول ﻓﻲ ﺟﻤﯿﻊ أﻧﺤﺎء
اﻟﺒﻼد ﺗﺤﺖ ﺑﺮﻧﺎﻣﺞ اﻟﺒﻨﻚ اﻟﻤﺮﻛﺰي
ﻟﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ )ﺳﻲ ﺑﻲ أن( ﻣﺮﺳﺎة
اﻟﻤﻘﺘﺮض.
وﻛﺎﻧﺖ راﺑﻄﺔ ﻣﺰارﻋﻲ اﻷرز ﻓﻲ
ﻧﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ )رﯾﻔﺎن( ﻗﺪ ﻗﺎﻟﺖ ﻓﻲ وﻗﺖ
ﺳﺎﺑﻖ إن اﻟﺒﻼد ﺳﺘﺒﺪأ ﺗﺼﺪﯾﺮ اﻷرز
ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻘﺒﻞ اﻟﻘﺮﯾﺐ ﻹﻧﺸﺎء اﻟﻔﻮاﺋﺪ
اﻟﺘﻮأم ﻟﻸﻣﻦ اﻟﻐﺬاﺋﻲ واﻟﺘﻨﻮﯾﻊ
اﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎدي.

اﻟﺴﯿﺪ أدو ﺣﺴﻦ ،ﺳﻜﺮﺗﯿﺮ ﻗﺴﻢ وﻻﯾﺔ
ﻛﺎﻧﻮ ،ﻗﺎﻟﺖ وﻛﺎﻟﺔ أﻧﺒﺎء ﻧﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ )ﻧﺎن(
ﻋﻠﻰ ھﺎﻣﺶ اﻟﻨﻘﺎﺑﺎت ﻋﻦ أھﺮاﻣﺎت
اﻷرز اﻟﻀﺨﻤﺔ ﻓﻲ أﺑﻮﺟﺎ،وأﻧﮫ ﻛﺎن
ﻣﺸﺮوﻋﺎ ﻣﺸﺘﺮﻛﺎ ﺑﯿﻦ اﻟﺒﻨﻚ اﻟﻤﺮﻛﺰي
ﻓﻲ ﻧﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ )ﺳﻲ ﺑﻲ أن ( ﺗﺤﺖ
ﺑﺮﻧﺎﻣﺞ اﻟﻤﻘﺘﺮﺿﯿﻦ ﻣﺮﺳﺎة ،وﺣﻘﻮل.
"ﺑﺎﻟﻨﺴﺒﺔ ﻟﺤﻘﯿﻘﺔ أن ﻧﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ ﻟﻢ
ﺗﺴﺘﻮرد ﺣﺘﻰ ﺣﺒﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻷرز ﻓﻲ
اﻟﺴﻨﻮات اﻷرﺑﻊ اﻟﻤﺎﺿﯿﺔ ھﻲ ﻣﺎ ﯾﻜﻔﻲ
ﻣﻦ أﻧﻨﺎ ﻧﻜﺘﻒ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺬات ﺑﺎﻟﻔﻌﻞ ﻓﻲ
اﻟﺴﻠﻌﺔ .وﻗﺎل إن زراﻋﺔ اﻷرز ھﻲ
ﺣﻘﯿﻘﺔ واﻗﻌﺔ وﺳﺘﻮاﺻﻞ ﺣﺪوﺛﮭﺎ ".
وﻗﺎل ﺣﺴﻦ إﻧﮫ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺮﻏﻢ ﻣﻦ أن
اﻧﻌﺪام اﻷﻣﻦ ﻛﺎن ﻧﻜﺴﺔ ،إﻻ أﻧﮫ ﻟﻢ
ﯾﺸﺠﻊ اﻟﻤﺰارﻋﯿﻦ ﻣﻦ زراﻋﺔ
اﻟﻤﺤﺎﺻﯿﻞ اﻟﻤﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ .وأﻛﺪ أن
اﻻﺳﺘﺜﻤﺎر اﻟﻀﺨﻢ ﻓﻲ زراﻋﺔ اﻷرز
ﻣﻦ ﻗﺒﻞ ﻧﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ ﺳﯿﺨﻔﺾ ﺳﻌﺮه
ﻣﺘﺎﺣﺎ ﻟﻠﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﯿﻦ اﻟﻌﺎدﯾﯿﻦ.
وﯾﺠﻌﻠﮫ ً

ﻣﻨﺢ رﺋﯿﺲ ﻟﺠﻨﺔ ﺷﺆون اﻟﺸﺮﻛﺎت ﺟﺎﺋﺰة اﻟﻘﯿﺎدة اﻟﻤﺜﺎﻟﯿﺔ

ﺣﺼﻞ اﻟﻤﺴﺠﻞ اﻟﻌﺎم ) )RGﻟﻠﺠﻨﺔ
ﺷﺆون اﻟﺸﺮﻛﺎت )ﺳﻲ أي ﺳﻲ( ،
اﻟﺤﺎج ﻏﺎرﺑﺎ أﺑﻮ ﺑﻜﺮ  ،ﻋﻠﻰ "ﺟﺎﺋﺰة
 ٢٠٢١اﻟﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺔ ﻧﻮﺳﺪﯾﺮاﻛﺖ ﻟﻠﺘﻤﯿﺰ
ﻟﻠﻘﯿﺎدة اﻟﻤﺜﺎﻟﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ إدارة اﻟﻘﻄﺎع
اﻟﻌﺎم".
وﻗﺎل ﻣﺎھﻲ  ،اﻷﺣﺪ  ،ﻓﻲ أﺑﻮﺟﺎ  ،إن
اﻟﺠﺎﺋﺰة ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﺗﻘﺪﯾﺮا ً ﻟﻤﺒﺎدرات
اﻹﺻﻼح اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻨﻔﺬھﺎ اﻟﻤﻔﻮﺿﯿﺔ ،
وﻗﺎل ﻣﺎھﻲ إن ﻧﺸﺮة ﻧﻮﺳﺪﯾﺮاﻛﺖ
اﻟﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺔ ﻗﺪﻣﺖ ﻟﺮﺋﯿﺲ ﺳﻲ أي ﺳﻲ
اﻟﺠﺎﺋﺰة ﻓﻲ ﺣﻔﻞ ﺑﻤﻨﺎﺳﺒﺔ اﻟﺬﻛﺮى ١١
ﻟﺘﺄﺳﯿﺴﮭﺎ ﻓﻲ ﻻﻏﻮس.
ﺳﻠﻂ ﻋﻀﻮ ھﯿﺌﺔ ﺗﺤﺮﯾﺮ اﻟﻤﺠﻠﺔ  ،اﻟﺬي
ﻗﺪم اﻟﺠﺎﺋﺰة ،اﻟﻀﻮء ﻋﻠﻰ ﺳﻠﺴﻠﺔ ﻣﻦ
اﻟﻤﺒﺎدرات اﻹﺻﻼﺣﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﻗﺎم ﺑﮭﺎ أﺑﻮ
ﺑﻜﺮ ﻣﻨﺬ ﺗﻮﻟﯿﮫ ﻣﮭﺎﻣﮫ ﻓﻲ ﺳﻲ أي ﺳﻲ،

وﻗﺎل إﺑﯿﯿﻤﻲ إن ﻗﺮار ﺗﻜﺮﯾﻢ RGاﺗﺨﺬ
ﻣﻘﺎرﻧﺔ ﺑﯿﻦ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ اﻟﺮؤﺳﺎء اﻟﺘﻨﻔﯿﺬﯾﯿﻦ
ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪوﻟﺔ ،واﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺔ.
رﻛﺰت اﻟﻮﻛﺎﻻت واﻟﺠﮭﺎت اﻟﻔﺎﻋﻠﺔ
واﻟﻤﺤﺮﻛﺎت ﻟﻼﻗﺘﺼﺎد اﻟﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮي ﻋﻠﻰ
ﻣﺆﺷﺮات اﻟﺠﻮدة واﻹﺟﺮاءات
اﻟﻘﺎﻧﻮﻧﯿﺔ اﻟﻮاﺟﺒﺔ واﻷﺛﺮ اﻟﻘﻄﺎﻋﻲ.
إدارة ﺷﺆون ﺳﻲ أي ﺳﻲ ﺑﻜﻔﺎءة ﻣﻦ
ﺧﻼل ﺗﻘﺪﯾﻢ ﺳﻠﺴﻠﺔ ﻣﻦ ﻣﺒﺎدرات
اﻹﺻﻼح ً
وﻓﻘﺎ ﻟـ CAMA ، 2020.
ً
وﻓﻘﺎ ﻹﯾﺒﯿﯿﻤﻲ  ،إدﺧﺎل اﻟﺘﻮﻗﯿﻊ
اﻹﻟﻜﺘﺮوﻧﻲ ،واﻟﺸﮭﺎدة اﻹﻟﻜﺘﺮوﻧﯿﺔ
ﺑﺮﻣﺰ اﻻﺳﺘﺠﺎﺑﺔ اﻟﺴﺮﯾﻌﺔ ،وﺷﺮﻛﺔ
رﺟﻞ واﺣﺪ  ،ودﻣﺞ ﺟﮭﺎت ﻣﻮﺛﻮق ﺑﮭﺎ
ذات أھﺪاف ﻣﻤﺎﺛﻠﺔ  ،واﻹﻓﺼﺎح ﻋﻦ
اﻷﺷﺨﺎص ﻣﻊ وﺟﻮد ﺳﯿﻄﺮة ﻛﺒﯿﺮة

ﻣﻦ ﺑﯿﻦ أﻣﻮر أﺧﺮى  ،ھﻲ ﺑﻌﺾ
اﻟﻤﻌﺎﻟﻢ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺳﺠﻠﺘﮭﺎ ﺳﻲ أي ﺳﻲ ﺗﺤﺖ
إﺷﺮاف أﺑﻮ ﺑﻜﺮ.
وأﺿﺎف أن اﻟﺮﻗﻤﻨﺔ اﻟﻜﺎﻣﻠﺔ ﻟﻌﻤﻠﯿﺎت
ﺳﻲ أي ﺳﻲ ﻟﻢ ﺗﻌﺰز اﻟﺨﺪﻣﺔ اﻟﻔﻌﺎﻟﺔ
أﯾﻀﺎ ﻣﻦ
واﻟﻔﻌﺎﻟﺔ ﻓﺤﺴﺐ  ،ﺑﻞ ﻗﻠﻠﺖ
ً
اﻻﺣﺘﯿﺎل واﻷﻧﺸﻄﺔ اﻷﺧﺮى ذات
اﻟﺼﻠﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻨﻈﺎم إﻟﻰ اﻟﺤﺪ اﻷدﻧﻰ.
وﺗﺤﺪاه ﻟﻠﺤﻔﺎظ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻹﯾﻘﺎع.
وﻧﺎﺷﺪ اﻵﺧﺮﯾﻦ ﻣﺤﺎﻛﺎة اﻟﻤﺜﺎل اﻟﺠﯿﺪ
اﻟﺬي أظﮭﺮه أﺑﻮ ﺑﻜﺮ .وﻓﻲ رده  ،ﺷﻜﺮ
رﺋﯿﺲ ﺳﻲ أي ﺳﻲ ﻧﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ
ﻧﻮﺳﺪﯾﺮاﻛﺖ ﻋﻠﻰ أﻧﮫ ﯾﺴﺘﺤﻖ اﻟﺠﺎﺋﺰة
وﺗﻌﮭﺪ ﺑﻤﻮاﺻﻠﺔ ﺗﻨﻔﯿﺬ إﺻﻼﺣﺎت
ﺟﺪﯾﺮة ﺑﺎﻟﺜﻨﺎء ﻟﻀﻤﺎن ﺣﻀﻮر
اﻟﻤﻔﻮﺿﯿﺔ.

ﺗﺒﺮﻋﺖ ﻣﺒﺎدرة اﻟﻜﺎظﻤﯿﺔ ﻟﻠﻌﺪاﻟﺔ
واﻟﺘﻨﻤﯿﺔ ) ، )KJDIوھﻲ ﻣﻨﻈﻤﺔ ﻏﯿﺮ
ﺣﻜﻮﻣﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻛﯿﺒﻲ  ،ﺑﻤﺒﻠﻎ  ١٠ﻣﻼﯾﯿﻦ
ﻧﯿﺮة ﻟﻀﺤﺎﯾﺎ ﺣﺮاﺋﻖ اﻟﺴﻮق ﻓﻲ ﺑﻠﺪة
ﻛﺎﻣﺒﺎ ﺑﻤﻨﻄﻘﺔ داﻧﺪي اﻟﻤﺤﻠﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﺎﺑﻌﺔ
ﻟﻠﻮﻻﯾﺔ.
أﻧﮫ ﻓﻲ  ١٦ﯾﻨﺎﯾﺮ  ،دﻣﺮت اﻟﻨﯿﺮان
ً
وﻛﺸﻜﺎ ﻓﻲ ﺳﻮق
ﻣﺘﺠﺮا
أﻛﺜﺮ ﻣﻦ ٢٠
ً
ﻣﺮﻛﺰي ﻓﻲ ﻛﺎﻣﺒﺎ .أﺛﻨﺎء ﺗﻘﺪﯾﻢ اﻟﺘﺒﺮع
إﻟﻰ رﺋﯿﺲ ﻣﻨﻄﻘﺔ ﻛﺎﻣﺒﺎ اﻟﺤﺎج ﻣﺎﻣﻮدا
زاروﻣﺎي ﻓﻲ ﻛﺎﻣﺒﺎ ﯾﻮم اﻷﺣﺪ  ،أﻣﯿﻦ
اﻟﺼﻨﺪوق اﻟﻮطﻨﻲ ﻟﻠﻤﻨﻈﻤﺔ  ،اﻟﺤﺎج ،
ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﺑﯿﻠﻮ ﻧﺼﺮاوة.
وﻓﺎء ﻟﻠﺘﻌﮭﺪ
ﻗﺎل إن ھﺬه اﻟﻠﻔﺘﺔ ﺟﺎءت
ً
اﻟﺬي ﻗﻄﻌﺘﮫ اﻟﻤﻨﻈﻤﺔ ﻟﻤﺴﺎﻋﺪة
اﻟﻀﺤﺎﯾﺎ  ،وﻗﺎل إن اﻟﻤﻨﻈﻤﺔ وﺟﺪت
أﻧﮫ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﻼﺋﻢ اﻟﺘﻌﺮف ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻀﺤﺎﯾﺎ
وﺗﻘﺪﯾﻢ اﻟﺪﻋﻢ ﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺔ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺔ ﻓﻲ
اﻟﺘﺰاﻣﮭﺎ ﺑﺎﻟﺘﺨﻔﯿﻒ ﻣﻦ ﻣﻌﺎﻧﺎﺗﮭﻢ.
دﻋﺎ ﺑﯿﻠﻮ ﻧﺼﺮاوة ﷲ ﺗﻌﺎﻟﻰ أن ﯾﺠﻨﺐ
ﺗﻜﺮار اﻟﺤﺎدث اﻟﻤﺆﺳﻒ .ﺑﺬل ﻛﻞ ﻣﺎ
ﻓﻲ وﺳﻌﮫ ﻟﺘﺤﺴﯿﻦ ﺣﯿﺎة اﻷﺷﺨﺎص
اﻷﻗﻞ ً
ﺣﻈﺎ ﻛﻠﻤﺎ دﻋﺖ اﻟﺤﺎﺟﺔ إﻟﻰ ذﻟﻚ
 ،وﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﻘﺎﺑﻞ  ،وﺻﻒ زاروﻣﺎي ،
وھﻮ ﯾﺜﻨﻲ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﺆﺳﺴﺔ اﻟﺘﺒﺮع  ،ﺑﺄﻧﮫ
اﻷول ﻣﻦ ﻧﻮﻋﮫ ﻣﻦ أي ﻣﻨﻈﻤﺔ ﻓﻲ
اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺔ.
ﻛﻤﺎ أﻛﺪ أن اﻟﻤﺴﺎﻋﺪة ﻟﯿﺸﻤﻞ أوﻟﺌﻚ
اﻟﺬﯾﻦ ﯾﻨﻮون اﻟﺘﺨﻔﯿﻒ ﻣﻦ ﻣﻌﺎﻧﺎﺗﮭﻢ
ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ اﻟﺨﺴﺎﺋﺮ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻜﺒﺪوھﺎ  ،وﻓﻲ
ﺗﺼﺮﯾﺤﺎﺗﮫ أﺷﺎد رﺋﯿﺲ ﺟﻤﻌﯿﺔ ﻣﺴﻮﻗﻲ
ﻛﺎﻣﺒﺎ اﻟﺤﺎج ﺟﻤﯿﻠﻮ اﻟﺤﺴﯿﻨﻲ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﻨﻈﻤﺔ
ﻟﻤﺎ ﺗﻘﺪﻣﮫ ﻣﻦ ﺧﺪﻣﺎت إﻧﺴﺎﻧﯿﺔ ﻷﺑﻨﺎء
اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺔ.

اﻟﺘﻤﯿﺰ اﻟﻮظﯿﻔﻲ ﻻ ﯾﻌﺘﻤﺪ
ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﺴﺎر اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ وﻟﻜﻦ
اﻟﺸﻐﻒ UNIMAID VC -
ﺷﺠﻊ ﻧﺎﺋﺐ رﺋﯿﺲ ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ ﻣﺎﯾﺪوﺟﻮري
 ،اﻟﺒﺮوﻓﯿﺴﻮر ﻋﻠﯿﻮ ﺷﻮﻏﺎﺑﺎ  ،اﻟﻄﻼب
ﻋﻠﻰ دراﺳﺔ اﻟﺪورات اﻟﺘﻲ ﻟﺪﯾﮭﻢ
ﺷﻐﻒ ﺑﮭﺎ .ﻗﺎل ﺷﻮﻏﺎﺑﺎ  ،اﻟﺬي ﻗﺪم
اﻟﻨﺼﯿﺤﺔ ﻋﻨﺪﻣﺎ ظﮭﺮ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺒﺮﻧﺎﻣﺞ
اﻟﺮاﺋﺪ ﻟﻮﻛﺎﻟﺔ أﻧﺒﺎء ﻧﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ )ﻧﺎن( ﻓﻲ
أﺑﻮﺟﺎ.
إن رﯾﺎدة اﻷﻋﻤﺎل ﻻ ﺗﻌﺘﻤﺪ ﻋﻠﻰ
اﻟﺪورة اﻟﺪراﺳﯿﺔ وﻟﻜﻦ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﺪى
ﺗﻔﻮق اﻟﻄﻼب ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﮭﻦ اﻟﺘﻲ
اﺧﺘﺎروھﺎ .وأﻛﺪ ﻧﺎﺋﺐ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺸﺎر أن
ﻣﻔﺘﺎح اﻟﻨﺠﺎح ﻓﻲ أي ﻣﺠﺎل ﻣﻦ
ﻣﺠﺎﻻت اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ھﻮ اﻻﻟﺘﺰام
واﻻﻧﻀﺒﺎط واﻟﺸﻐﻒ.
"ﻻ ﺗﻮﺟﺪ ﻣﻘﺮر دراﺳﻲ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺠﺎﻣﻌﺔ
اﻟﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺔ ﻟﻦ ﯾﺠﺪ اﻟﻄﻼب ﻓﺎﺋﺪة ﻓﯿﮫ ؛
اﻟﺸﻲء اﻟﻮﺣﯿﺪ ھﻮ اﻟﺘﻔﻮق وإذا ﻗﻤﺖ
ﺑﺬﻟﻚ  ،ﻓﺴﺘﺬھﺐ إﻟﻰ اﻷﻣﺎﻛﻦ" .أرﯾﺪ
أن أﻋﻄﯿﻚ ﻣﺜﺎﻻً ﻋﻦ أﺣﺪ أﺳﺎﺗﺬﺗﻨﺎ
اﻟﻜﺒﺎر اﻟﺬي ُﻗﺒﻠﺖ اﺑﻨﺘﮫ ﻟﺪراﺳﺔ اﻟﻔﻨﻮن
اﻹﺑﺪاﻋﯿﺔ ﻟﻜﻨﮫ ﻋﺎرض ذﻟﻚ" .وﻣﻊ
ذﻟﻚ  ،أﺻﺮت اﻻﺑﻨﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺪورة ،
ّ
ﻣﺬﻛﺮة اﻷب ﺑﺄﻧﮫ درس ﻟﻐﺔ اﻟﮭﻮﺳﺎ
ﻛﻠﻐﺔ.
ّ
ﻗﺎدرا ﻋﻠﻰ
ﻛﺎن
ﺑﺄﻧﮫ
أﯾﻀﺎ
"ذﻛﺮﺗﮫ
ً
ً
اﻟﺴﻔﺮ إﻟﻰ اﻟﻌﺪﯾﺪ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺒﻠﺪان ﺑﻤﺎ ﻓﻲ
ذﻟﻚ أﻟﻤﺎﻧﯿﺎ ﺣﯿﺚ ﻋﻤﻞ ﻟﻤﺪة ﺧﻤﺲ
ﺳﻨﻮات ﺑﺎﻹﺿﺎﻓﺔ إﻟﻰ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت
اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة وﻓﯿﯿﻨﺎ ﺑﻔﻀﻞ ﻣﺴﯿﺮﺗﮫ اﻟﻤﮭﻨﯿﺔ.
"واﻓﻖ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻨﮭﺎﯾﺔ وﺗﺨﺮﺟﺖ اﻻﺑﻨﺔ ﻣﻦ
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Afghanistan’s acting Foreign Minister Amir Khan Muttaqi (L), and other delegates on a plane before to Oslo

Talks With Taliban Begin In Norway, As Humanitarian Crisis Worsens In Afghanistan
A Taliban delegation led by Acting
Foreign Minister, Amir Khan
Muttaqi yesterday started a threeday talk in Oslo with Western
government officials and Afghan
civil society representatives amid a
deteriorating humanitarian situation
in Afghanistan.
The closed-door meetings are taking
place at a hotel in the snow-capped
mountains above the Norwegian
capital. The first day will see Taliban
representatives meeting with women’s
rights activists and human rights
defenders from Afghanistan and from
the Afghan diaspora.
Before the talks, the Taliban’s
deputy minister of culture and
information tweeted a voice
message he said was from Muttaqi,
expressing hope for “a good trip full of
achievements” and thanking Norway,
a country he said he hopes will become
“a gateway for a positive relationship
with Europe.”
The trip is the first time since
the Taliban took over the country
in August that their representatives
have held official meetings in Europe.
Earlier, they traveled to Russia,
Iran, Qatar, Pakistan, China and
Turkmenistan.
During the talks, Muttaqi is certain
to press the Taliban’s demand that
nearly $10 billion frozen by the United
States and other Western countries
be released as Afghanistan faces a
precarious humanitarian situation.
The United Nations has managed
to provide for some liquidity and
allowed the new administration to
pay for imports, including electricity,
but warned that as many as 1 million
Afghan children are in danger of
starving, and most of the country’s
38 million people are living below the
poverty line.
The Norwegian Foreign Ministry
said the Taliban delegation would
also meet with Afghans in Norway,

including “women leaders, journalists
and people who work with, among
other things, human rights and
humanitarian, economic, social and
political issues.”
“Norway continues to engage in

dialogue with the Taliban to promote
human rights, women’s participation
in society, and to strengthen
humanitarian and economic efforts in
Afghanistan in support of the Afghan
people,” the Foreign Ministry said in

a statement.
A U.S delegation, led by Special
Representative for Afghanistan Tom
West, plans to discuss “the formation
of a representative political system;
responses to the urgent humanitarian

and economic crises; security and
counterterrorism concerns; and
human rights, especially education
for girls and women,” according to a
statement released by the U.S. State
Department.

U.S Shipment Of ‘Lethal Aid’ Reaches Ukraine Amid Russia Tensions

First American shipment of “lethal
aid” to Ukraine has touched down in
Kyiv, the country’s U.S Embassy said
Saturday, less than 24-hours after
Secretary of State, Antony Blinken
met with his Russian counterpart.
The shipment “demonstrates U.S
commitment to helping Ukraine
bolster its defenses in the face of
growing Russian aggression,” the
embassy said in a tweet.
The shipment included “close
to 200,000 pounds of lethal aid,
including ammunition for the front
line defenders of Ukraine.”
Washington approved a $200

million package of additional military
assistance to Ukraine in December.
It came amid escalating concern
from Kyiv and its Western allies of
an imminent invasion of Ukraine by
Russian troops, more than 100,000
of which have amassed at its border
in recent weeks.
Russia has denied it is planning
an invasion, but President Vladimir
Putin issued several demands to the
West.
These included permanent
prohibition
on
Ukrainian
membership in NATO and the
removal of most of the U.S. and allied

military presence in eastern Europe.
The U.S. says that’s a nonstarter.
The U.S. shipment came after
the defense ministers of Estonia,
Latvia and Lithuania said in a joint
statement late Friday that their
countries would send U.S.-made
anti-tank and anti-aircraft missiles
to Ukraine.
They said Estonia would provide
Javelin anti-tank weapons while
Latvia and Lithuania were sending
Stinger anti-aircraft missiles and
other related equipment.
Blinken said in a tweet on Saturday
that Washington saluted the three

NATO nations and former Soviet
republics “for their longstanding
support to Ukraine,” adding that he
had “expedited and authorised” the
transfers.
It was not immediately clear when
the weapons and equipment would
be sent.
Blinken met with Russian Foreign
Minister, Sergey Lavrov in Geneva on
Friday. He told a news conference
that Lavrov repeated that Russia has
“no intention of invading Ukraine,”
but added that it is “deeds and
actions, not words, that make the
difference.”

Court In South Africa Hears Bid By Indigenous People

A court in South Africa has heard a
bid by indigenous people seeking to
halt the construction of Amazon’s
African Head Office on a sacred site
outside Cape Town.
Speaking in representation of the
developers, a lawyer said Amazon
would drop the project already under
construction if the delay was granted.
The project is being built on land
that Khoisan communities hold as
sacred.
Several Khoisan groups have
thrown their support behind the
project, after the developers agreed
to build a heritage, cultural and
media centre that will be operated
by indigenous groups.
Other groups however want the
construction to be halted. For one of

their representatives, the main issue
is protecting traditional heritage.
“We will give not only this
generation, but the seven generations
into the future for which we are
responsible, something tangible
to hold onto in the process of
finding the pathway to restoration,
restitution and recognition of

First Nations people”, said Zenzile
Khoisan, Chairman of the Western
Cape First Nations Initiative.
Besides the rights of indigenous
people, the court challenge also
questions the environmental
approvals obtained for the site.
“So in essence our argument is
that the cultural heritage rights

particularly of indigenous people are
being infringed by this construction
and that it ought to be stopped until
such time as the court has decided
on the validity of the authorisations
which permit it”, said Director
Cormac Cullinan of Cullinan and
Associates, Instructing Attorney
Applicant.

Head Of Guinea’s Ruling Junta Appoints Members Of Transitional Council
Head of Guinea’s military junta,
Colonel Mamady Doumbouya, has
named members of the National
Transitional Council, NTC.
The 81-member legislative body
will decide when civilians will return
to power.
Civil society activist, Kanso
Kourouma, was appointed president

of the NTC.
Members represent all the
country’s
socio-professional
organisations, as well as political
parties.
Colonel
Doumbouya,
who
became transitional president on 1
October 2021 after overthrowing
President Alpha Condé, has pledged

to hand over power to civilians after
elections, but has not yet mentioned
a deadline for this transition.
The Economic Community of West
African States, ECOWAS, insists on
the need to respect the six-month
deadline for holding elections and
urges the Guinean authorities to
quickly submit a timetable for this.
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Nigerian Church Encouraging
Members To Take COVID-19 Vaccine
BY CHIKA MEFOR-NWACHUKWU

When Emmanuel Aladeokomo, a car
dealer in the Federal Capital Territory,
FCT, heard that the COVID-19 vaccine
had finally arrived in Nigeria, he was
among the Nigerians who were skeptical
about the vaccine. “The information
flying around about the side effects in
the future was scary. There was also a
lot of inconsistency in the media space. I
decided to wait a little to see how things
unfold with those that have taken the
vaccine,” he revealed.
Aladeokomo’s wait was not quite long
as something happened to convince him
to take the vaccine; his church, Church of
Christ in Kado, in the FCT came up with
a plan to sensitise its members about the
importance of the vaccine. This singular
action convinced not only Aladeokomo
but many other members in the church.
The church had gone further to make
arrangements with the FCT Primary
Health Care Development Board, for the
members to be vaccinated in the church.
“My reservation ended after my
church made the arrangement for us
to be vaccinated. A week before then,
there was a sensitisation organised by
a medical team. It was at that time that
I made up my mind to take the shot,”
he said.
Why did the church embark on
such sensitisation? One of the elders
in the church, Dr Uche Okoro told
AljazirahNigeria that he had interacted
with members about the vaccine and
had noticed a high level of hesitancy
among them.
“I called my medical team for a meeting
and told them about the challenge and
what we should do. We agreed that there

is a need to sensitise our members on
COVID-19 and vaccine related issues.
We approached the leadership and they
keyed into it too. They gave us one day
to create awareness among members and
allowed them to ask questions on their
reason for the hesitancy. We were able
to debunk the myths.
“We used 40 minutes in each of our
two sessions to create awareness for
the members. We started with an
introduction on what the vaccine is all
about, and the adverse effect. Then, we
allowed for questions and answers where
we were able to address their concerns.
At the end of the awareness, we asked
people if they were willing to access the
vaccine now and 120 people indicated
interest to be vaccinated ”, he said.
Okoro revealed that the medical
team and the leadership of the church
were able to make a greater impact
because not only did they sensitise
the members, but had followed it up
with proof of vaccination. “All our elders
have been vaccinated. We have seven of

“

We used 40 minutes in
each of our two sessions to
create awareness for the
members. We started with
an introduction on what
the vaccine is all about,
and the adverse effect

them. We have ten deacons and all have
been vaccinated. The day we did the
awareness, we asked all of them to bring
their green card. We also brought out
ours and showed the members too. It was
leadership by example”, he said.
Okoro revealed that they were
encouraged with the acceptance of the
awareness they have created, which
prompted the church to discuss with the
FCT Primary Health Care Development
Board and the Board in turn had sent
their staff to vaccinate the members in
the church. “Four weeks ago, we had 141
members that got vaccinated with the
Mordena Vaccine. They are now collecting
the second vaccine. Those who want to
take their first jab are also free to do that”,
he said.
The church elder explained that the
church took the issue of COVID-19
seriously especially with the fact that the
church had its own terrible experience
when three of the members contracted
the virus, though at various intervals.
“The leadership spent so much on them.
We had about three members who got
the virus at various intervals. One of
them almost died. We saw it all and we
saw that there was a need to tell the
members to get vaccinated. Imagine
when ten people are sick; imagine the
burden it will be on the leadership.
“In Nigeria, there is no social net
programme that you can run to for help.
The test alone is almost N49,000. All
these made the leadership to encourage
the members to get vaccinated, since the
virus can be prevented. We are grateful
that those who were hesitant, their fears
were addressed”, he added.
When AljazirahNigeria visited the
church, it noticed that the church
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organises two services; the first starts by
8:am, while the second starts by 10:am.
Even with the acceptance of vaccination
by members, it was mandatory for
everyone to wear a facemask. “It is
our duty and individual responsibility
to ensure that we defeat the virus.
Government has already given us the
platform. It is now our duty to go extramile to ensure we defeat the virus”,
Okoro explained.
The church leader thanked the
government and the FCT Primary
Health Care Development Board for
making their staff available for their
members to be vaccinated and advised
other churches to follow in the church’s
footsteps to ensure that they bring the
vaccine down to their people. “We are
trying to approach other churches to talk
to them. We will talk to them to create
awareness as some of them do not have
medical personnel as we have here. What
we want to do now is to write a letter to
those churches that we are coming to. We
are trying to see the outcome of what we
are doing here before we move to another
church. This is like the pilot scheme. We
want to see the area we are not doing
well and how to improve on it”, he said.
Okoro revealed that their goal is to
ensure that 80% if not all their 600
members are fully vaccinated and added
that the fact that those who have been
vaccinated had not reported any adverse
reaction, was a plus in their mission to
get their members vaccinated.
While
speaking
about
the
misconceptions and conspiracy theories
surrounding the COVID-19 vaccines,
Okoro stated that such stories and
confusions always follow new discoveries
but urged Nigerians to ignore them and
proceed to take the vaccine as it was not
just for their individual good but that of
the country.
For Samuel Elkanem, another Elder
in the church, the conspiracy theories
are ways the devil has designed to make
people stay ill while refusing to take the
vaccine. We heard about the conspiracy
theories. When a new thing like this
comes up, people say all types of things.
They are all false. From the church
point, we will say it is a devil’s way of
making people fall sick. We should be
thankful to God that he gave wisdom
to the researchers to be able to come up
with something that will help us. We
recognise and appreciate our front-line
workers. Some have even died as a result
of this. We do not share in the conspiracy
theories”, he stressed.
He added that for the COVID-19
vaccination programme to become a
success, the government must take the
vaccine to the people which he added was
what the church was doing. “We wanted
to support the federal government
vaccination programme. Going to the
targeted people is very important for the
success of any vaccination exercise. This
is part of our service for our members. I
believe with the second exercise, we must
have attained up to 75% to 80% of our
members being vaccinated”, he said.
The church members who took the
vaccine expressed gratitude to the church
leadership and the medical team for
initiating the process adding that they
have come to realize that the vaccine was
effective and safe.
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Managing Director, Federal Housing Authority (FHA) and Chairman FHA Mortgage Bank, Sen. Gbenga Ashafa (3rd L); Attorney General of the Federation and Minister of Justice, Mr Abubakar Malami
(M), the Managing Director, FHA Mortgage Bank, Awuaal Hayatudeen (2nd L) and others during the handing over of keys to beneficiaries of houses in Academic Garden City, Kalgo, Birnin Kebbi, recently.
Photo: NAN

FAAC: December Allocation Rises By N23.878bn
BY CHARLES EBI

Federation Accounts Allocation Committee,
FAAC, has shared a total of N699.824bn
being revenue that was generated in
December among the federal, states and local
governments.
This represents an N23.878 billion increase
over the N675.946 billion distributed in the
preceding month of December for November.
The N699.824 billion comprised
distributable statutory revenue of N507.267
billion; N187.407 billion generated from
Value Added Tax ,VAT, and exchange gain of
N5.148 billion.
In December 2021, all the revenue
generating agencies deducted N30.003
billion as cost of revenue collection. Also total
deductions for statutory transfers, refunds
and savings were N36.643 billion.
The balance in the Excess Crude Account
,ECA, was $35.368 million, according to
a statement that was issued by Office of
Accountant-General of the Federation last
week.
From the total distributable revenue of
N699.824 billion; the Federal Government
got N279.457billion; the 36 States and FCT
received N221.190 billion; local governments:
N163.879 billion; while the sum of N35.297
billion was shared to the relevant States as
13 per cent derivation revenue.

From the N507.267 billion revenue,
exclusive of VAT, federal government received
N248.885 billion, the state governments
received N126.238 billion and the local
government councils received N97.324
billion. The sum of N34.820 billion was
shared to the relevant States as 13 per cent

derivation revenue.
From the N187.409 billion distributable
Value Added Tax ,VAT, revenue, the Federal
Government received N28.111 billion,
the State Governments received N93.705
billion and the Local Governments received
N65.593 billion.

The sum of N5.796 billion allocation to
NEDC and N8.050 billion cost of collection
were deducted from the N201.255
billion gross VAT revenue, resulting
in the distributable VAT revenue of
N187.409billion.

Lagos Marine Bridge Rehabilitation Is 66% Complete – FG
BY ROTIMI ASHER, LAGOS

Federal Government has revealed that
the ongoing rehabilitation works on the
Marine Bridge Apapa, Lagos, is at 66%
completion stage.
This was made known by the Federal
Controller of Works in Lagos State, Mr
Olukayode Popoola, during an interview,
where he said that the rehabilitation of the
bridge was being done in phases.
Popoola said that 24 expansion joints
and 120 bearings had been replaced in
previous phases adding that the new phase
of rehabilitation works that began on
Monday will have 40 additional bearings
and 6 expansion joints being replaced.
Popoola during the interview said, “For
this particular section that we just closed,
we are going to replace 40 bearings and six
numbers expansion joints. Previously, we

have changed 120 bearings and 24 number
expansion joints. The repair is a carryover
from last year.
The contract was awarded in September
2019, and the contractor started work in
October, 2019 with the rehabilitation of
failed sections of the bridge. The contractor
has achieved 66.19% completion and so far.
Repair works have been carried out
on two sections of the bridge with the
replacement of 120 bearings, 24 expansion
joints and the resurfacing of 610m of
asphalt.
The partial closure of the bridge
on Monday is to allow the contractor
rehabilitate the damaged section, which will
involve the replacement of 40 bearings and
six number expansion joints”.
Popoola explained that the repair works in
the new phase would be completed by April

2022.
He appealed to motorists to obey traffic
regulations around the construction zone
where traffic was partially diverted to avert
gridlock.
Recall that Lagos State Government had
announced that it will partially close the
Marine Bridge from Monday, January 17
to Saturday, April 2, 2022, for emergency
repair works on the infrastructure.
The government stated that the
partial closure was to allow the Federal
Government carry out routine maintenance
works on the bridge infrastructure.
The rehabilitation work on Marine Bridge
first began on September 29, 2021; with
the diversion of traffic for a period of 12
weeks to allow the Federal Government
commence emergency repair works on
different sections of the bridge.
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Nigeria’s Local
Debt To Hit
N43trn In 2022

AMCON, Ibadan
DisCo Investors
To Suspend Asset
Takeover

BY MARIAM SANNI

Nigeria’s local debt is projected
to amounting to N43 trillion in
2022. This was stated by Agusto
& Co, research, credit ratings
and credit risk management
firm in its economic outlook for
the year 2022 titled, “Nigeria
in 2022”, as it projects growth
for the economy and possible
means to achieving the expected
growth.
According to the report,
the local currency borrowing
will increase to about N43
trillion which is about 860% of
government revenue compared
to a median of about 200% for
the central governments of
key economies in sub-Saharan
Africa while the foreign currency
borrowing would expectedly
hit N2.1 trillion. This means
that during the year, the federal
government is expected to
borrow N5 billion, adding to
the country’s current N38 billion
debts.
The report states, “Our most
aggressive estimate of FGN
revenue in 2022 is about N5
trillion. This means the FGN
will need to borrow about N8
trillion in order to finance
aggregate spending of N13
trillion. We estimate that the
FGN will borrow about $5
billion in foreign currency ,FCY,
in 2022 (N2.1 trillion) and the
rest will be local currency ,LCY,
borrowings. This will increase
FCY borrowings to about US$44
billion and LCY borrowings to
about N43 trillion”.
The cash from all sources – her
share of the federation account,
her independent revenue, Naira
borrowings from the markets,
Naira borrowings from the CBN,
and FCY borrowings will add up
to about N13 trillion in 2022
compared to FGN’s planned
spending of N17 trillion.
FGN spending, as in prior
years, will be constrained by
the total amount of cash it can
muster from these sources.
Therefore, the FGN will
meet most of her obligatory
spending (interest on her loans,
statutory transfers and payroll
& pensions) amounting to about
N10 trillion leaving a balance of
about N3 trillion.
The bulk or about N2.1
trillion of the remaining cash
will be allocated to capital
expenditure. However, this
sum plus another N1.0 trillion
that the States will spend would
be about 1.6% of nominal GDP
which is unlikely to stimulate
significant economic growth.
AljazirahNigeria had reported
that Nigeria’s Public Debt rose
to N38 trillion as of September
30th, 2021, N5 trillion up
15% from the N32.9 trillion
reported in December 2020,
representing the highest debt
profile ever recorded dating back
to 2010 when the data was being
collated.

BY YAHAYA UMAR

DisCos Defaulting In Loan Servicing – Expert
As generation firms record N303.5bn payment shortfall in nine months

BY CHARLES EBI

Recent failures of the Abuja
Electricity
Distribution
Company, AEDC, and the
Ibadan Electricity Distribution
Company, IBEDC, are raising
questions on the impact of
power privatization in Nigeria
and if the companies that bought
the assets were fit and proper for
owning the companies.
In December, the Bureau
of Public Enterprises , BPE,
announced a 5-member interim
management team for the AEDC
following the crisis rocking
the distribution company.
The BPE added that the
Nigerian Electricity Regulatory
Commission , NERC, also
approved the appointment of
the interim management team.
Chairman of NERC, Sanusi
Garba, said the development is
in pursuance of the earlier fit
and proper review of BPE’s pool
of nominees and in the context
of the business continuity
framework of the Nigerian
Electricity Supply Industry
,NESI.
Last week, the Ibadan

Electricity
Distribution
Company ,IBEDC, announced
the takeover of the power firm
by the Asset Management
Corporation of Nigeria ,AMCON,
with the appointment of Mr
Kunle Ogunba SAN, to act as the
Receiver/Manager Nominee in
the receivership action, following
a judgement by a Federal
High Court on September 8,
2021, which granted orders in
favour of AMCON as Receiver/
Manager of Integrated Energy
Distribution and Marketing
,IEDM, Limited, IBEDC’s core
investor, over default in Loan
Service Agreement.
The issues surrounding
the defaults of both DisCos is
down to debt as the owners of
the DisCos engage in leveraged
buyouts for the assets but
obviously can’t continue to pay.
Wale Okunrinboye, Head
Investment Research at Sigma
Pensions and regular guest on
Nairametrics’ “On the Money”
show on Clubhouse said that
during the power privatization,
most of the companies were
thinly capitalised entities that

used leverage to fund these
purchases. He said that issues
related to naira devaluation ,as
the assets were sold in US dollars,
and slow implementation of
tariffs has heavily affected the
financial operations of the
DisCos.
In 2014, when we privatized
the power sector, many of the
winners were thinly capitalised
entities who used leverage
to fund these purchases”,
Okunrinboye said.
He added that in many cases
the entities were no more than
financial SPVs put together
to win the bid in the hope of
selling on to strategic players in
the medium term.
The financing arrangements
modelled fairly stable exchange
rates on the USD debt, costreflective electricity tariffs and
relatively conservative collection
losses ,in hindsight”, he added.
He
said
subsequent
events exposed the folly of
these assumptions as Naira
devaluation, greater than
expected collection losses
and delays in adjusting tariffs

resulted in many of these players
being saddled with large losses,
adding that many of these
players failed to meet metering
targets and collections were
large.
“Interestingly despite the
prospect of bankruptcy from
missed bank loan payments,
many chose to hold on rather
than selling equity to stronger
players. These larger and more
capitalised entities could have
assumed these obligations
staving bankruptcies,” he said.
On the government policy
side, Okunrinboye notes that
the delay in ensuring costreflective tariffs and limited
pressure on DisCos to take steps
to reduce collection losses such
as mandating prepaid metering,
ensuring government agencies
cleared their electricity bills and
improving alternative revenues
streams, contributed to the
issues. He added that even the
BPE, which was a minority
investor in all the DisCos could
have used this position to drive
greater improvements in the
DisCos.

FG Sleeps, As N144bn Aba Shoe Industry Crawls
BY LADI PATRICK

Experts estimate the market
size of the Aba shoe industry at
N144 billion ,$350.364 million.
The estimate is predicated on
the production of one million
shoes each week and 48 million
pairs annually at an average
price of N3000 per pair.
The industry is reputed for
high employment potential
and multiplier effects on
other aspects of the Nigerian
economy.
Some market leaders in Aba,
the industrial hub of SouthEast Nigeria, say there are more
than 100,000 entrepreneurs in
the shoe/leather cluster.
But Secretary of the
Association of Leather and
Allied Industrialists of Nigeria

,ALAIN,
Ken
Anyanwu
estimates that there are over
200,000 entrepreneurs in the
cluster.
The export potential is
enormous as half of the entire
production is shipped to West
and Central Africa, Europe
and the Americas, according to
market leaders in Aba.
Shoemaker
James
Umenweke says that Aba shoes
are found in supermarkets and
hypermarkets abroad.
He says a pair of Aba shoes
sells between $19 and $25 in
the United States of America
market and between €15 and
€25 in European shops.
Shoemakers
in
Aba
also produce designs for
manufacturers in various parts
of the world and they receive

payment for such services, he
adds.
But the Aba shoe industry
supplies only 0.00128% of the
$271.82 billion global shoe
market.
The industry comprises 14
clusters, including Powerline,
Imo Avenue, Bakassi, Aba
North Shoes Plaza, Omemma
Traders and Workers, ATE Bag,
Nwogu Avenue, and Ochendo
Industrial Market ,comprising
input suppliers, among others.
It is August 19, 2021 at
Powerline, beside Cameroon
Park in Aba. Ken Anyanwu is
in his factory with two staff
members designing, cutting,
skiving and stitching pairs of
shoes.
It is fun for him because he
has been in the business for

over 20 years. He produces
and supplies to customers who
place orders within and outside
Aba.
He can produce 1,000 to
5,000 pairs of shoes in a month,
and some of his products are
found in markets beyond
Nigeria.
He is the secretary of
Association of Leather and
Allied Industrialists of Nigeria
,ALAIN, and represents
shoemakers in many fora in
Nigeria.
To produce a pair of shoes,
Anyanwu needs 53 items which
include nails, fibre, thread, and
synthetic leather/ hides.
Most of the items are
imported from various parts
of the world and require foreign
exchange transactions.

Asset Management Corporation
of Nigeria, AMCON and
Ibadan Electricity Distribution
Company core investors-the
Integrated Energy Distribution
and Marketing, IEDM have
reached an agreement to put on
hold the takeover of the DisCos
assets.
This development was
confirmed in a statement issued
on Saturday by John Ayodele,
the Chief Operating Officer of
Ibadan Electricity Distribution
Company.
Recall, AMCON had earlier
relied on the judgement wherein
the Federal High Court on the
8th of September 2021 granted
preservative orders in favour of
it to take over assets of Ibadan
DisCos core investors.
However, John Ayodele in the
statement confirmed that the
investors have resolved on the
way forward with AMCON and
status quo maintained.
John Ayodele in the
statement said: “Further to the
communication earlier sent on
20th January 2022, in respect of
the above, kindly note that the
investors have resolved on the
way forward with AMCON and
status quo maintained.
On behalf of the Board and
Management, I urged all of us to
go about our normal duties while
we count on your unflinching
commitment and dedication to
ensure our revenue collection
for this month and excellent
services to customers are not
compromised going forward”.
Also an informed source who
is familiar with the transaction
Dan Kunle also told The ICIR
that all the paperwork regarding
putting on hold the asset sales is
being finalized.
He also confirmed that the
Ibadan DisCo core investors have
been paying their outstanding
loan to the bank it is indebted to.
Recall that AMCON earlier
announced taking over of the
Ibadan Electricity Distribution
Company Limited over the
inability of the DisCo to clear
its acquisition loan from Skye
Bank, now Polaris Bank.
IBEDC, one of Nigeria’s
11 distribution companies
distributes electricity to
consumers in Oyo, Osun, Ogun
and Ondo states as well as
some parts of Ekiti and Kwara
states.
Meanwhile Jude Nwauzor,
the official spokesperson for
AMCON when contacted
by The ICIR on this latest
development, failed to offer
any response on the matter.
Apart from Ibadan DisCo,
several other distribution
companies have concerns of
insolvency hanging over their
neck.
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FG Withdraws $25m In 3 Month
Depletes ECA To $35m
BY CYRIL OGAR

Nigeria’s Excess Crude Account
is almost empty and could
just be left empty soon as the
National Economic Council has
revealed that Nigeria’s Excess
Crude Account now stands at
$35,868,086.40 as of January
17, 2022. According to the State
House publication, the new ECA
balance was provided by the
Honorable Minister of State for
Budget and National Planning,
Prince Clem Agba during the
122nd physical meeting of the
Council in Abuja.
The new figure means
that from October 2021
when the account was at
$60,857,773.43,$60.8m. FG
dipped its hands into the ECA
account and withdrew $24.98
million in less than three
months.
In his presentation, Mr
Agba revealed the current
state of Nigeria’s Excess Crude
Account ,ECA, Balance As At
17th January 2022 stands At
$35,868,086.40, Stabilization
Account Balance As Of 17th
January 2022 Stands At N30,
685, 611, 413.79, Development
Of
Natural
Resources
Account balance As At 17th
January 2022 Stands At N42,
820,382,381.40”,Minister
disclosed.
The ECA is a savings account
retained by the Federal
Government and is funded
by the difference between
the market price of crude oil
and the budgeted price of
crude oil as contained in the
appropriation bill.
As at October last year,
the ECA balance stood at
$60 million, but has further
depleted to $35million,
plunging the nation’s economy
into regress.
The ECA was conceived
in 2004 by former President
Olusegun
Obasanjo
to
document the nation’s excess
revenue from crude oil.
Also,
before
Buhari’s
assumption of office, the
account balance stood at $3.6
billion in February 2014, one of
the highest balances on record.
Presidency has defended
the drop in oil savings. In its
defence, the Special Assistant to
President Muhammadu Buhari
on Digital and New Media Tolu
Ogunlesi on Friday said: “For
those pointing out ECA was
$2.1bn in 2015, keep in mind
$1 billion went to security
purchases , 12 Super Tucano,.
Part went to Paris Club
Refunds to States and a
substantial portion invested
into the Sovereign Wealth

Agba
Fund/NSIA”. On his Twitter
handle he also stressed that
the ECA was once $20 billion
in 2009 before depleting to $2
billion in 2015.
AljazirahNigeria had earlier
reported that the International
Oil price is racing towards $90 a
barrel and it is currently trading
at the highest level since the
administration of Goodluck
Jonathan. Before the end of
2021, there was a flurry of
projections that oil prices could
hit $90 and $100 a barrel.
With reported disruption in
the Middle East including a key
pipeline running from Iraq to
Turkey it is looking increasingly
possible oil will hit $90 in days.
In addition to depleting ECA,
the Buhari Administration has
been accused of borrowing
heavily from countries like
China, France, Japan, India
and Germany. As of June 2021,
Nigeria owed a staggering
sum of $4.26bn to these five
countries.
In 2015, the then Minister of
Finance, Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala
disclosed that the country
earned $61.7 billion ,about
N12.3 trillion, as excess crude
oil money between 2011 and
2015.
Okonjo-Iweala who is now
the President of World Trade
Organisation ,WTO, said
Nigeria earned about $18.14
billion in 2011; $18.16 billion
in 2012; $15.19 billion in 2013;
$8.01 billion in 2014, and $2.17
billion in 2015.
According to BudgiT, the
ECA as at June 2007 stood at
$9.43bn, rose to $20bn as at
January 2009, and depleted

drastically to $324m in October
2019.
Recall that the 36 state
Governors had expressed their
worries about the depletion
of the Excess Crude Account
,ECA, and the resurgence
of insecurity, especially the
upsurge of Boko Haram attacks,
it was learnt.
Also of concern to the
governors is the reluctance
of the Federal Government
to tinker with the revenue
allocation formula which they
believe is desirable.
The governors expressed
shock that they were neither
consulted nor informed as
stakeholders on what warranted
the withdrawal from the ECA,
which was suddenly depleted
from $325million to $70million
in one month.
Also of note is the fact that
in seven years, the Federal
Government withdrew the sum
of N6.48trn from the Excess
Crude Account meant for the
‘rainy day’. However, within the
same period, only N4.7trn was
transferred into the account.
Between January 2012 and
December 2018, the Federal
Government withdrew a
whopping sum of N6.48trn
from the Excess Crude Account,
statistics obtained from the
Ministry of Finance have
revealed.
The ECA, which was created
by former President Olusegun
Obasanjo in 2004 for the
purpose of saving oil revenue
in excess of the budgeted
benchmark, had a balance of
$20bn in January 2009.
But persistent demand

by states to fund various
programmes and the inability
of the Federal Government
to generate adequate revenue
to fund its operation had put
pressure on it to draw down
the account.
An analysis of the account
showed that while N6.48trn
was the total outflows from
the ECA in seven years, the
government was able to transfer
N4.73trn into the account in six
years.
Further analysis of the
withdrawal showed that in
2012, the account recorded
total outflow of N2.07trn. Out
of this amount, the sum of
N1.39trn was used to augment
revenue distribution among the
three tiers of government.
Similarly, the sum of N483bn
was used for fuel subsidy
payment while N190.58bn
was transferred to a special
intervention fund.
For the 2013 fiscal period,
the sum of N1.99trn was
taken out of the account by the
Federal Government. Out of
this N1.99trn, about N1.08tn
was withdrawn to augment
revenue shortfall to the three
tiers of government, while
N505bn and N405.63bn were
used for fuel subsidy payment
and special intervention fund,
respectively.
In 2014, the account was
drawn down by N927.33bn.
From this amount, N400.23bn
went for fuel subsidy;
N303.56bn for revenue
augmentation and N223.54bn
went into special intervention
funds.
In the 2015 fiscal period,

the Federal Government gave
approval for the withdrawal
of N458.14bn from the ECA.
From this amount, N359.39bn
went into petroleum subsidy
payment; N98.19bn was used
for revenue augmentation to
the three tiers of government.
In the 2016 fiscal period, the
Federal Government withdrew
the sum of N85.17bn to
augment revenue to the three
tiers of government, while
the sum of N76.25bn was
transferred to the Nigerian
Sovereign
Investment
Authority in 2017.
The Federal Government
withdrew the sum of $2.87bn
from the Excess Crude
Account in the 2018 fiscal year,
documents obtained from the
Budget Office of the Federation
revealed.
The document, which was
obtained on Friday in Abuja,
showed the amount was used
to settle various obligations of
the Federal Government.
The withdrawal for 2018 is
significantly higher than the
$250m taken in the 2017 period
by about $2.62bn. Based on
the analysis of the figures from
the Budget Office, the sum of
$1.76bn was withdrawn in the
fourth quarter of 2018 by the
government for the Paris Club
refund to state governments.
The $1.76bn represents
about 61 per cent of the entire
$2.87bn withdrawn during
the 12-month period. Further
analysis of the figures showed
that the sum of $496.37m
was approved by President
Muhammadu Buhari and
withdrawn for the purchase of

Super Tucano Aircraft.
The withdrawal of the
amount, according to the
Budget Office, was made in the
first quarter of 2018. Similarly,
the President gave approval
that the sum of $380.51m be
withdrawn for the first batch
of procurement of critical
equipment for the Nigerian
Army, Navy and Defence
Intelligence Agency.
The withdrawal of the
$380.51m according to the
document was made in the
fourth quarter of 2018. In
the same vein, the Federal
Government also gave approval
that the sum of $233.29m be
withdrawn for states matching
grant to the Universal Basic
Education Commission.
The amount was taken
out of the ECA in the fourth
quarter of 2018. The account
also incurred bank charges of
$122.23 during the 12-month
period. In terms of inflows,
the ECA recorded deposit of
N2.31tn in 2012, N855.41bn
in 2013, N796.7bn in 2014,
N48.94bn in 2015, N242.72bn
in 2016, N151.54bn in 2017
and $1.08bn or N329.4bn in
2018.
The inflows of $1.08bn came
in through two major sources.
They are transfers made to
excess crude oil account in
the sum of $1.06bn while the
balance of $22.18m came in
through accrued interest on
fund investment.
However, the total inflow
of $1.08bn for 2018 was
significantly higher than the
$151.54m received in 2017 by
$928.46m.
The Registrar, Chartered
Institute of Finance and
Control, Mr Godwin Eohoi,
said that the country’s overdependence on oil had been
putting a lot of pressure on the
ECA. He said since the country
had a comparative advantage in
many sectors of the economy,
there was a need to come up
with deliberate policies that
would improve non-oil revenue.
According to him, “We have
so much depended on oil to the
extent that it is hurting our
economy and this shouldn’t
be the case. “Nigeria would
have been one of the greatest
countries if we had effectively
managed our resources.
We have so many resources,
especially in the agricultural
sector. Eohoi said for the sole
reason that crude oil sales would
give quick money, attention
was shifted to the sector,
adding that this shouldn’t have
happened.
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FDMQ Reverses
Action, Reports
Exchange Rate
Daily
FMDQ, the major source for
tracking official exchange rate
in Nigeria, has resumed the
publication of the Investors
and Exporters ,I&E Window,
exchange rate on its website,
after two weeks of adopting a
two-day delay.
This is following the recent
article by Nairametrics, which
revealed that FMDQ ceased
publishing official exchange
rate figures on its website,
which in essence made it
impossible for FX data users to
access such vital information.
However, as of the end
of trading activities on
Thursday, 20th January 2022,
the trading house released
the exchange rate market
movement for the day and
did the same for the next day,
Friday, indicating that it has
resumed the status quo.
AljazirahNigeria
had
reported last week that FMDQ,
which is a major source for
tracking official exchange rate
data in the country, stopped
publishing the official rates
on its website at the close of
business, instead with a twodelay period. This means that
Nigerians who were in need
of such vital data could not
access them until two days
later, hence hindering swift
decision making.
Although, it was gathered
from a reliable source that
the decision was solely driven
by financial and business
considerations, trying to
monetize the close of day
indicators data. However,
some speculations among
the users suggested that it
could be a playbook from the
Central Bank of Nigeria ,CBN,
considering that the Central
Bank had faced criticism on
social media oftentimes for
removing vital economic
reports from its website or
delaying its release
The Investors & Exporters
Window ,I&E, official exchange
rate is relied upon by tens of
thousands of businesses in the
country for making business
decisions such as imports
and exports, conversion of FX
balances, payment for goods
and services, etc.
It is also relied on by foreign
investors in determining
the conversion rate for
investments into the country.
In addition, It is used by
academics, researchers, and
the media in documenting
and analyzing the exchange
rate and its impact on Africa’s
largest economy, which makes
it very vital information to
track.

FUGAZ Investors Gain N34bn In Market Cap
STORIES BY UMORU ABDULKADIR

The market capitalization of
the top five banks referred to
as the tier-1 banks or FUGAZ,
appreciated by 1.32% to close
at N2.63 trillion as at close of
business, January 21, 2022, as
investors in these banks gain a
total of N34.25 billion during
the trading week.
After 5 trading days of the
week, 3 of the 5 tier-1 Nigerian
banks enjoyed positive market
sentiments, as Access Bank Plc
led the gainers.
According to data from the
Nigerian Exchange , NGX,, the
market capitalization of the top
five banks advanced to N2.63
trillion to appreciate by 1.32%
during the week.
A summary of the
performances of each bank is
captured below.
FBNH PLC
FBNH’s share price remained
unchanged to close the week
at N12.00, with its market
capitalization of N430.74 billion
at the end of the week. Amid selloffs and buy-interests, at the end

of the trading week, FBNH share
price stood at N12.00.
During the week, investors
traded 133,424,995 units of the
Bank’s shares valued at N1.61
billion, making the bank’s stock
the most traded in volume.
FBNH Plc third-quarter 2021
result showed that Interest
Income dropped by 12.63%
Y-o-Y to N260.12 billion, from
N297.71 billion recorded in the
same period of 2020. Similarly,
Net interest income declined by
15.45% Y-o-Y to N162.96 billion,
against N192.74 billion recorded
in the corresponding period of
last year. Profit after tax declined
significantly by 40.15% Y-o-Y to
N40.79 billion during the period
under review.
UBA PLC
United Bank for Africa Plc
declined by 0.61% as its market
capitalization closed the week at
N280.44 billion, with its share
price standing at N8.20.
UBA Plc traded a total of
41,702,809 units valued at
N340.80 million at the end of
the trading day.
UBA Plc released its Q3 2021

financials, revealing that net
interest income appreciated
by 23.25% to N229.27 billion
from N186.02 billion, while total
assets grew to N8.35 trillion
from N7.7 trillion. In addition,
the company’s profit after tax
rose by 35.61% to N104.60
billion, up from N77.13 billion
in the same period of 2020.
GT Holding Company Plc
GTCO Plc grew by N17.66 billion
after its market capitalization
appreciated to N759.32 billion
from N741.67 billion at the end
of the week’s trading session.
The growth can be attributed
to the increase in its share price,
from N25.20 traded at the end
of last week, to N25.80 as at
close of business, reflecting an
increase of 2.38%.
During the trading week,
Investors traded a total of
78,942,415 units of the bank’s
shares, valued at N2.01 billion,
making the bank’s stock the
most traded in value.
In Q3 2021, the Group
reported a decline of 7.48%
in interest income from
N74.52 billion recorded in

the corresponding period of
September 2020 to N68.94
billion in the current period.
However, post-tax profit
appreciated by 4.11% from
N48.01 billion in 2020 to
N49.99 in the current period.
Access Bank Plc
Access Bank Plc’s share price
appreciated by 2.63% to close
the week at N9.75, and the
market capitalization stood at
N346.57billion.
At the end of the week,
investors had traded a total of
45,573,342 units of the bank’s
shares valued at N443.77
million.
Access Bank Plc released its
Q3 2021 financial result which
revealed a decline in Net interest
income by 3.43% to N67.66
billion, while profit after tax
dropped by 9.11%, from N38.46
billion in September 2020 to
N34.95 billion in September
2021.
Zenith Bank Plc
Zenith Bank Plc gained
N9.42 billion after its market
capitalization appreciated to
N810.03 billion from N800.61
billion at the end of the week.
This appreciation can be
attributed to the 1.18% growth
in its share price, from N25.50
traded at the end of last week, to
N25.80 at the end of this week.
Hence, a total of 49,071,168
units of the bank’s shares were
traded during the week, valued
at N1.26 billion.
The bank released its ninemonth financial result for the
period ended September which
revealed that Interest income for
the period declined by 3.13% to
N308.84 billion from N318.82
billion in the corresponding
period of 2020. However, posttax profit for the period reported
a marginal growth of 0.80%
from N159.32 billion in 2020
to N160.59 billion in the current
period.

Airtel Leads SWOOTs Gainers As Combined Market Cap Hits N17.06trn
Combined
market
capitalization of Stocks Worth
Over One Trillion ,SWOOTs,
appreciated by 4.21% to close
at N17.78 trillion from N17.06
trillion the previous week,
reflecting a gain of N717.92
billion.
Stocks
included
in
this
classification
are
AIRTELAFRICA,
BUA
CEMENT,
DANGOTE
CEMENT, NESTLE, MTNN
Plc, and recently, BUA FOODS.
Stock Performance
Airtel Africa Plc’s share price
appreciated by 10.00% to
stand at N1,155.50 per share
at the end of the trading week,
with a market capitalization of
N4.34 trillion. Airtel’s HY 2021
unaudited results for the period
ended September 30th, 2021
revealed that Revenue grew by
20.21% from $965mn in the
previous year to $1.16bn in
the current period. In the same

vein, Operating profit showed
impressive growth to record a
45% increase from $262mn to
$380mn.
Net Profit surged significantly
by 118.18% from $88m to
$192m. Airtel Africa Plc has an
earnings per share of 4.3 cents.
Dangote Cement Plc’s share
price appreciated by 5.5% to
close at N284.90 at the end
of the trading week as the
company’s market capitalization
stood at N4.85 trillion. The
company, which is a competitor
with Bua Cement Plc and
Wapco Plc, has a total Market
capitalization of N4.85 trillion.
Dangote Cement Plc is
currently the most valued
company quoted on the
exchange and makes up
roughly 27% of the total market
capitalization of all stocks worth
over one trillion.
The Q3 2021 financial result
revealed that revenue grew by

16.53%, while net income for
the period appreciated by 4.94%
from N82.54 billion in Q3 2020
to N86.62 billion in the current
period.
BUA Cement Plc’s share price
appreciated by 4.2% to close at
N71.40 from N68.50, with the
market capitalization standing
at N2.42 trillion at the end of
the trading week.
The company’s Q3 2021
financial report revealed a
revenue of N62.63 billion,
reflecting a growth of 13.27%
from N55.29 billion in 2020.
Similarly, net income increased
by N3.76 billion, reflecting
a 20.07% increase from
N18.75 billion recorded in the
corresponding period of 2020,
to N22.51 billion in the current
period.
BUA Foods Plc’s share price
declined by 2.40% to close at
N64.40 from N66.00, with the
market capitalization standing

at N1.16 trillion at the end of
the trading week.
BUA Foods is a newly listed
company on the exchange;
however, the nine-months
financial result revealed a 6.68%
growth in Profit after Tax from
N15.53 billion recorded in the
corresponding period of 2020
to N16.56 billion in the period
reported.
The FMCG company reported
a revenue of N79.70 billion,
reflecting a growth of 6.84%
from N74.59 billion in the
corresponding period of 2020.
Other companies under
the SWOOT classification
remained unchanged in share
prices and their performances
are summarized below:
Nestle Nigeria Plc’s share
price remained unchanged to
close the week at N1,435.00 per
share, amidst sell-offs and buyinterests during the trading
week.

Bitcoin
Plummets By
Over 50% From
All Time High
Price of the world’s flagship
Cryptocurrency,
Bitcoin,
crashed by over 50% from its
all-time high on Saturday as
traders dumped assets for cash.
Bitcoin fell to as low as $34,
593 before clawing back above
$35,000 in the early hours of
Sunday, Nigerian time. Bitcoin
hit an all-time high of $67,566
on the 8th of November
2021 at a time when bullish
investors predicted we could
be hitting $100,000.
The crash in Bitcoin prices
follows a decision by the US
Fed to raise interest rates at
least three times precipitating
the liquidation of most
leveraged assets in the market.
Bitcoin is not the only
Cryptocurrency that has
suffered massive losses.
Ethereum, the second most
capitalized Cryptocurrency
has also fallen from its all-time
high of $4,812 to about $2,400
as traders intensified the selloffs across board.
Also affected in the sell-offs
are BNB, Cardona, Solana,
XRP all of which make up
the top 10 most capitalized
Cryptocurrencies in the world.
So far, the market
capitalization
of
Cryptocurrencies has fallen
by over 43% from $2.9 trillion
in November 2021 to around
$1.65 trillion today.
Over a trillion dollars in
crypto values have been wiped
out this year already.
Despite the crash with
Cryptocurrencies, stable coins
remain “stable” as investors
liquidate their positions
in Bitcoins and altcoins in
exchange for stable coins
which are pegged to the dollar.
Tether, the world’s largest
stable coin, is at an all-time
high of $78 billion in market
capitalization.
The declines in crypto follow
Wall Street losses on Thursday.
The Nasdaq was down almost
5% this week, and the S&P 500
is into its third straight week
of losses.
As the 10-year U.S.
Treasury yield spiked earlier
this week, rising rates have
caused investors to shed their
positions in riskier assets.
Yields move opposite to prices.
The Federal Reserve has
also indicated it plans to begin
reducing its balance sheet, as
well as tapering of bonds and
raising interest rates.
As a result of intense price
fluctuations and increased
regulatory scrutiny, many
industry experts predict that
the crypto market will continue
to experience a downturn.
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Former Vice President, Atiku Abubakar (R) exchanging pleasantries with President of the Senate, Senator Ahmed Lawan and Governor Mai Mala Buni of Yobe State, during a condolence visit to
PHOTO: TYOZENDA TYOAKAA
Alhaji Dahiru Barau Mangal over the loss of his mother, in Katsina over the weekend.

2023: Atiku Only Person To Stop Tinubu – Dokpesi
BY CALEB ISHAYA

Ahead of 2023 presidential election, a chieftain
of the Peoples Democratic party, PDP, Chief
Raymond Dokpesi, has described the former Vice
President, Atiku Abubakar, as the only person
with the capacity to stop Senator Bola Ahmed
Tinubu from becoming the president of Nigeria.
Dokpesi who led a delegation of the Atiku
Abubakar Campaign Caretaker Committee on
Saturday stated this during visit to Valentine
Ozigbo, the Anambra State governorship
candidate of the PDP in the November 6, 2021
election at his country home in Amesi, in Aguata
Local Government Area of Anambra State.
According to him, the visit was to inform
Anambra people that Atiku Abubakar, a former
Vice -President of Nigeria and 2019 PDP
Presidential Candidate was once again aspiring
to contest for the president in 2023.
“The Waziri (Atiku) is the right person
that could match Chief Bola Ahmed Tinubu”,
should he eventually emerge as the presidential
candidate of the APC.
“South East’s interest would be highly
protected”, as exemplified earlier by Waziri with
the choice of His Excellency Peter Obi as his
running mate”.
While making a rallying call to Igbo to
mobilise massive for the PDP, to boost the
party’s membership ahead of the 2023 elections,
Dokpesi said Anambra had been at the forefront
of producing leaders of Nigeria and had shown
commitment to the PDP as a party over the years.

“We have come to seek and solicit your support
for the presidential aspiration of Waziri Atiku
Abubakar and to assure you that Atiku Abubakar
is in the best position to unify Nigeria and
protect the interest of his in-laws, Ndigbo”, Chief
Dokpesi said.
Dokpesi lamented that Anambra missed out
on having “the services of a dogged fighter” by
failing to elect Valentine Ozigbo during the 2021
gubernatorial election while declaring that the
forces that worked against the PDP candidate
“cannot stop his light from shining”.
Dokpesi expressed profound appreciation
for the great hospitality extended to them and

the reception, which he described as “warm and
exceptional”, adding that Anambra was the 30th
state visited by the group.
He said the concept of a rotational presidency
was meant to prevent the emergence of “Super
Nigerians” by allowing people from every part of
the country to lead. He also added that the PDP
had technically zoned the presidential ticket to
the North by electing Atiku as its flag-bearer in
2019.
The Atiku team also had in the entourage Engr.
Olajide Adeniji, who acts as the secretary to the
team, Emeka Donald Nwachukwu and Chief
Obunike Ohaegbu, Mr Olumide Opeewe, Hajia

Hassana Dada Shuaibu, Mr Adai Edwin Adai, Mr
Ado Datti, and Amb. Bin Abbas.
Speaking, Valentine Ozigbo thanked the Atiku
campaign team for finding him worthy of their
visit and expressed admiration for Dr Dokpesi’s
commitment, noting that he was encouraged
by his consistency for the PDP. Ozigbo also
appreciated the media mogul’s support during
the last Anambra State governorship election.
While commenting on his perception of
Atiku Abubakar, Ozigbo said that he looked out
for character and competence in a leader and
considers the former vice president as “eminently
qualified to vie for the presidency of Nigeria”.

...PDP Stakeholders Insist On Power Shift To Abia North
Peoples Democratic Party ,PDP, stakeholders in
Abia North Senatorial District say it’s the turn
of the area to produce the next governor of the
state in 2022.
The party chieftains said this at a news
conference in Umuahia on Friday, adding
that their agitation was in line with the spirit
of zoning and Abia Charter of Equity. The
Spokesman of the group, Dr Eme Okoro, said
that there was need for a peaceful transition of
the governorship seat to Abia north “for justice,
fairness and equity”.
Okoro said that doing so would help “to build
peace, eschew bitterness, rancour and disunity
among ourselves as brothers”.
He further said that power rotation among

senatorial districts had become the trend since
the return of democratic governance in 1999.
According to him, the Charter of Equity, which
is anchored on justice, fairness and equity, has
served Abia very well and for the purposes it was
established.
“Today, nobody will dispute the fact that the
three senatorial districts have had one of their
own as the chief executive of the state. “There is
peace, everyone is happy, every district is happy
and Abia people are happy. We are all happy”,
he said.
Okoro said that Sen. Orji Kalu took the first
slot for Abia North (1999 – 2007), followed by
Sen. Theodore Orji for Abia Central (2007 –
2015) and Gov. Okezie Ikpeazu for Abia South

from 2015.
“Going forward and as the next political
dispensation approaches, we stand on the altar of
justice, equity and fairness to call on our amiable
governor to ensure that the peaceful rotation of
power he inherited must continue seamlessly
and uninterrupted. “This will enable him to
write his name in gold and save himself and our
generation from the harsh judgment of history.
“Let our actions, inaction, utterances and silence
not allow history judge us harshly.
“As we approach 2023, the governor as the
last beneficiary of the Charter of Equity has the
singular most important duty and responsibility
to ensure that power transits peacefully to Abia
North”, he said.
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PDP And The Zoning Dilemma
BY MUYIWA OYINLOLA

Perhaps the biggest challenge before the
Peoples Democratic Party, PDP, is the zone
its presidential candidate would emerge
from.
The party from its inception in 1998
has been known for zoning its political
and elective offices which rotates between
North and South. Where its presidential
candidate is zoned to the North, it’s
national chairman emerges from the South,
and vice versa, respectively.
In the build-up to its last October national
convention, there were expectations that
the Gov. Ifeanyi Ugwuanyi-led.
The National Zoning Committee of the
party would come up with specifics on
where what offices are zoned to but it only
resolved on the national chairman of the
party, which it zoned to the North while
it was silent on where it’s presidential
candidate for the 2023 general elections
would emerge from.
It also recommended that the then
elective National Working Committee,
NWC, positions in the party should be
swapped between the north and the south.
At the end of the deliberations of the
PDP National Zoning Committee, it was
resolved, among others, that: The National
Zoning Committee of the PDP was given
the mandate to zone National offices to
be contested by all PDP Members of the
Party at the PDP National Convention of
the Party scheduled for October 30/31 2021
by the National Executive Committee of the

Party.
It also noted that the mandate of the
committee does not include zoning of the
offices of the President, Vice-President and
other Executive and Legislative offices of
the Federal Republic of Nigeria. And the
decision of the Committee to zone the
Party offices does not in any way affect the
executive and legislative offices in Nigeria.
It added that zoning of offices on PDP has
traditionally been between the North and
South of Nigeria, noting that the decision
of the PDP Zoning Committee is in line with
the Constitution of the Party on zoning and
rotation of national offices in the interest of
justice, equity and fairness. Consequently,
the current offices being held by officers
in the Southern zones of the country,
namely, South West, South East and South
South should swap places with the offices
currently in the northern zones of Nigeria,

“

The PDP thanks Nigerians
across board for the
overwhelming interest
they have in our Party
as their sure platform to
rescue and rebuild our
nation from misrule...

namely, North West, North East and North
Central zones.

ALIYU, PDP CLASH OVER ZONING
Earlier in the year, a report emerged that
the former Governor of Niger State, Dr
Babangida Aliyu said that the party had
agreed to rezone the presidency to the
northern region.
Aliyu was said to have made the disclosure
when the Atiku Support Organisation
visited him in Minna.
“In our zoning agreement, we have
agreed to rezone to the North as requested
by others but we have agreed written openly
as a result of what has happened that any
candidate from any part of the country can
now contest this election”, Aliyu said.
However, the party in a swift reaction
said the party had yet to take any decision
on zoning it’s presidential ticket, thus
puncturing Aliyu’s position.
“This is completely misleading as it does
not in any way represent the position of our
party”, it’s spokesman, Debo Ologunagba
said.
Continuing, he stated: “For the avoidance
of doubt, the PDP emphatically and
unequivocally states that it has not zoned
it Presidential ticket to any part of the
country.
“The PDP is a political party founded on
democratic principles and every action of
the party, including zoning, is based on
extensive consultations, discussions and
consideration of all the issues as well as the
various tendencies and interests across the

nation, with the main objective of ensuring
that the unity, peaceful co-existence and
development of our nation are reinforced
and promoted.
“The PDP therefore urges Nigerians,
our teeming members and supporters to
completely disregard the unfounded zoning
claims as being peddled. Our party also
cautions those behind the claims to desist
forthwith.
“The PDP thanks Nigerians across board
for the overwhelming interest they have in
our Party as their sure platform to rescue
and rebuild our nation from misrule and
urges them to remain united and focused
as we join forces for the task ahead.”
KWANKWASO COUNTERS ZONING
PRESIDENCY TO SOUTH
When Southern governors met in Asaba,
Delta State capital, last year, they proposed
and insisted the next president of the
country must emerge from the South.
However, former governor of Kano State,
Rabiu Kwankwaso, has kicked against it, at
least, for the PDP.
In his argument during a TV interview,
he condemned the call, describing it as an
attempt to intimidate the northern region
into relinquishing its right to contest the
seat.
He said the decision to contest should be
based on strategy rather than mere clamour
or sentiments.
With reference to former President
Olusegun Obasanjo and Goodluck
CONTINUE ON PAGE 30
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Jonathan, Mr Kwankwaso, who is eyeing
the 2023 presidential ticket of the PDP, said
the party had produced more presidents
from the South than the North.
“You see many people are mixing what
ordinarily shouldn’t come together at all.
We have the PDP, we have the APC, we have
the APGA and we have many other parties
today in this country. And the issue of
where a party put his presidency or vice

presidency is a matter of strategy.
“If you look at it from 1999, to date, or
even after 2023, we have 16 years for the
PDP, 8 years for APC. Now, in the 16 years
of the PDP, we had a situation where the
presidency has been in the south for 14
years and only in the north for two years
during the Umaru Musa Yar’Adua of blessed
memory.
“Now we see some people, maybe because
they don’t understand politics or they want
to be mischievous, they keep on mixing the

two issues of two political parties together.
The PDP and APC are contestants in this
game”, he said.
AFEGBUA MAKES CASE FOR SOUTH
But in a sharp disagreement with
Kwankwaso, a chieftain of the party and
former Information Commissioner in Edo
State, Prince Kassim Afegbua, on Sunday
urged the party to zone it’s presidential
ticket to the South.
According to a statement, he said doing
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so would prevent certain serial contestants
from the race, while the ground would
be open for serious and determined
contenders.
“Having concluded the convention of
the PDP, with a new leadership that looks
promising, the party will have to rise above
board to produce a presidential candidate
from the Southern part of the country to
complete the narrative.
“With the abysmal performance of
President Muhammadu Buhari on account
of age, incompetence and lack of capacity
and political will to take deliberate and
sustained action to bail out the country
from all manner of challenges, it will be
immoral for Alhaji Atiku Abubakar to
continue to express interest in seeking
election in the 2023 presidential election
having attained the retirement age.
“He cannot assume the role of a perpetual
candidate or professional aspirant year in,
year out, of the party as though the party
was established for him alone. It defeats all
sense of logic for such an old man to attempt
another round of political contestation at
a time the general feeling and mood in the
country supports a younger Nigerian from
the Southern extraction of the country.
“For me, Alhaji Atiku Abubakar should
quit his quest for presidency and support
a southern Nigerian candidate in the spirit
of fairness, equity and justice that will
assuage the feelings of stakeholders from
the Southern part of Nigeria.
“It will be against the run of play and
natural justice for any aspirant of Northern
extraction to show interest in the 2023
presidential election within the PDP
threshold”.
However, while the party has yet to take
a position on where it’s 2023 presidential
candidate would emerge from, aspirants
from both North and South have continued
to show interest in the race, even as some
have continued to remain in the race even
if it’s not zone to their areas.
Analysts are however of the view that the
party should make its position known on
the issue in good time so as to allow for only
serious contenders to show up for the race.

Jos North/Bassa Bye-election: APC Stakeholders Endorse Kwande’s Candidature
Some stakeholders of the All Progressives
Congress, APC, in Jos North and Bassa local
government areas of Plateau have endorsed
the candidature of Suleiman YahayaKwande for the Jos North/Bassa Federal
Constituency bye-election, fixed for Feb. 26.
The stakeholders made the endorsement
of Kwande at a stakeholders meeting in Jos
on Saturday.
The News Agency of Nigeria reports that
the Jos North/Bassa Federal Constituency
seat became vacant after the demise of its
occupant, Rep. Haruna Maitala on April 2,
2021, in an auto crash on his way to Jos
from Abuja.
More than 30 aspirants from Jos North
and Bassa local government areas have
since declared interest for the seat.
Suleiman Kwande was a two-term
member of the House of Representatives
representing Jos North/Bassa Federal
Constituency from 2011-2019.
Mr Tijani Lawandi-Dati, a chieftain in the
party, described Kwande as a courageous
and selfless politician who has the political
cloud and the democratic credentials to
deliver.

“I know from what I have seen delivered
by Kwande when he was in office, he has
the political support across Jos North and
Bassa local government areas to win the byeelection for the APC.
“He lost narrowly the party primaries
to the late Haruna Maitala in 2019, yet he
collapsed his political structure, coupled with
financial and moral support to ensure that
Maitala and the APC won the 2019 election
and he deserves to be supported now”, he
said.
Lawandi-Dati rejected the political
permutations making round that the seat
had been zoned to Bassa.
Similarly, a member of the party, Mr
Lawrence Zongo, said that Kwande deserved
support for the bye-election election, having
done well for his constituents while in and
out of office.
“We advise our amiable Gov. Simon Lalong
to adhere to the principles of democratic
culture by allowing for an all inclusive contest
ahead of the bye-election.
“The position should not be zoned to favour
an individual because all the contestants are
looking up to the governor as a father.

Mr Ezra Godit, another member of the
party, while endorsing Kwande opposed
zoning, observes that there had never been
arrangement for zoning in Jos North/Bassa
Federal Constituency.

Kwande

Godit noted that zoning in the
constituency could be presented and
discussed by stakeholders ahead of
subsequent elections but not in the eve of
an election.
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I’ll Provide Ekiti
Visionary Leadership,
Says Ajayi
Young People’s Party, YPP,
governorship aspirant in Ekiti, Mr
Debo Ajayi, has identified the lack
of visionary leadership as the major
cause of underdevelopment in the
state.
Ajayi, who made this known in
a statement he issued on weekend
in, through his party’s secretariat
in Abuja, vowed to change the
narratives if given the opportunity
to govern the state.
He noted that the time has come
for men of integrity and vision to
take over the mantle of leadership
in the state, provide direction and
fix the broken system.
The governorship aspirant said
part of the visionary leadership he
would offer if elected into office
would be to tap into the intellectual
assets that are in abundance in the
state and also ensure a private
sector-driven economy.
“We will invest massively in
the youths who will be drivers of
our proposed knowledge-driven
economy.
“Politics in Nigeria is
rapidly evolving with renewed
consciousness made increasingly
possible by the obvious leadership
failure since the commencement of
the fourth Republic in 1999.
“Nigerians, especially the
youth demographic group, with
an estimated voting population
of over 40 million, are today
better informed and quickly
institutionalising the vibrant
online activism demonstrated
during the #EndSARS protests into
electoral politics and broader civic
participation.

2023: Ozoemena
Rejoins Enugu
Governorship Race
Former governorship candidate
under the platform of the United
Democratic Party, UDP, in 2019,
Rev. Donatus Ozoemena, has
declared interest to run for the
governorship position of Enugu
State in 2023.
Ozoemena also disclosed that
he would be contesting on the
umbrella of All Progressive Grand
Alliance, APGA.
He made his declaration
during the 2021/2022 Unity Cup
Competition finals held at Onoli
Primary School Field in Awgu Local
Government Area of Enugu State
over the weekend.
The cleric noted that his return
to the race is to break the jinx of
one-party system of government
and give hope to the youths.
According to him, “My decision
was driven by a brazen hunger to
save the future of Enugu State
youths and make the state a hub
of employment generation as
well as sports, agriculture and
infrastructural
development,
among others”.

Nothing Can Make Me Return
To Party Politics – Obasanjo
BY CALEB ISHAYA

Former
President
Olusegun
Obasanjo on Saturday restated his
decision and commitment to stay off
the party politics, saying nothing can
make him return to party politics.
Obasanjo made his position
known, while addressing newsmen
shortly after a closed-door meeting
with members of the National
Working Committee, NWC, of the
Peoples Democratic Party, PDP, in
Abeokuta, the Ogun State capital.
The former president said he was
contented to remain as an elder
statesman, adding that nothing
would make him return to party
politics.
“I want to emphasise that I am no
longer in partisan politics and there
is nothing that will bring me back to
partisan politics.
“I will always be interested in what
is good for Nigeria and anybody
who wants to have my advice; I
will distinctively give it in the best
interest of Nigeria and in the best
interest of Africa.
“This is why I have the type of
responsibility that I now have in the
horn of Africa, which is not an easy
thing”, the former president said.
He, however, said that the PDP
would continue to be part of his life
history because he attained unto
the position of the president of the
country on the platform of the party.
Obasanjo explained that in
spite of his retirement from party
politics, he could not retire from his
commitment to the welfare of the
people.
He said: “I have been with the

Obasanjo

party right from inception.
“Whatever I do in my life, because
I became president on the platform
of PDP, the party will continue to be
part of history of my life.
I must, however, add that the day
my ward decided to tear my PDP card,
was the day I ceased to be a member
of the PDP. And that day, I vowed that
I will no longer be a member of any
political party.
“I will remain a statesman in
Nigeria, West Africa, Africa and
indeed in the world at large.
“Though, I have retired from
partisan politics, but I cannot retire
from the welfare and well being
of the people, whether in my own

community, in my own state, in my
own country, anywhere in Africa or
indeed anywhere in the world”.
Obasanjo said that the PDP
National Chairman, Iyorchia Ayu, has
a huge responsibility in restoring the
lost glory of the party, praying that
God would grant him the wisdom to
succeed.
In his remarks, Ayu said he
considered it appropriate to visit
Obasanjo with the party chieftains so
that they could learn from his wealth
of experiences.
The PDP chairman said that the
tenure of Obasanjo as Nigeria’s
president on the platform of the PDP
remained the golden era of the party.
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“During that period, not only did
you grow Nigeria’s economy to be
the biggest in Africa, you were able to
take the country away from slavery by
negotiating and cancelling so much of
its foreign debts.
“The Foreign Direct Investment,
FDI, in the country was on the
increase on daily basis with
attendant respect for Nigeria from
the international community.
“Most of the institutions and
agencies set up during your tenure,
including the Economic and Financial
Crimes Commission ,EFCC, and the
Independent Corrupt Practices and
Other Related Offences Commission
,ICPC, are still useful in the country.
“You are very passionate about
this country and you did a lot. So, we
thought we should come and thank
you for what you have done, not just
for Nigerians, but also for our party
and the African continent.
“I think today, in all modesty,
after the departure of late President
Nelson Mandela of South Africa,
there remains only one person of
such stature on the African continent.
“We are proud that the person is
a Nigerian in the person of former
President Olusegun Obasanjo.
Ayu, who described Obasanjo as
a detribised leader, recalled that the
elder statesman once told him that
he (Obasanjo), would feel diminished,
if anyone limits him to a particular
tribe, rather than Nigeria as a
country.
He explained that the thought had
stuck in his head that he, and every
Nigerian, has the responsibility to
keep Nigeria united and take it to an
enviable height.
“Though, you retired from partisan
politics, partisan politics will never
retire from your blood.
“You always want the right thing
done and since you want the right
thing done, for life, you will remain
the emeritus member of the PDP.

2023: INEC, CSO, Jega Express Concern Over Proposed Increased Campaign Funding
BY CALEB ISHAYA

Independent National Electoral
Commission, INEC, Civil Society
Organisations, CSOs, and other
stakeholders have expressed concern
over the increase in campaign
spending ceiling, proposed in the
Electoral Amend Bill ahead of the
2023 elections.
The stakeholders, at a HighLevel Policy Roundtable on Political
Campaign Finance on Friday in
Abuja, expressed concern that the
high cost of campaign spending
ceiling and election expenses might
exclude potentially good candidates.
The proposed Electoral Bill, a
presidential candidate can now spend
from N5 billion as against the former
N1 billion in the 2018 Act.
Reports have it that a governorship
candidate will now spend up to N1
billion from the previous N200
million while a Senatorial candidate
can spend N100 million as against
the previous N40 million.
Furthermore, a House of
Representatives candidate will
henceforth spend N70 million
instead of N30 million in their
respective election spending.

Prof.
Mahmood
Yakubu,
Chairman INEC, represented by
Prof. Kunle Ajayi, INEC’s National
Commissioner, said that from the
previous experiences of the Nigerian
electoral systems, INEC has been
battling some financial issues.
Yakubu said through the Economic
and Financial Crimes Commission,
EFCC, commercial banks would be
mandated to report all suspicious
transactions ahead of the election
while threatening to prosecute any
bank that failed to cooperate.
“We have not officially declared
notice for the 2023 general elections,
but when we so declare, we will
put our monitoring committees
to motion like the central banks,
the DSS, the EFCC, the ICPC, the
(commercial) banks and other law
enforcement agencies.
“Every candidate must be made to
declare his bank asset because that is
where they draw out their money so
we will make them to present their
statements of account right from
the onset.
“We will make it mandatory
for them to turn in their bank
statements so if they say they are
doing billboards and the account

remains the same, and then there is
a problem”.
Yakubu said that INEC would
establish finance monitoring
teams to monitor politicians to
curb excessive electoral funding
because money politics, undue
influence of money, marginalisation,
particularly of women and youths
and other vulnerable members
of the electorates, are hampering
participation.
“These groups ordinarily would
want to participate in the electoral
process but because of economic
reasons many of them cannot
participate. “So they have decided to
leave it to the money bags, those who
have enough money to manipulate
the system for campaign and so on.
“These have become concerns
to INEC and we will be working to
ensure it is curbed, using the law
that empowers INEC, so I am glad
this meeting is holding.
“We look forward to more
recommendations on how we can
provide solution to issues bothering
on elections, like vote buying, issues
of money bags, God fathers and how
to provide a level-playing ground for
everybody’’.

Former INEC Chairman, Attahiru
Jega, said that in a rush by members
of the National Assembly to raise
the campaign fund they forgot that
the Electoral Act 2010, as amended,
has already defined campaign ceiling
funds with regards to political parties.
“So if this bill is passed, there is
going to be a contradiction in relation
to what is the definition of campaign
ceiling and to whom does it apply.
“We all know that the
environment is undemocratic and
needs to be improved upon, but how
can you improve the environment
through appeal to morality or should
you try to use legal enforcement
mechanism in order to ensure
that the environment is somewhat
improved.
“So there is need to pay more
attention to what mechanism we
can introduce in order to improve
compliance with whatever campaign
ceiling is there’’.
Jega also advised that it might
be too late to start talking about
changing things now but attention
should be paid to it in the next
circle of election to ensure that the
new ceilings proposed is drastically
removed.
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Did Bagudu Foresee The Future As Nigeria’s Rice Pyramids Mount?

T

FROM LAST WEEK SATURDAY

he partnership between Lagos
and Kebbi saw other states like
Ebonyi, Edo, Imo, Akwa Ibom,
Bayelsa, Anambra, Cross River
States, Taraba, Jigawa, Sokoto and
others all queuing into the rice production
initiative.
Fast forward to 2022 and the entire
nation has today benefitted from
the seeming mustard seed sown by
Governor Bagudu as still not relenting
on his oars, the Kebbi governor has till
today continued pushing for greater
prospect of the rice industry in Nigeria,
positioning that Nigeria could earn a
whopping $15billion from rice export
yearly as focus begins to shift to export.
Said he, “Why can’t we be rice
exporters? Bangladesh, which is about
one-fifth of the Nigerian landmass
produces over 38 million metric tonnes
of rice. So, that means nothing stops
us in Nigeria from achieving that. If we
produce 30million metric tonnes of rice,
even at $500 per tonne, that is about
$15bn. States should complement each
other, and that is what we have been
doing in Kebbi. We share knowledge.
“Kebbi is becoming the hub of rice
production in Nigeria; we are not
competing with other states. I have
always said one of Nigeria’s blessings
is that rice grows in the 36 states and
the Federal Capital Territory, FCT.
There is no state that cannot grow
rice. Even Lagos which has relatively
small landmass, still has some rice
production going on there. Rice is one
of the few crops that you can find in
all states. Some states are even more
suitably placed. For example, the most

Bagudu

surprising will be Bayelsa. Bayelsa has a lot
of water resources. Somebody doing rice in
Bayelsa would not have water challenges
like the farmer in Kebbi because Kebbi
farmers during the dry season have to
pump water. So the country is endowed and
blessed, “the Kebbi governor reiterated in
an interview with the Guardian newspapers
recently.
As the man who clearly saw tomorrow as
regards the potentialities of rice production,
the Kebbi governor predicted that someday
rice pyramids would mount across the
country to show Nigeria’s production
capacity. And with Abuja’s latest rice
pyramid, he clearly must have known what
he was talking about.
“When we complement each other,
everyone benefits. Everyone benefits
not only from rice.. We sent people to
Imo to teach them because Kebbi is
not competing with Imo. We should
complement each other to produce
more.I will not be surprised to see
pyramids across the country. I will

not be surprised to see rice pyramids
in Cross River and others. It is not a
big deal. Our people are hardworking.
The pyramids should be in every state in
Nigeria. This is part of providence to us. If we
don’t manage it, it is our own making, “the
Kebbi governor had spoken in the past.
In the words of Andrew Carnegie, “Suplus
wealth is a sacred trust which its possessor
is bound to administer in his lifetime for the
good of the community”. There is no denying
the fact that Nigeria is a wealthy nation,
however, it requires visionary leaders like
the Kebbi Governor to help in marshaling
its distribution for the greater benefit of the
Nigerian people.
The Abuja rice pyramid and others must
therfore serve as the beginning of the
testament that Bagudu long foresaw of our
rice potentials - one which can adequately
feed us, provide employment and serve
as a huge source of foreign earning for
our dear nation.
Chimobi Kingsleyis a public
commentator.
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